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Abstract
A Hele–Shaw cell consists of two narrowly separated plates of glass, between which
fluid can be injected or removed. The fluid flow equations in this scenario are suffi-
ciently simple that explicit solutions have been constructed using conformal mapping
techniques, and the interaction between two different fluids in a Hele-Shaw cell is fre-
quently used as a model for more complicated free boundary problems in science and
industry. Depending on the application, the model may include nonlinear terms in
the dynamic (pressure) condition on the moving interface. The most common of these
terms is surface tension, which introduces a curvature term into the dynamic condi-
tion, while the second most popular is kinetic undercooling, which introduces a velocity
term. The aim of this thesis is to uncover new results in the study of free boundary
Hele–Shaw flow, with a focus on the effects of surface tension and kinetic undercooling.
In Chapter 1 we introduce the problem and review the important literature. Chapter
2 contains the mathematical formulation of Hele–Shaw flow, and a review of complex
variable and linear stability results that are relevant to the results in the remainder of
the thesis.
New results are contained in Chapters 3–7, which consist of published or submitted
research articles and conference papers. In Chapter 3 we derive new explicit solutions
for multiply connected (ring-shaped) evolving fluid regions using conformal maps, and
examine how the pole/critical point structure of the mapping functions determines the
occurrence of cusp or finger formation. In Chapter 4 we adapt numerical methods used
to solve the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with surface tension to instead include
the effect of kinetic undercooling, uncovering a discrepancy with existing asymptotic
analysis.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we perform an analytic and numerical study of an inviscid con-
tracting bubble in a two-dimensional Hele–Shaw cell in which both surface tension and
kinetic undercooling are included. Linear stability analysis implies that the two effects
are in competition, which leads to the bubble taking either a circular or slit (vanish-
ing aspect ratio) shape as it tends to its extinction point, depending on the relative
strengths of the two regularisations. In a critical parameter range, both asymptotic
behaviours are possible, and there is a third, nontrivial extinction shape. The leading
order problem for small bubble size is much more amenable to analysis than the full
problem, and turns out to be a generalisation of the equation for curve-shortening flow,
a topic of interest in geometric PDE theory.
In Chapter 7 we examine the effect of pure kinetic undercooling (zero surface tension),
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in both bubble and channel geometries. We present analytical and numerical evidence
that the bubble boundary is unstable and may develop one or more corners in finite
time, for both expansion and contraction cases. Exact solutions to the leading order
problem for small bubble size demonstrate corner formation and continue until the
bubble contracts to a slit. We also revisit the Saffman–Taylor problem from Chapter 4.
With kinetic undercooling, a continuum of corner-free solutions exists for any finger
width above a critical value, which goes to zero as the kinetic undercooling vanishes.
This implies that the selection of discrete solution branches, predicted by asymptotic
analysis, is due to more subtle nonanalyticities.
In Chapter 8 we conclude and discuss avenues of further research. Some unpublished
preliminary material on future work is included in appendices.
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1 Introduction and background
1.1 Introduction
Hele–Shaw flow is an area of research in fluid dynamics and mathematics that extends
back to the 19th century. It has its origins in an experimental device devised by the
English engineer and fluid dynamicist Henry Shelby Hele–Shaw (Hele–Shaw 1898). The
Hele–Shaw cell consists of two closely separated glass plates, with fluid in between (see
Figure 1.1). In this set up, the viscous forces in the fluid dominate (it is a low Reynolds
number flow), and only two spatial dimensions are important, with the flow equations
averaged in the direction normal to the plates.
Hele–Shaw’s interest was in visualising stream lines of flow around objects, representing
situations in ideal (high Reynolds number) flow, such as modelling air flowing around
an aerofoil (see Figure 1.2). Indeed, one of the initially surprising aspects of flow in a
Hele–Shaw cell is that it is mathematically equivalent to ideal flow in two dimensions,
despite being at the other end of the Reynolds number spectrum.
The mathematical elegance of Hele–Shaw flow, and its connection to ideal flow, stems
from the simplification that arises by averaging the flow equations over the direction
normal to the plates (Lamb 1932). After averaging, it turns out the fluid velocity v is
driven purely by the gradient of pressure p in the fluid:
v = − b
2
12µ
∇p, (1.1)
where b is the plate separation distance, and µ is the fluid viscosity. This means that
the velocity has a potential function φ, defined as
φ = − b
2
12µ
p, (1.2)
where v = ∇φ. Given conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid (∇ · v = 0), it
follows that the potential satisfies Laplace’s equation
∇2φ = 0, (1.3)
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Figure 1.1: A Hele–Shaw cell, consisting of fluid suspended between two closely sepa-
rated glass plates. A hole in one plate allows fluid to be injected at a point. When the
viscous fluid (oil) is displaced by a less viscous fluid (air), the interface is unstable (the
Saffman–Taylor instability). Photo by the author.
Figure 1.2: Streamlines in Hele–Shaw flow past an aerofoil cross-section, mimicking the
ideal (inviscid) flow of air. Photo from Van Dyke (1982), originally appearing in Werle´
(1973).
which is mathematically identical to the equation for the velocity potential in ideal
flow (in ideal flow, however, the potential is not proportional to pressure, instead being
related by Bernoulli’s equation).
Interest in free boundary Hele–Shaw flow, where the Hele–Shaw cell contains two or
more fluids separated by an evolving interface, developed concurrently in Russia and the
West in the mid-20th century. This research was largely motivated by the oil industry,
and the mathematical links between Hele–Shaw flow and groundwater (Darcy) flow.
One method of recovering oil from underground reservoirs is to pump water in at
secondary locations. In such a situation, the interface between the oil and water is
very important, since the recovery process is compromised if the water and oil become
intermixed. Russian researchers such as Polubarinova-Kochina (1945) and Galin (1945)
developed the first nontrivial explicit solutions to free boundary Hele–Shaw flows using
the complex variable theory that arises from Laplace’s equation (1.3), while British
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Figure 1.3: The evolution of a single finger of less viscous fluid (the Saffman–Taylor
finger) penetrating a more viscous fluid. Photo from Saffman and Taylor (1958).
researchers, most famously Saffman and Taylor (1958) were interested in determining
the stability properties of the water-oil interface. In a famous experiment, Saffman
and Taylor (1958) showed that when a less viscous fluid (say water) displaces a more
viscous fluid (say oil) in a rectangular Hele–Shaw channel, the interface is unstable, and
generally evolves to a single travelling finger of inviscid fluid. This viscous instability is
subsequently known as the Saffman–Taylor instability, with the travelling finger called
the Saffman–Taylor finger (see Figure 1.3).
Subsequent interest in free boundary Hele–Shaw flow crosses the spectrum of physics
and applied and pure mathematics, ranging from experiments, numerical simulations
and explicit solution methods to connections with other moving boundary problems,
connections with topics in pure complex analysis, and theoretical existence results
on the underlying mathematical problem. One of the most notable contributors was
Richardson (1972), who explored the connection between Hele–Shaw flow and geometric
concepts in complex analysis such as the Schwarz function of a boundary (Davis 1974),
and how explicit solutions may be extended to more complicated situations, such as
those involving multiple injection sites, or multiply connected fluid regions.
Another major topic in Hele–Shaw flow is the inclusion of physical effects on the inter-
face between fluids. In general, explicit solutions can only be constructed in the highly
idealised case, in which effects such as surface tension are ignored. While greatly adding
to the mathematical difficulty, the inclusion of these effects is necessary in limiting the
Saffman–Taylor instability, which can otherwise lead to unphysical situations such as
the formation of infinitely sharp cusps on the boundary. Indeed, unstable Hele–Shaw
flow that is unregularised (that is, with no surface tension or other condition) is con-
sidered ill-posed (Howison 1986c). Effects such as surface tension are said to regularise
the problem.
Surface tension is also vital in the Saffman–Taylor finger problem; without it, the
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mathematical problem allows for fingers of any width, whereas in experiments only a
single width is seen. It has been discovered that small but nonzero surface tension
selects discrete solutions out of the continuum of possible finger widths. This problem
has led to the development of sophisticated numerical techniques (McLean and Saffman
1981) and exponential asymptotic methods (Tanveer 2000, e.g.).
Surface tension is the most relevant effect to consider in the physical context of a Hele–
Shaw cell. Surface tension penalises points on the boundary that have high curvature
(that is, points where the interface is very sharp). However, there exist situations where
a condition that penalises high velocity is appropriate, either in place of or in addition to
surface tension. One such situation is where Hele–Shaw flow is used as an ideal model of
a melting or freezing substance with a moving front between the two phases (or Stefan
problems). In this application, there is a weak dependence of the melting temperature
on interface velocity called kinetic undercooling. Mathematically equivalent boundary
conditions arise when considering dependence of transverse curvature on speed in a
Hele–Shaw cell (Romero 1981), or Hele–Shaw flow as a model of ion streamers in
lightning (Ebert et al. 2011).
The general aim of this thesis is to extend upon classical and recent results in free
boundary Hele–Shaw flow. These results fall within two subtopics:
1. The use of complex variable techniques in constructing explicit solutions in multi-
ply connected domains; and
2. The effect of nonlinear boundary conditions, in particular surface tension and
kinetic undercooling, on the Saffman–Taylor finger problem, the behaviour of
contracting bubbles, and free boundary Hele–Shaw flow more generally.
This is a thesis by published and submitted papers. Apart from this introductory chap-
ter, mathematical formulation and background (Chapter 2) and conclusion (Chapter 8),
the core chapters consist of published or submitted peer-reviewed articles written pri-
marily by the author that contribute to these fields. These articles include three full
research articles (two published and one submitted), as well as two published conference
papers. the articles are as follows:
1. M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2012). New exact solutions for Hele–Shaw
flow in doubly connected regions. Phys. Fluids 24, p. 052101. (Chapter 3.)
2. M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2011). Numerical solution to the Saffman–
Taylor finger problem with kinetic undercooling regularisation. In: Proceedings
of the 15th Biennial Computational Techniques and Applications Conference,
CTAC–2010. 52. ANZIAM J. pp. C124–C138. (Chapter 4.)
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3. M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2013a). An accurate numerical scheme for
the contraction of a bubble in a Hele–Shaw cell. In: Proceedings of the 16th Bi-
ennial Computational Techniques and Applications Conference, CTAC–2012. 54.
ANZIAM J. pp. C309–C326. (Chapter 5.)
4. M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue, (2013b). Bubble extinction in Hele–Shaw
flow with surface tension and kinetic undercooling regularisation. Nonlinearity
26, pp. 1639–1665. (Chapter 6.)
5. M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2013c). Corner and finger formation in
Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling regularisation. Submitted to Eur. J.
Appl. Math.. (Chapter 7.)
Apart from standardising the style and layout, adding cross references, and fixing ty-
pographical errors, the chapters’ contents are reproduced herein as they were published
or submitted.
In the next section, we provide a review of the relevant areas of literature, providing
context for the contributions of the above papers. The structure of the thesis, original
contributions and specific author contribution statements for each paper are included
at the end of this chapter.
1.2 Literature review
Explicit solutions and complex variable approaches
The connection between solutions of Laplace’s equation (1.3) in two dimensions and
analytic functions of a complex variable is well known (Ablowitz and Fokas 2003, e.g.),
and is often utilised in the solution of ideal flow problems, going back to Stokes (1880).
Conformal mapping, another topic in complex variable theory, is useful when the prob-
lem domain is irregular, unknown or evolving in time. All of these may be true in free
boundary problems, including Hele–Shaw flow.
Conformal mapping solutions to free boundary Hele–Shaw flow were first constructed
in Polubarinova-Kochina (1945) and Galin (1945), who considered an expanding or
contracting viscous blob of fluid, driven by a point of injection/suction. Their solution
method gives the fluid region as the image of the unit disc in an auxiliary complex
variable under a time-dependent mapping function. Nontrivial solutions arise from
assuming simple forms of the mapping function (quadratic functions, for instance;
see Section 2.4 in the next chapter). Even relatively simple solutions such as these
demonstrate important properties of the problem: the (Saffman–Taylor) instability of
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the interface when the blob is contracting, and the generic formation of an infinitely
sharp cusp on the boundary, related to the ill-posedness of the problem (Howison 1992).
Subsequently, a wealth of conformal mapping solutions have been derived, covering
different situations and demonstrating the many phenomena that can occur. Elaborate
mapping functions show how solutions may have transient higher order cusps, through
which the solution may be continued (Howison 1986b; Huntingford 1995). Howison
(1986c) shows the many ways in which the Saffman–Taylor finger may develop in a
channel geometry, extending upon the steady finger found by Saffman and Taylor
(1958), and the time dependent solutions found by Saffman (1959). When the fluid
region surrounds a finite sized inviscid bubble, the boundary may form cusps or fingers
as it expands; explicit solutions exist to demonstrate both possibilities (Howison 1986a).
King (1995) consider the evolution of boundaries with corners. Cummings and King
(2004) find exact solutions for viscous blobs that develop a wedge of inviscid fluid
that reaches the sink at a finite time, similar to the behaviour of the problem with
surface tension (Ceniceros, Hou, and Si 1999; Kelly and Hinch 1997). Flow in a corner
geometry is considered by Howison and King (1989), Cummings (1999) and Semenov
and Cummings (2007).
On the theoretical side, the existence of well-posed (stable) solutions was first con-
sidered by Vinogradov and Kufarev (1948), and subsequently refined and expanded
upon by Gustafsson (1984), Reissig and Von Wolfersdorf (1993) and Reissig (1994).
Existence results for the ill-posed Hele–Shaw problem are considered in DiBenedetto
and Friedman (1984). Hohlov and Howison (1993) analyse Hele–Shaw flow with the
tools of univalent function theory in complex analysis (Duren 1983), obtaining geomet-
ric estimates for expanding fluid blobs, and proving in the contraction case that cusp
formation is guaranteed for polynomial (nonlinear) mapping functions, and that total
fluid removal is only possible when the boundary is initially a circle centred about the
sink (see Vasil’ev (2001) for an exposition of the use of univalent function theory in
this context).
Richardson (1972) provided the first link between the Hele–Shaw problem, and the
theory of the Schwarz function: a complex analytic function that characterises a curve
embedded in the complex plane (in this case, the boundary of the fluid region) (Davis
1974). An aspect of this connection is the existence of an infinite number of con-
served geometric quantities or moments, which make up the coefficients in the Schwarz
function (Mineev–Weinstein 1993), which also raises interesting links between Hele–
Shaw flow and the theory of integrable systems (Vasil’ev 2009), and quadrature do-
mains (Gustafsson and Shapiro 2005) (also see the book by Gustafsson and Vasil’ev
2006). Schwarz function approaches are also considered in Howison (1992) and Cum-
mings, Howison, and King (1999). Much of the theory also generalises to the flows
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driven by multiple sources or sinks (Richardson 1981), or where the fluid region is
doubly connected (Richardson 1994; Richardson 1996a; Richardson 1996b), or more
generally multiply connected (Richardson 2001).
Solutions for doubly–connected fluid domains (for instance rings of viscous fluid, or a
finite blob trapped in a channel with air on both sides) have also been found using
conformal mapping. In Crowdy (2002), families of exact solutions are derived using
conformal mapping functions for a fluid ring expanding due to centrifugal force in a
rotating Hele–Shaw cell. Similar mapping functions also describe the evolution of the
Saffman–Taylor finger in a channel where the fluid region has an additional boundary
far from the finger (Crowdy and Tanveer 2004). The conformal maps are constructed
from special functions such as loxodromic or elliptic functions (Akhiezer 1990). It is
in this context that Chapter 3 of the thesis is placed. We build upon the work of
Crowdy (2002) and Crowdy and Tanveer (2004), showing that, for a family of exact
solutions for a ring-shaped fluid region, the critical and singular points of the mapping
function determine the cusping or fingering behaviour of the boundary. We also use
residue calculus to reduce the solution to solving local ordinary differential equations
for the locations of the critical and singular points, without having to carry out any
integration numerically.
Conformal mapping methods for fluid regions of connectivity greater than two have also
been considered (Richardson 1994; Richardson 2001; Crowdy and Kang 2001). This
approach requires the use of special functions such as Schottky–Klein prime functions to
serve as building blocks for maps from canonical multiply-connected domains (Crowdy
and Marshall 2004; Crowdy and Marshall 2007; Crowdy 2010). We do not consider
problems with such higher connectivity in this thesis, however.
Nontrivial explicit solutions are generally only possible in the absence of regularisa-
tions. Proofs of existence of solutions under various conditions have been carried out
for surface tension (Duchon and Robert 1984; Escher and Simonett 1996; Escher and Si-
monett 1997; Prokert 1998) and kinetic undercooling (Reissig and Hohlov 1995; Reissig,
Rogosin, and Hu¨bner 1999; Pleshchinskii and Reissig 2002). Howison (1992) describes
how Schwarz function approaches extend to Hele–Shaw flow with either surface ten-
sion or kinetic undercooling, but this approach does not provide exact solutions in
the way that it does for the unregularised problem. However, there exist exact solu-
tions with surface tension, where artificial “slip walls” have to be placed in the fluid
region (Kadanoff 1990; Vasconcelos and Kadanoff 1991; Vasconcelos 1993), and travel-
ling (nonfinger) fronts are possible in channels, with either surface tension (McLean and
Saffman 1981) or kinetic undercooling (Chapman and King 2003). Otherwise, solution
methods of Hele–Shaw flow with regularised free boundary conditions are numerical or
asymptotic in nature.
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The Saffman–Taylor finger selection problem
The paper by Saffman and Taylor (1958) is noted for bringing the instability of the
interface between fluids of different viscosities (now called the Saffman–Taylor instabil-
ity) to the attention of the applied mathematics community. This instability is readily
observed mathematically by employing a linear stability analysis, which can be mod-
ified to include regularising boundary conditions (Saffman and Taylor 1958; Paterson
1981). We employ a linear stability method in Chapter 2, §2.2.
The Saffman–Taylor instability manifests in the growth of long fingers of the less viscous
fluid, penetrating that of greater viscosity (Homsy 1987). Saffman and Taylor (1958)
demonstrated this phenomenon succinctly with a long rectangular Hele–Shaw cell, into
one side of which the less viscous fluid is injected; the boundary develops a single finger
of the less viscous fluid (see Figure 1.3). According to experiment, the finger shape is a
function of the speed of injection, and in particular tends to a finger of width half the
channel as the injection rate is increased. To model the finger mathematically, Saffman
and Taylor solved the unregularised (no surface tension) free boundary problem exactly
for a travelling finger of constant shape. They found that, while a realistic solution
existed, the finger width λ (as a fraction of channel width) was completely arbitrary;
they had found a continuous family of solutions, where only one existed in experiment.
As well as the travelling finger solution, Saffman (1959) found an exact solution for
an initially perturbed flat boundary, that develops into a finger which tends toward
the Saffman–Taylor finger as time increases without bound. Families of other solutions
have also been found, using conformal mapping methods (Howison 1986c). However,
these time-dependent solutions also allow for fingers of arbitrary width fraction λ.
In the present day it is generally agreed that the selection of the physically occuring
finger width out of the continuum found by Saffman and Taylor (1958) requires the
inclusion of surface tension in the mathematical model. The landmark work establishing
this result is the paper by McLean and Saffman (1981), who reformulated the problem
of a travelling finger with nonzero surface tension into nonlinear integro-differential
system of equations, which they solved numerically. They found one discrete branch
of solutions over different values of surface tension, with the finger width fraction λ on
this branch tending to 12
+
as the surface tension is taken to zero (which is equivalent
to taking the injection rate to infinity). Other branches of solutions have subsequently
been found using numerical methods (Romero 1981; Vanden-Broeck 1983). Vanden-
Broeck (1983) in particular showed that if the finger is allowed to be nonanalytic at
the nose, only a discrete, countably infinite set of widths λ give finger solutions which
do not exhibit a corner there.
The Saffman–Taylor finger selection problem has also led to the development of sophis-
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ticated asymptotic techniques. Seeking an asymptotic solution for small surface tension
by a straightforward power series expansion, McLean and Saffman (1981) did not find
any criterion that required λ to take a certain value. Careful asymptotic analysis car-
ried out by several researchers (Kessler and Levine 1986b; Kessler and Levine 1986c;
Kessler and Levine 1987; Tanveer 1987b) (see also Chapman 1999) revealed that the
selection mechanism involves terms exponentially small in the surface tension, which
are not picked up in a power series expansion. Out of the discrete solution branches,
only the one corresponding to that seen in experiment is linearly stable; this result is
established in Bensimon (1986) and Tanveer (1987a).
Most numerical and asymptotic studies of the Saffman–Taylor finger problem have
concentrated on surface tension as the regularising boundary condition. A notable
exception is the asymptotic analysis of Chapman and King (2003), who consider the
effect of kinetic undercooling, concluding that the regularisation in this case has the
same qualitative property of selecting a width of λ = 12 as the kinetic undercooling
parameter vanishes. A previous study (Romero 1981) had briefly considered a boundary
condition equivalent to kinetic undercooling, but concluded it provided no selection at
all. One aim of this thesis is to redress the lack of numerical solutions of the Saffman–
Taylor finger problem with kinetic undercooling, by adapting the method of McLean
and Saffman (1981). The results are described first in Chapter 4, and further clarified in
Chapter 7. We find that there exists a continuum of fingers which do not exhibit corners
at their nose, unlike the surface tension case (Vanden-Broeck 1983). The selection of
discrete fingers out of the continuum must be due to nonanalyticities of a more subtle
nature, which our numerical scheme is unable to detect. This subtlety is unsurprising
given the difficult nature of the asymptotic analysis near the nose of the finger, observed
by Chapman and King (2003).
Other variants of the Saffman–Taylor finger problem have been studied. There is an
equivalent problem of finding the self-similar shape of a finger in a wedge geometry (Ben
Amar 1991a; Ben Amar 1991b; Ben Amar et al. 1991; Combescot and Ben Amar 1991).
Additionally, changing the viscous fluid to be shear-thinning, rather than Newtonian
(altering the governing equation (1.3)), produces a different selection behaviour, with
fingers having vanishing width as surface tension vanishes (Poire´ and M. Ben Amar
1998; Ben Amar and Poire´ 1999). Richardson and King (2007) also perform an asymp-
totic analysis in the high shear-thinning limit, although they do not resolve the selection
of discrete solutions.
Finally, some authors suggest that the selection mechanism may be derived from the
properties of explicit solutions that exist when surface tension is neglected, for instance
due to time evolution (Mineev–Weinstein 1998; Vasconcelos and Mineev–Weinstein
2013), some property of the unregularised λ = 12 solution (Aldushin and Matkowsky
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1998), or the presence of a second boundary (Feigenbaum, Procaccia, and Davidovich
2001). This is a strongly disputed viewpoint, however, given the ill-posedness (struc-
tural instability) of the problem and existence of solutions for fingers of any width
in the unregularised case (see the comments by Casademunt and Magdaleno (1998),
Almgren (1998) and Sarkissian and Levine (1998), or the paper by Tanveer (2000), for
example).
Translating bubbles
A problem closely related to the travelling finger is the shape of a steadily translating
bubble of finite area, either in a channel, or in an infinite Hele–Shaw cell with an
imposed unidirectional flow in the far field. Exact solutions exist in the absence of
regularisations. Taylor and Saffman (1959) derived an exact, two parameter family
of solutions for a symmetric bubble in the centre of a channel. Although the fluid
domain is doubly connected in such a situation, the assumed symmetry allows the
problem to be reduced to solving the flow in one half of the channel, reducing the region
to a simply connected one. Tanveer (1987c) generalised this solution to asymmetric
bubbles, using elliptic function theory to handle the doubly-connected fluid region.
Other solutions considered are those for which there is a finite or infinite train of
identical bubbles (Vasconcelos 1993; Vasconcelos 1994), or the bubbles posess a fore-
aft, rather than centreline, symmetry (Vasconcelos 2001). The most general analytic
solutions, where any finite number of distinctly shaped bubbles may exist with no
assumed symmetry, are reported on in Crowdy (2009b) (for an infinite Hele–Shaw cell)
and Crowdy (2009a) (for a channel geometry). These solutions require the use of special
functions (Schottky–Klein prime functions), as described previously for flow in more
generally multiply connected fluid regions.
The addition of finite surface tension has an effect analogous to its one on the Saffman–
Taylor finger, at least for a single bubble: only a discrete set of bubble shapes (charac-
terised now by their speed) are permitted for a given bubble area and surface tension.
Tanveer (1986) demonstrates this selection numerically and asymptotically for a single
symmetric bubble in a channel geometry. The stability of these selected bubbles is
considered in Tanveer and Saffman (1987).
Surface tension, kinetic undercooling and applications
The nonlinear boundary conditions we consider in this thesis, surface tension and ki-
netic undercooling, are important for a variety of reasons. They regularise the problem
by removing the ill-posedness that exists for Hele–Shaw flows that are Saffman–Taylor
unstable. Physically, surface tension is the most appropriate boundary condition to
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consider in the fluid dynamics context, due to the Young–Laplace condition (Batchelor
1967). However, a kinetic undercooling-type term may also be relevant (see below).
Additionally, curvature or velocity-dependent boundary conditions arise in a variety of
applications, to which Hele–Shaw flow serves as an approximation.
One notable application is to the problem of a melting/freezing substance; the Stefan
problem (Crank 1984, e.g.). Solutions to Hele–Shaw flow are leading order solutions
to the Stefan problem for small specific heat (Caginalp 1989; Caginalp 1990; Quiros
and Vazquez 2000). Stefan problems are governed by the heat equation, which is ap-
proximated by Laplace’s equation (1.3) for large Stefan number (latent to specific heat
ratio). The potential φ now represents temperature, while the interface represents the
boundary between solid and liquid phases. A surface tension term arises in the Stefan
problem from the Gibbs–Thomson effect (Langer 1980; Langer 1987). The analogue of
Saffman–Taylor fingering in Stefan problems is the phenomenon of dendritic solidifi-
cation (Langer 1980). This is the process of unstable freezing of a supercooled liquid;
the most commonly known example in real life is the formation of snowflakes. Kessler,
Koplik, and Levine (1988) and Ben-Jacob and Garik (1990) discuss the similarities in
pattern formation in both dendritic solidification and Hele–Shaw flow.
In Stefan problems, kinetic undercooling refers to the weak dependence of melting
temperature on the phase boundary velocity (Langer 1987); this dependence comes
from correcting the equilibrium (Gibbs–Thomson) equation to allow for the fact that
the system is not in equilibrium. While the name comes from the application to the
Stefan problem, equivalent velocity-dependent boundary conditions also arise in other
applications. Indeed, one of the first studies of this effect was in a fluid dynamics
context (Romero 1981); it arises when one considers the curvature of the interface
in a Hele–Shaw cell in the vertical (usually ignored) dimension. If this curvature is
constant it may be incorporated into the pressure, but if it is instead modelled as
weakly (linearly) dependent on the velocity of the boundary, one obtains a kinetic
undercooling-type term in the boundary condition.
A more recent instance of kinetic undercooling-type conditions is the application of
Hele–Shaw flow, and Saffman–Taylor fingering in particular, to the development of ion
streamers that are instrumental in the formation of lightning strikes (Ebert et al. 2011;
Ebert, Meulenbroek, and Scha¨fer 2007; Kao et al. 2010; Luque, Brau, and Ebert 2008;
Meulenbroeck, Ebert, and Scha¨fer 2005). The Hele–Shaw flow equations with kinetic
undercooling regularisation arise as an approximation of a more complicated model of
ionisation, valid near the leading tips of the streamers. The velocity potential φ stands
in for the electrostatic potential, and a velocity-dependent boundary condition is appro-
priate. In this application the selection of Saffman–Taylor fingers or bubbles by small
kinetic undercooling is particularly important; periodic Saffman–Taylor fingers of width
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λ = 12 (the width selected in the limit that kinetic undercooling vanishes) accurately
models travelling wave solutions of the more complicated ionisation model (Luque,
Brau, and Ebert 2008).
Stability analysis
A common method of analysing nonlinear free boundary problems in Hele–Shaw flow
is to perform a linear stability analysis of geometrically simple exact solutions, such
as circular blobs or bubbles, or a straight boundary in a channel, when these solutions
are perturbed by a small amount. These exact solutions exist for many permutations
of the problem: adding surface tension or kinetic undercooling, modelling two fluids of
nonzero viscosity, and so on, so linear stability analysis is widely applicable. We include
examples of linear stability analysis in Chapter 2, and employ it in Chapter 6 and Chap-
ter 7 to reveal the effects of surface tension and kinetic undercooling on the stability
of a circular inviscid bubble.
Saffman and Taylor (1958) performed a linear stability analysis of a straight boundary
perturbed by a periodic perturbation, appropriate for the analysis in a channel, showing
how viscosity difference causes the instability, while surface tension acts to regularise
the problem by cutting off the highest modes of instability.
The case of a radially expanding circular bubble with surface tension was considered by
Bataille (1968) and Paterson (1981). In this case, the stability of the circle depends on
its radius; there is a critical radius below which the bubble is stable to perturbations.
When the critical radius is reached, the most unstable mode grows fastest, leading to the
growth of a predictable number of fingers; see the experiments performed by Paterson
(1981) and (Rauseo, Barnes Jr., and Maher 1987). More recently the analysis has been
extended to include the effects of a fixed outer boundary (Martyushev and Birzina 2008;
Martyushev et al. 2009), and a curvature-dependent surface tension parameter (Rocha
and Miranda 2013). Miranda and Widom (1998) perform a weakly nonlinear analysis,
which sheds further light on finger competition, spreading and splitting, which is not
predicted by linear analysis (see also Rocha and Miranda 2013).
Stability analysis is also an important tool in exploring methods of controlling or min-
imising the Saffman–Taylor instability, which has recently attracted much interest.
Methods described involve changing the injection rate of the less viscous fluid (Li et al.
2009; Dias et al. 2012), allowing one plate of the Hele–Shaw cell to be flexible (Pihler-
Puzovic´ et al. 2012), or tilting one plate slightly, such that the gap in which the fluid
resides is not uniform (Al-Housseiny, Tsai, and Stone 2012).
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Numerical methods
Numerical solutions to free boundary Hele–Shaw flow tend to focus on problems which
exhibit the Saffman–Taylor instability, as this provides the greater numerical challenge,
and produces visually appealing results. Given the simplicity of the governing equa-
tion (1.3), numerical methods usually employ some boundary integral method, either
through complex variables or Green’s function approaches, reducing the problem to
solving the potential on (and location of) the boundary, at the price of introducing
nonlocality through integral terms. Due to ill-posedness of the unregularised problem,
numerical solutions are generally only applied to Hele–Shaw flow regularised by small
surface tension; however, see Aitchison and Howison (1985), who solve the unregularised
problem numerically, although their solutions are limited by numerical blow-up.
For flow in a channel, as well as methods of resolving the Saffman–Taylor finger with
regularisations (McLean and Saffman 1981; Romero 1981; Vanden-Broeck 1983), there
is interest in numerically solving the time dependent problem that (in theory) tends to
the Saffman–Taylor finger as time increases. Tryggvason and Aref (1983) use a vortex
sheet method, showing the evolution and competition between fingers with surface
tension, where the viscosity of both fluids is considered. Degregoria and Schwartz
(1986) use a boundary integral method, demonstrating the phenomenon of tip-splitting
for very small values of the surface tension, as opposed to the development of the
Saffman–Taylor finger (see also Degregoria and Schwartz (1987) and Park and Homsy
(1985)). As well as boundary integral methods, finite difference methods have been
applied (Whitaker 1990; Pettigrew and Rasmussen 1993).
Similar numerical methods have applied to capture fingering and tip-splitting on the
boundary of an expanding inviscid bubble. Hou, Lowengrub, and Shelley (1994) show
how the boundary integral equations may be reformulated to remove the numerical
stability restraints, resulting from the instability of the boundary, which are the cause
of stiffness in the discretised system. Level set methods, which readily extend to gov-
erning equations other than Laplace’s equation (1.3), have also been used for expanding
bubbles (Hou et al. 1997), and similar Stefan problems (Gibou et al. 2003; Kim, Golden-
field, and Dantzig 2000; Osher and Fedkiw 2001; Chen et al. 1997); for an introduction
to level set methods more generally, see the book by Sethian (1999).
For a contracting viscous blob, Kelly and Hinch (1997) use a Green’s function method
to solve the surface tension regularised problem, while Ceniceros, Hou, and Si (1999)
also consider an outer fluid with finite viscosity. Reissig, Rogosin, and Hu¨bner (1999)
attempt the equivalent problem with kinetic undercooling regularisation, numerically
solving for the conformal mapping from the unit disc. This method is more reminiscent
of the one we introduce for bubble extinction in Chapter 5.
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Bubble extinction and pinch-off
When the fluid in a Hele–Shaw cell surrounds an inviscid bubble of finite size, which
contracts due to fluid injection at infinity, the boundary is stable and the bubble van-
ishes at a finite extinction time. This problem has received less attention than unstable
Hele–Shaw flows (such as the Saffman–Taylor finger problem above), but has impor-
tant connections to applications, and exhibits phenomena that is interesting for its own
sake.
For the unregularised problem, much has been obtained analytically. Time can be in-
tegrated out of the problem using a Newtonian potential approach (Entov and Etingof
1991), allowing the location or locations of the extinction points of the bubble to be
found, as well as its asymptotic shape just before extinction: generally an ellipse. This
approach generalises to finite boundaries (Entov and Etingof 1991) and is equivalent
to a special case of the Baiocchi transform (Crank 1984), which has also been used to
analyse the extinction behaviour of bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow with a non-Newtonian
(power law) fluid (King and McCue 2009; McCue and King 2011), and Stefan melt-
ing/freezing problems (McCue, King, and Riley 2003b).
Although not exhibiting the Saffman–Taylor instability, a shrinking bubble is compli-
cated by the possibility of pinch-off, where the boundary self-intersects strictly before
the extinction time, and there are subsequently multiple disconnected bubbles. The
fluid region becomes multiply connected at this point, greatly complicating numerical
and explicit solution methods. The Newton potential (Entov and Etingof 2011) still
provides valuable insight, however, while the structure of bubbles near pinch-off has
been analysed in the context of integrable systems (Lee, Bettelheim, and Weigmann
2006).
What is lacking thus far in the literature is research into the effects of regularising
boundary conditions, such as surface tension and kinetic undercooling, on the extinction
behaviour of bubbles. A considerable amount of this thesis is dedicated to this subject;
in Chapter 5 we derive a numerical scheme based on the complex variable formulation,
while in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 we analyse the small-bubble asymptotic behaviour
(that is, when the size of the bubble is much less than the characteristic length scales
associated with the regularisations) with surface tension and kinetic undercooling, and
pure kinetic undercooling, respectively. It turns out the problem is considerably simpler
in this limit, as it is the regularisations, rather than the governing equation (1.3), that
determine the evolution of the boundary to leading order. In Chapter 6 we show that
surface tension and kinetic undercooling are in competition, resulting in the existence
of multiple asymptotic bubble shapes for certain parameter values, and in Chapter 7 we
show that kinetic undercooling on its own can result in corners forming on the boundary
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before extinction occurs.
The question of the asymptotic shape of a contracting bubble in free boundary Hele–
Shaw flow is reminiscent of a classical problem in the purer study of geometric PDEs:
that of a boundary evolving according to curve-shortening flow (Chou and Zhu 2001,
e.g.). In this simple model, a boundary moves with velocity equal to its curvature.
Many rigorous results are known when the boundary is a simple closed curve in two
dimensions. Grayson (1987) showed that any such curve, no matter how distorted,
will become convex in finite time, and subsequently shrink to a point; the boundary is
asymptotically circular around this point (Gage and Hamilton 1986).
One connection between curve-shortening flow and Hele–Shaw flow was made by Chen
(1993), who considered a viscous blob evolving purely due to surface tension (no driving
sources). While still related to the curvature through the surface tension term, the
evolution of the boundary is nonlocal due to the governing equation (2.1), and the area
of the blob is preserved (unlike curve shortening flow, in which the area inside the curve
decreases at a constant rate). Nonetheless, Chen (1993) proved short-time existence,
and that a bubble tends to a circle exponentially fast, given it starts sufficiently close.
The proximity condition is necessary, as surface tension alone can cause pinch-off if the
initial blob is sufficiently elongated (Almgren 1996).
In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis we make another connection between Hele–Shaw
and curve shortening flows, this time in regard to a shrinking bubble with surface
tension and kinetic undercooling regularisation. The boundary evolution, determined
to leading order by the balance between a curvature and a velocity term, turns out
to be a generalisation of curve shortening flow. A handful of exact solutions exist for
curve-shortening flow, such as the Angenent oval (or paperclip) (Angenent 1992; King
2000), which also represent exact solutions for our small bubble problem for certain
parameter values. This connection is potentially a topic for further research, which we
discuss in Chapter 8.
1.3 Thesis objectives, structure and contribution to
literature
In this section we outline the objectives of the thesis, the structure of the thesis and
the novel contribution of each chapter.
The thesis objectives are specifically:
1. To derive new explicit solutions for multiply connected (ring-shaped) evolving
fluid regions using conformal maps, and examine how the pole/critical point
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structure of the mapping functions determines the occurence of cusp or finger
formation, analogous to the simply connected case;
2. To solve the Saffman–Taylor travelling finger problem for kinetic undercooling
numerically, and compare it with existing asymptotic results;
3. To analyse the competition between surface tension and kinetic undercooling on
contracting bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow, in particular with regard to the bifurca-
tion in asymptotic bubble shapes; and
4. To analyse the effect of kinetic undercooling on contracting and expanding bub-
bles, in particular with regard to corner formation.
The structure of the thesis is as follows. In this chapter we introduced the problem of
free boundary Hele–Shaw flow and provided an extensive review of the relevant areas
of literature. In the next chapter, we outline the mathematical formulation of the
Hele–Shaw problem, perform linear stability analyses and reproduce some examples of
explicit solutions. This serves as introductory material for the subsequent chapters,
which are composed of the published and submitted papers.
In Chapter 3 we extend exact conformal mapping solutions to doubly connected do-
mains. These solutions build on the work in Crowdy (2002) and Crowdy and Tanveer
(2004). Our contribution is to show how cusp/fingering phenomena depend on the
zero/pole structure of the derivative of the mapping function, and how purely local
equations may be derived for the evolution of pole and zero locations, using residue
calculus, removing the need to compute integral formulas as in Crowdy and Tanveer
(2004).
The remaining chapters focus on the effect of surface tension and kinetic undercooling
on free boundary Hele–Shaw flow. In Chapter 4 we apply the numerical procedure
of McLean and Saffman (1981) to the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with kinetic
undercooling, which has not previously been performed. The numerical scheme appears
to select discrete branches of finger widths, with at least one branch tending to zero
as kinetic undercooling vanishes, in contrast to the asymptotic prediction (all branches
tending to 12). In Chapter 7, however, we discover numerical evidence that these
apparently discrete branches in fact are contained in a continuous family of solutions
with boundaries that are at least free of corners (that is, differentiable). The lower
branch determined in Chapter 4 corresponds to the minimum finger width that gives
a corner-free boundary. While the conclusions of Chapter 4 are therefore not correct,
it is included in this thesis as a thorough explanation of the numerical method that is
extended upon in Chapter 7.
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In Chapter 5 we outline a numerical procedure for the evolution of bubbles in Hele–
Shaw flow. Our novel approach is to rescale the problem for shrinking bubbles, so that
the numerical scheme is particularly well suited for examining the behaviour of bubbles
near extinction.
In Chapter 6 we consider the problem of a contracting bubble with surface tension and
kinetic undercooling, comparing asymptotic analysis to the numerical method outlined
in the previous chapter. The extinction of bubbles with regularisations has not been
considered previously, and we uncover very interesting bifurcations in the asymptotic
bubble shape, due to the competition between surface tension and kinetic undercooling.
We also uncover an interesting link between the small bubble behaviour of Hele–Shaw
flow and curve-shortening flow, an active topic of research in the study of geometric
PDEs.
In Chapter 7 we look more closely at bubbles with purely kinetic undercooling reg-
ularisation, using the numerical method of Chapter 5 and asymptotic methods. We
uncover the phenomenon of corner formation on the free boundary, which has been
suggested but not thoroughly examined in the literature. We uncover the formal con-
nection between the small bubble problem and the problem of a boundary evolving
with constant normal velocity, which has exact solutions which exhibit corner forma-
tion. We also examine corner and finger formation in a channel. We conclude that,
contrary to the results presented in Chapter 4, there is a continuous family of solutions
over a range of widths that do not exhibit corner at the nose of the finger, in contrast
to the surface tension case. This result can only coincide with the asymptotic analysis
of Chapman and King (2003) if only discrete branches of this continuous family are
actually analytic, with the remainder posessing nonanalyticities other than corners on
the boundary; indeed, the selection by nonexistence of only higher order derivatives is
predicted by Chapman and King (2003) (see appendix A1.5 of that paper, in particu-
lar). The numerical demonstration of discrete width selection remains to be achieved,
as does the leading order relationship between finger width and kinetic undercooling
as the latter vanishes.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarise our results, and suggest some avenues of further
research we have uncovered during the project. Some details of numerical schemes and
unfinished work are included in the appendices.
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1.4 Contribution statements
In this section we outline the contributions of the authors to each paper. As required
for the award of thesis by published and submitted papers, the PhD candidate is the
primary author of and major contributor to each paper.
Chapter 3
Paper title
New exact solutions for Hele–Shaw flow in doubly connected regions.
Published
Dallaston and McCue (2012)
Abstract
Radial Hele–Shaw flows are treated analytically using conformal mapping techniques.
The geometry of interest has a doubly-connected annular region of viscous fluid sur-
rounding an inviscid bubble that is either expanding or contracting due to a pressure
difference caused by injection or suction of the inviscid fluid. The zero-surface-tension
problem is ill-posed for both bubble expansion and contraction, as both scenarios in-
volve viscous fluid displacing inviscid fluid. Exact solutions are derived by tracking the
location of singularities and critical points in the analytic continuation of the mapping
function. We show that by treating the critical points, it is easy to observe finite-time
blow-up, and the evolution equations may be written in exact form using complex
residues. We present solutions that start with cusps on one interface and end with
cusps on the other, as well as solutions that have the bubble contracting to a point.
For the latter solutions, the bubble approaches an ellipse in shape at extinction.
Author statement
The work was divided as follows:
• Michael Dallaston derived the integral formulas, performed the analytical and
numerical computations in the paper, interpreted and reported on results, wrote
the manuscript and composed all figures, and acted as corresponding author;
• Scott McCue oversaw and directed the research, and edited and proofread the
manuscript.
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Chapter 4
Paper title
Numerical solution to the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with kinetic undercooling
regularisation.
Published
Dallaston and McCue (2011)
Abstract
The Saffman–Taylor finger problem is to predict the shape and, in particular, width
of a finger of fluid travelling in a Hele–Shaw cell filled with a different, more viscous
fluid. In experiments the width is dependent on the speed of propagation of the finger,
tending to half the total cell width as the speed increases. To predict this result
mathematically, nonlinear effects on the fluid interface must be considered; usually
surface tension is included for this purpose. This makes the mathematical problem
sufficiently difficult that asymptotic or numerical methods must be used. In this paper
we adapt numerical methods used to solve the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with
surface tension to instead include the effect of kinetic undercooling, a regularisation
effect important in Stefan melting-freezing problems, for which Hele–Shaw flow serves
as a leading order approximation when the specific heat of a substance is much smaller
than its latent heat. We find the existence of a solution branch where the finger width
tends to zero as the propagation speed increases, disagreeing with some aspects of
the asymptotic analysis of the same problem. We also find a second solution branch,
supporting the idea of a countably infinite number of branches as with the surface
tension problem.
Author statement
The work was divided as follows:
• Michael Dallaston derived the equations and performed the numerical compu-
tations in the paper, interpreted and reported on results, wrote the manuscript
and composed all figures, and acted as corresponding author;
• Scott McCue oversaw and directed the research, and edited and proofread the
manuscript.
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Chapter 5
Paper title
An accurate numerical scheme for the contraction of a bubble in a Hele–Shaw cell.
Published
Dallaston and McCue (2013a)
Abstract
We report on an accurate numerical scheme for the evolution of an inviscid bubble in
radial Hele–Shaw flow, where the nonlinear boundary effects of surface tension and ki-
netic undercooling are included on the bubble-fluid interface. As well as demonstrating
the onset of the Saffman–Taylor instability for growing bubbles, the numerical method
is used to show the effect of the boundary conditions on the separation (pinch-off)
of a contracting bubble into multiple bubbles, and the existence of multiple possible
asymptotic bubble shapes in the extinction limit. The numerical scheme also allows
for the accurate computation of bubbles which pinch off very close to the theoret-
ical extinction time, raising the possibility of computing bubbles with non-generic
extinction behaviour.
Author statement
The work was divided as follows:
• Michael Dallaston suggested the rescaled numerical method, performed the
numerical computations in the paper, interpreted and reported on results, wrote
the manuscript and composed all figures, and acted as corresponding author;
• Scott McCue oversaw and directed the research, and edited and proofread the
manuscript.
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Chapter 6
Paper title
Bubble extinction in Hele–Shaw flow with surface tension and kinetic undercooling
regularisation.
Published
Dallaston and McCue (2013b)
Abstract
We perform an analytic and numerical study of an inviscid contracting bubble in a
two-dimensional Hele–Shaw cell, where the effects of both surface tension and kinetic
undercooling on the moving bubble boundary are not neglected. In contrast to ex-
panding bubbles, in which both boundary effects regularise the ill-posedness arising
from the viscous (Saffman–Taylor) instability, we show that in contracting bubbles the
two boundary effects are in competition, with surface tension stabilising the bound-
ary, and kinetic undercooling destabilising it. This competition leads to interesting
bifurcation behaviour in the asymptotic shape of the bubble in the limit it approaches
extinction. In this limit, the boundary may tend to become either circular, or ap-
proach a line or “slit” of zero thickness, depending on the initial condition and the
value of a nondimensional surface tension parameter. We show that over a critical
range of surface tension values, both these asymptotic shapes are stable. In this
regime there exists a third, unstable branch of limiting self-similar bubble shapes,
with an asymptotic aspect ratio (dependent on the surface tension) between zero and
one. We support our asymptotic analysis with a numerical scheme that utilises the
applicability of complex variable theory to Hele–Shaw flow.
Author statement
The work was divided as follows:
• Michael Dallaston derived the small bubble asymptotic problem, performed
the analytical and numerical computations in the paper, interpreted and reported
on results, wrote the manuscript and composed all figures;
• Scott McCue oversaw and directed the research, edited and proofread the manu-
script, and acted as corresponding author.
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Chapter 7
Paper title
Corner and finger formation in Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling regularisa-
tion.
Submitted
Dallaston and McCue (2013c)
Abstract
We examine the effect of a kinetic undercooling condition on the evolution of a free
boundary in Hele–Shaw flow, in both bubble and channel geometries. We present
analytical and numerical evidence that the bubble boundary is unstable and may de-
velop one or more corners in finite time, for both expansion and contraction cases.
This loss of regularity is interesting because it occurs regardless of whether the less
viscous fluid is displacing the more viscous fluid, or vice versa. We show that small
contracting bubbles are described to leading order by a well-studied geometric flow
rule. Exact solutions to this asymptotic problem continue past the corner formation
until the bubble contracts to a point as a slit in the limit. Lastly, we consider the
evolving boundary with kinetic undercooling in a Saffman–Taylor channel geometry.
The boundary may either form corners in finite time, or evolve to a single long finger
travelling at constant speed, depending on the strength of kinetic undercooling. We
demonstrate these two different behaviours numerically. For the travelling finger, we
present results of a numerical solution method similar to that used to demonstrate the
selection of discrete fingers by surface tension. With kinetic undercooling, a contin-
uum of corner-free solutions exists for any finger width above a critical value, which
goes to zero as the kinetic undercooling vanishes. This implies that the selection of
discrete solution branches, predicted in Chapman & King, (2003) The selection of
Saffman–Taylor fingers by kinetic undercooling. J. Eng. Math. 46, 1–32, is due to
nonanalyticities of a more subtle nature.
Author statement
The work was divided as follows:
• Michael Dallaston suggested the small bubble limit, performed the analytical
and numerical computations in the paper, interpreted and reported on results,
wrote the manuscript and composed all figures;
• Scott McCue oversaw and directed the research, edited and proofread the manu-
script, and acted as corresponding author.
2 Formulation, stability analysis and explicit
solutions
This chapter contains introductory material on the formulation of free boundary Hele–
Shaw flow problems, including the nonlinear boundary conditions of surface tension
and kinetic undercooling. We detail the stability analysis in each geometry, which
illuminates the instability of receding boundaries (the Saffman–Taylor instability) and
the effect of the nonlinear boundary conditions in regularising this instability. We also
outline the use of complex variable theory, which can be used to construct explicit
solutions in the absence of surface tension and kinetic undercooling, and also motivates
numerical methods to handle problems with the nonlinear boundary conditions. This
material serves as a background of the mathematical methods used in the published
or submitted research articles in Chapters 3–7, which make up the remainder of the
thesis.
2.1 Formulation
Let Ω(t) ⊂ R2 be the time-dependent fluid region, with free boundary ∂Ω(t). The
velocity potential φ(x, t) satisfies Laplace’s equation in Ω(t), except possibly at a finite
set of points Σ, where φ may have prescribed singularities (for instance, fluid sources
or sinks):
∇2φ = 0, x ∈ Ω(t)\Σ, (2.1)
where x = (x, y). The nature of Ω and ∂Ω depend on the geometry of the problem
under consideration. In this chapter we consider three canonical geometries of free
boundary Hele–Shaw flow (see Figure 2.1):
1. (The blob problem) A finite viscous blob Ω, inside the simple closed curve ∂Ω.
The fluid blob expands or contracts due to a fluid source or sink at the origin
Σ = {0};
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Blob
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∂Ω(t)
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∂Ω(t)
Figure 2.1: The three different geometries of Hele–Shaw flow we consider in this chapter:
a viscous blob surrounded by an inviscid fluid, an inviscid bubble surrounded by the
viscous fluid, and a viscous fluid injected or removed from the right hand side of a
channel of finite width.
2. (The bubble problem) An inviscid bubble β = Ω enclosed in the simple closed
curve ∂Ω, surrounded by the viscous fluid Ω, which is driven by a source or sink
at infinity;
3. (The channel problem) A fluid region Ω which lies to the right of the free boundary
∂Ω in a channel of finite horizontal width, say x ∈ R, −pi < y < pi (length can
always be rescaled so that the channel width is 2pi). In this case, the fluid region
is driven by a fluid source/sink as x→∞, and no-flux conditions are implied on
the channel walls y = ±pi.
In each of these cases, the fluid region evolves due to a driving singularity in φ, repre-
senting a constant influx of fluid. For the blob problem, we have
φ ∼ Q log |x|, |x| → 0; (2.2a)
for the bubble problem, we have
φ ∼ −Q log |x|, |x| → ∞; (2.2b)
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and for the channel problem, we have
φ ∼ −Qx, x→∞, |y| < pi, (2.2c)
with the no flux conditions on the walls1:
φy = 0, y = ±pi. (2.3)
In each case, Q represents the source/sink strength; the area A of the fluid region
Ω (or, in the geometries in which Ω extends to infinity, the intersection of Ω and a
sufficently large disc |z| < R, say) changes at the constant rate 2piQ. Other geometries
are possible, such as blobs or bubbles driven by multiple sources/sinks, or fluid regions
Ω which are multiply, rather than simply, connected. We consider the evolution of a
doubly connected fluid region driven by a pressure difference in Chapter 3.
Free boundary conditions
To close the problem we need two boundary conditions to apply on the free boundary
∂Ω(t). These conditions are the same for each geometry considered.
Firstly, the kinematic boundary condition relates the motion of the boundary to the
velocity of the fluid itself (equivalently, fluid cannot pass through the free boundary):
∂φ
∂n
= vn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t), (2.4)
where ∂/∂n is the normal derivative and vn is the normal velocity of the boundary.
Secondly, the dynamic condition determines the boundary data for φ on ∂Ω, and physi-
cally derives from the energy balance on that boundary. The difficulty of the Hele–Shaw
problem depends strongly on what sort of effects are incorporated into this condition.
In this thesis, we will consider the two most commonly studied effects: surface tension,
which relates φ to the curvature κ of the boundary, and kinetic undercooling, which
relates φ to the normal velocity vn:
φ = −σκ− cvn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t). (2.5)
Here σ and c are the surface tension and kinetic undercooling parameters, respectively.
As discussed in Chapter 1, these names derive from the application of the Hele–Shaw
problem in fluid mechanics and Stefan (melting/freezing) problems, respectively. How-
ever, they also arise in situations other than their original applications. Care must
be taken when considering the signs of the terms in (2.5); here the signs are chosen
such that vn > 0 corresponds to viscous fluid advancing, while σ > 0 corresponds to a
locally convex fluid region (for instance, a circular viscous blob).
1This is equivalent to a potential (and boundary) that is 2pi-periodic in the y-direction.
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The first studied versions of Hele–Shaw flow involved the much simpler constant pres-
sure condition
φ = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω(t), (2.6)
(that is, (2.5) with σ = c = 0). We refer to problems with (2.6) as unregularised Hele–
Shaw flow problems. We stress that, even in this case, the full problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.6)
in a given geometry is nonlinear, due to the boundary conditions being applied to a free
boundary whose evolution must be determined as part of the problem. It is remarkable,
therefore, that many nontrivial explicit solutions to the unregularised problem are
known. These explicit solutions are derived using the relationship between solutions
of Laplace’s equation (2.1) and complex analytic functions, and the applicability of
conformal mapping techniques in two dimensions.
2.2 Stability analysis
Before looking at examples of explicit solutions that exist in the unregularised problem,
we use stability analysis to illuminate the behaviour of the boundary and the effect of
surface tension and kinetic undercooling. For Hele–Shaw flow with these boundary
conditions, each geometry admits a “trivial” solution where the boundary has the ap-
propriate symmetry: an expanding or contracting circular blob or bubble, or a travelling
straight front in a channel. The linearised evolution of a perturbation to each of these
exact solutions demonstrates the effects of surface tension and kinetic undercooling on
their stability. We derive the stability in a channel and blob geometries; the stability
analysis for a circular bubble is similar for that of a blob, and included in Chapter 6.
Stability of a straight boundary in a channel
In the channel geometry it is natural to use a Cartesian coordinate system, and rep-
resent the boundary ∂Ω by the function x = f(y, t). The fluid region Ω corresponds
to x > f(y, t). The unit normal (pointing out of the fluid region) and curvature of the
boundary ∂Ω are
nˆ =
(−1, fy)√
1 + f2y
, κ =
fyy
(1 + f2y )
3/2
. (2.7)
In this coordinate system the free boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are therefore
φx − φyfy = ft, φ = c ft√
1 + f2y
− σ fyy
(1 + f2y )
3/2
, x = f(y, t). (2.8)
A flat boundary x = f0(t) is represented by φ0 = −Q(x+Qt)−Qc, f0(t) = f0(0)−Qt,
which exactly satisfies (2.8), along with Laplace’s equation (2.1), the far field condition
(2.2c) and the no flux condition on the channel walls (2.3). When Q > 0, the fluid
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is being injected into the right hand side, and the boundary moves from right to left.
The opposite holds for Q < 0. To test the stability of the interface, we assume φ and
f are order  perturbations of this exact solution, where  is a small parameter much
less than unity:
f(y, t) = f0(t) + f1(y, t) +O(2), (2.9a)
φ(x, y, t) = φ0(x, t) + φ1(x, y, t) +O(2), (2.9b)
as → 0. Linear equations for the perturbations f1 and φ1 come from substituting (2.9)
into Laplace’s equation (2.1) (and associated boundary conditions), and free boundary
conditions (2.8), and expanding in powers of . To expand terms on the unknown
boundary x = f(y, t), we must use Taylor series; for example
φ(f, y, t) = φ0(f0, y, t) +  [φ1(f0, y, t) + f1φ0x(f0, y, t)] +O(2), (2.10)
with equivalent formulae for derivatives of φ. The order  terms give ∇2φ1 = 0, with
φ1 → constant as x → ∞ and φ1y = 0 on y = ±pi, with the free boundary conditions
(2.8) giving
φ1 −Qf1 = cf1t − σf1yy, φ1x = f1t, y = f0(t). (2.11)
Given Laplace’s equation and conditions on the walls, we write Fourier series solutions
for φ1 and f1 as
φ1 =
∞∑
n=0
An(t)e
−nx cosny, f1 =
∞∑
n=0
γn(t) cosny. (2.12)
The coefficients γn(t) are particularly important, as they represent the nth mode per-
turbations of the boundary; it is the growth or decay of these modes that determines
the stability of the interface. The linearity of the perturbation problem means we can
consider each mode in (2.12) separately; they are not coupled at this order of approxi-
mation. Substituting into the free boundary conditions (2.11), and eliminating An, we
obtain a simple ordinary differential equation for γn:
γ˙n = −n(Q+ σn
2)
1 + nc
γn ⇒ γn = γn(0) exp
{
−n(Q+ σn
2)
1 + nc
t
}
. (2.13)
For Q > 0, all modes decay exponentially (except γ0, which is neutrally stable, as
it represents a translation of the boundary). For Q < 0, the modes are unstable for
n2 > −Q/σ. If σ = 0 (no surface tension), all modes are unstable. We see in the next
section that in the unregularised problem (both σ = 0 and c = 0) infinitely sharp cusps
may form on the boundary in finite time. If σ is small but nonzero, the interface will
still be unstable, but surface tension stabilises the highest modes, which removes the
possibility of cusp formation.
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The effect of the kinetic undercooling parameter c in (2.13) is less clear. On its own it
does not stabilise the high modes when Q < 0, but it does decrease their growth rate.
In Chapter 7 we consider the effect of a pure kinetic undercooling dynamic condition,
including in a channel. In this case, all modes are unstable, and the boundary may
form either corners or fingers, depending on the magnitude of the kinetic undercooling
coefficient c.
Stability of a circular blob
Stability of a circular blob is carried out in a similar manner to a straight boundary
in the channel. It is simpler to perform in polar (r, θ) coordinates, and represent the
free boundary by r = s(θ, t). In this coordinate system the unit normal (pointing out
of the fluid blob) and curvature are
nˆ =
(s,−sθ)√
s2 + s2θ
, κ =
s2 + 2s2θ − ssθθ
(s2 + s2θ)
3/2
, (2.14)
and the free boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are thus
φr − sθ
s2
φθ = st, φ = −c sst√
s2 + s2θ
− σs
2 + 2s2θ − ssθθ
(s2 + s2θ)
3/2
. (2.15)
An expanding (Q > 0) or contracting (Q < 0) circle, satisfying Laplace’s equation (2.1)
along with the source condition (2.2a) is represented by
φ0 = Q log
(
r
s0
)
− σ + cQ
s0
, s0 =
√
s0(0)2 + 2Qt. (2.16)
As in the channel case, the stability of the circle is tested by solving the linearised
problem for a perturbation to this exact solution. Expanding
s(θ, t) = s0(t) + s1(θ, t) +O(2), (2.17a)
φ(r, θ, t) = φ0(r, t) + φ1(r, θ, t) +O(2), (2.17b)
substituting into (2.2a), and taking O() terms, we obtain
φ1r − Q
s20
s1 = s1t, φ1 +
Q
s0
s1 = −cs1t + σs1 + s1θθ
s20
, s = s0(t). (2.18)
As in the channel case, φ1 satisfies Laplace’s equation and is bounded at the source
(r = 0). The appropriate Fourier expansions for φ1 and s1 are therefore
φ1 =
∞∑
n=0
An(t)r
n cosnθ, f1 =
∞∑
n=0
γn(t) cosnθ. (2.19)
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Again, each mode may be considered separately. We have restricted ourselves to cosine
terms without loss of generality, as an nth order perturbation may be rotated to consist
purely of this term.
The algebra is simplified if we think of the coefficients An and γn as functions of s0,
the leading order radius2. Since s0 is a monotonic function of time t, it may be treated
as a time-like variable; indeed, from the exact solution (2.16) we have
d
dt
=
Q
s0
d
ds0
. (2.20)
Eliminating An in (2.18) we obtain the evolution of the nth mode of perturbation of
the circle:
dγn
ds0
= −(n+ 1)Qs0 + σn(n
2 − 1)
Qs0(s0 + nc)
γn, (2.21)
which, upon integration, gives
γn = γn(0)(s0 + nc)
−(n+1)
(
1 +
nc
s0
)−(n2−1)σ/Qc
. (2.22)
The c = 0 solution of (2.21) is the limit as c→ 0 of (2.22):
γn = γn(0)s
−(n+1)
0 exp
{−σn(n2 − 1)
Qs0
}
. (2.23)
Unlike the case for a channel, the stability of the nth mode γn depends on the radius of
the circle s0, and may change as the blob expands or contracts. Additionally, stability is
not determined by the magnitude of the nth mode γn but the magnitude relative to s0;
for instance, if γn > 0 remained constant as s0 → 0, this would correspond to a growth
in the nth mode. Generally, the circle is stable when expanding (s0 increasing, Q > 0),
and unstable when contracting (s0 decreasing, Q < 0), with surface tension stabilising
the highest modes in the contraction case, and kinetic undercooling moderating the
instability in contraction (but conversely destabilising modes in expansion).
In (2.22) there is a clear dependence on the dimensionless parameter σ/(Qc), which
measures the relative strength of surface tension to kinetic undercooling. We explore
the effect of this dimensionless parameter on contracting bubbles in Chapter 6. In
the bubble geometry, a near-circular contracting bubble does not exhibit the Saffman–
Taylor instability and surface tension stabilises it further; however, kinetic undercooling
destabilises it. The competing effects of the two regularisations results in the existence
of multiple extinction behaviours that is the main topic of that chapter. In Chapter 7 we
examine the case of pure kinetic undercooling for bubbles. In this case, corners may
form on the boundary, as in the equivalent problem in the channel geometry.
2This is only applicable for nonzero source term Q, which is our focus. If Q = 0, the leading order
radius is constant.
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2.3 Conformal mapping approach
To construct explicit solutions to the unregularised Hele–Shaw problem (2.1), (2.4),
(2.6), we make use of the following two powerful results of complex variable the-
ory (Ablowitz and Fokas 2003):
1. Since φ satisfies Laplace’s equation (2.1) in R2, it is the real part of a complex
valued function W (z, t) = φ(x, t) + iψ(x, t), where W is analytic (although not
necessarily single-valued) in Ω\Σ, and x ∈ R2 is identified with z ∈ C;
2. According to Riemann’s mapping theorem, there exists a time-dependent confor-
mal mapping from the unit disc D = {|ζ| < 1} to the fluid region Ω(t) in each
of the geometries above. We represent this conformal mapping by the complex-
valued function z = f(ζ, t), where f is univalent (one to one) and analytic in D,
except for a point which maps to z =∞ for the bubble and channel geometries.
We are at liberty to map the origin ζ = 0 to the source/sink (z = 0 for the blob, and
z = ∞ for the bubble and channel). The behaviour of f as ζ → 0 depends on the
geometry:
f(ζ, t) ∼

a(t)ζ (blob)
a(t)ζ−1 (bubble)
a(t) log ζ (channel)
, ζ → 0. (2.24)
One additional degree of freedom (rotation) exists in the conformal mapping, which we
use to set the coefficient a(t) to be real.
The strength of the conformal mapping approach is that the complex potential W (z, t)
is also an analytic function in the auxiliary variable ζ, by w(ζ, t) = W (f(ζ, t), t). In
each geometry, we have w analytic in the punctured disk D\{0} and need w ∼ Q log ζ
as ζ → 0. This corresponds to the correct singular behaviour in the physical plane:
(2.2a), (2.2b), or (2.2c), depending on the geometry.
The kinematic condition
The mapping function f must be determined from expressing the kinematic condition
(2.4) in terms of complex variables. In order to derive the complex variable form of
(2.4), we must represent vector operations and quantities in R2 (such as the inner
product, and the normal and curvature of the boundary ∂Ω) with complex operations
and numbers in C. We briefly review such representations below.
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Physical z-plane
φ = σκ+ cvn
vn =∇φ · nˆ
φ ∼ −Q log |z|
∇2φ = 0
Auxiliary ζ-plane
1
z = f(ζ, t)
Figure 2.2: A schematic of the conformal map z = f(ζ, t) from the unit disc in the
ζ-plane, to the fluid region for a bubble geometry. The origin ζ = 0 maps to the far
field z → ∞. Similar setups exist for the blob and channel geometries. The bubble
contracts for source strength Q > 0 and expands for Q < 0.
The inner (dot) product is carried out by taking the real part of one complex number
multiplied by the conjugate of the other; for a, b ∈ C, their inner product is
<{a}<{b}+ ={a}={b} = <{ab}. (2.25)
Given a boundary ∂Ω that is the image of the unit circle |ζ| = 1 under z = f(ζ), a
normal n ∈ C to ∂Ω is found by multiplying ζ (which is normal to the unit circle in
the ζ-plane) by the derivative fζ of the map, which effects the local rotation due to the
conformal mapping. The unit normal nˆ is found by dividing by the magnitude; thus
nˆ =
ζfζ
|ζfζ | . (2.26)
A velocity vector of a point on the boundary ∂Ω(t) (now the image of the unit circle
under a time-dependent mapping z = f(ζ, t)) is represented simply by v = ft. The
normal velocity vn is obtained by taking the inner product between v and nˆ:
vn = <{vnˆ} = <{ftζfζ}|ζfζ | . (2.27)
The complex expression for the curvature κ is most readily found from expressing the
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boundary in parametric form (x(ν), y(ν)). In this case, the curvature is
κ =
x′′y′ − y′′x′
(x′2 + y′2)3/2
, (2.28)
where ′ represents differentiation with respect to the real parameter ν. Writing the
unit circle as ζ = eiν and f(ζ) = x(ν) + iy(ν), we obtain the curvature of ∂Ω in terms
of the mapping function f :
κ =
<{ζ(ζfζ)ζζfζ}
|ζfζ |3 . (2.29)
We are now able to write the kinematic condition (2.4) in terms of complex variables:
the mapping function z = f(ζ, t), and complex potential W (z, t) = w(ζ, t). The gra-
dient of the potential ∇φ is represented in complex variables by the conjugate of the
z-derivative of the complex potential:
φx + iφy =
∂W
∂z
. (2.30)
Using the definition of the dot product (2.25) and the normal (2.26), the kinematic
condition (2.4) becomes
<
{
ft(t)ζfζ(ζ, t)
}
= <
{
∂W
∂z
ζ
∂f
∂ζ
}
= <{ζwζ(ζ, t)} , |ζ| = 1. (2.31)
This condition must be satisfied on the unit circle |ζ| = 1, which maps to the boundary
∂Ω.
Complex conjugate functions
The left hand side of (2.31) involves the complex conjugate of an analytic function on
the unit circle. It is often necessary to consider the analytic continuation of such a
complex conjugate off the unit circle. In this thesis (particularly in Chapter 3) we use
the notation
f(ζ) = f(ζ) (2.32)
to represent the complex conjugate function of f . Since conjugates of both dependent
and independent variable are taken, f is an analytic function of ζ; in particular, if f is
analytic in a given region of the ζ-plane, f is analytic in the complex conjugate region
(that is, the region mirrored about the real axis). This fact is easy to show from the
corresponding Taylor series expansions of f and f :
f(ζ) =
∞∑
n=0
an(ζ − ζ0)n, f(ζ) =
∞∑
n=0
an(ζ − ζ0)n. (2.33)
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Convergence of the first series for f near ζ0 implies convergence of the second near ζ0.
Since ζ = 1/ζ on the unit circle, (2.31) may also be written
<
{
ft(ζ, t)
f ζ(1/ζ, t)
ζ
}
= <{ζwζ(ζ, t)} , |ζ| = 1. (2.34)
Given f is analytic in the (punctured) unit disc, expressions such as f ζ(1/ζ, t) are
analytic exterior to the unit disc |ζ| > 1.
The unregularised problem: Polubarinova–Galin equation
For the unregularised problem, the dynamic condition (2.6) implies <{w} = 0 on the
unit disc |ζ| = 1, and the complex potential therefore has the particularly simple form
w = Q log ζ. (2.35)
Note that w is independent of time; the time dependence now lies purely in the as-
yet unknown mapping function f(ζ, t). It is the simplicity of (2.35) that is key to
constructing explicit solutions to f . The boundary condition (2.31) reduces to the well-
known Polubarinova–Galin (PG) equation (Polubarinova-Kochina 1945; Galin 1945):
<
{
ft(t)ζfζ(ζ, t)
}
= Q, |ζ| = 1. (2.36)
Many explicit solutions to (2.36) are obtained on inspection by assuming analytic func-
tions of the correct form (e.g. polynomials, rational functions) and asymptotic be-
haviour (2.24) with unknown, time-dependent coefficients. The PG equation (2.36)
then provides the ordinary differential equations for those coefficients. Some examples
are included later in this chapter in Section 2.4.
Including boundary effects
If surface tension or kinetic undercooling are not neglected, the complex potential w
must be constructed so that its real part φ satisfies the dynamic boundary condition
(2.5). Since w−Q log ζ is analytic in the unit disc, it is uniquely determined (up to an
imaginary constant) by its real boundary data, which is equal to the right hand side of
(2.5). The analytic function may then be constructed via the Schwarz integral formula,
for example (Ablowitz and Fokas 2003):
w(ζ)−Q log ζ = − 1
2pii
∮
|ζ|=1
(
σκ(ζ ′) + cvn(ζ ′)
) ζ ′ + ζ
ζ ′ − ζ
dζ ′
ζ ′
= −S{σκ+ cvn}, (2.37)
where the curvature κ and normal velocity vn are as in (2.29) and (2.27), respectively.
Since the integral formula S is a linear transformation we can write this as
w = Q log ζ − σK(ζ, t)− cV(ζ, t) (2.38)
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where K and V are the complex-valued functions which are analytic in D and whose real
part on the unit circle |ζ| = 1 coincides with κ and vn, respectively. These functions
depend on the mapping function f in a highly nonlinear manner, as derived in (2.27)
and (2.29):
<{K} = κ = <{ζ(ζfζ)ζζfζ}|ζfζ |3 , <{V} = vn =
<{ftζfζ}
|ζfζ | , |ζ| = 1. (2.39)
Using the kinematic condition (2.31), we obtain the equation for f :
<
{
ft(t)ζfζ(ζ, t)
}
= Q− σ<{ζKζ} − c<{ζVζ}, |ζ| = 1. (2.40)
Unlike the unregularised case (2.36), explicit solutions to (2.40) cannot be obtained
by inspection, except for trivial cases (circular and planar interfaces). The complex
formulation (2.40) does motivate a numerical solution method, however, based on the
representation of analytic functions as power series. We describe such a numerical
scheme in Chapters 5 and 6. In addition, we show how approximate solutions to (2.40)
can be used to establish the stability of simple boundaries (such as circular blobs or
bubbles) at the end of the present chapter.
Instability, finite time blow up and other singular times
The Saffman–Taylor instability in free-boundary Hele–Shaw flow is that the boundary
is unstable whenever the less viscous fluid is displacing the more viscous one. In our
idealised mathematical model, this corresponds to a receding fluid (Q < 0) in each of
the geometries (a shrinking blob, an expanding bubble, or the boundary moving from
left to right in a channel: see Figure 2.1). We will see many examples of this instability
in the explicit solutions of this chapter and Chapter 3, and the stability analysis and
numerical results in the subsequent chapters.
The Saffman–Taylor instability occurs in the Hele–Shaw problem for both unregularised
(2.6) and regularised (2.5) dynamic conditions. However, for the unregularised prob-
lem, the instability may manifest itself disastrously. The free boundary may become
infinitely sharp at a point, forming a cusp. This also implies a singularity in the ve-
locity of the boundary. This is called finite-time blow-up, as the solution cannot be
continued past this point. In terms of the complex mapping function f(ζ, t), this blow
up corresponds to a loss of local univalence or one to one-ness, as a critical point in
f crosses the unit circle into D at the point the cusp forms. Cusp formation is not
a physically observed phenomenon, and it is known that surface tension prevents this
kind of blow up (the effect of kinetic undercooling is not as obvious, given corners may
form; we explore this in Chapter 7). Additionally, one can pick two arbitrarily close
initial conditions, with one forming a cusp in finite time, while the second does not. For
this reason, the unregularised problem is considered ill-posed in the unstable direction.
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As well as finite-time blow-up, there are other, physically realistic, situations beyond
which the Hele–Shaw problem, or its complex variable formulation, cannot be contin-
ued. For the unstable shrinking blob (Q < 0) or stable shrinking bubble (Q > 0), the
problem will naturally end when the fluid region Ω or the bubble β vanishes, respec-
tively. However, for the blob, the boundary may reach the origin at a point where
there is still fluid left in the Hele–Shaw cell. This may occur with both regularised and
unregularised dynamic conditions.
In the case of a shrinking bubble, the boundary ∂Ω may intersect itself at one or more
points before the bubble β vanishes. Physically, this self-intersection corresponds to the
pinching off of one bubble into multiple, disconnected bubbles. In terms of f , pinch-off
represents a loss of global univalence, as f ceases to be one to one in D, despite the
absence of critical points there. Although the physical solution may continue to evolve
past this point, our formulation is no longer valid, as the fluid region Ω is now multiply
connected. The complex variable approach is also not valid past this point as we can
no longer conformally map the unit disc D in the ζ-plane to the fluid region. This may
also occur with both regularised and unregularised dynamic conditions.
Time invariance
A useful property of unregularised Hele–Shaw flow (σ = c = 0) is that it is invariant
under transformations of the time variable t, namely
t 7→ t˜, φ 7→ dt˜
dt
φ, Q 7→ dt˜
dt
Q. (2.41)
In particular, unregularised Hele–Shaw flow is time reversible (t 7→ −t), meaning that
an exact solution for an expanding blob or contracting bubble (source strength Q > 0)
also represents an exact solution for a contracting blob or expanding bubble (Q < 0),
if t is taken to be decreasing instead of increasing. Time reversibility implies that any
problem stable for positive Q is unstable for negative Q, and vice-versa, as seen in the
stability analysis in Section 2.2.
Time invariance is not preserved when surface tension is added (σ > 0), although it
does hold for a pure kinetic undercoooling condition (σ = 0, c > 0). A stark example
of this property is a bubble or blob evolving with no sources or sinks (Q = 0). With
σ = 0, a steady boundary with ft = 0 satisfies (2.40) exactly and so the boundary
remains at its initial condition. However, if σ > 0, the boundary will be pulled towards
a circle, although this motion may cause a pinch-off type singularity to occur for some
initial conditions (Almgren 1996).
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Schwarz function methods
As discussed in Chapter 1, an alternative to the PG equation (2.36) approach is to use
the Schwarz function: an analytic function S(z, t) of the spatial variable z and time
t that characterises the curve ∂Ω(t) by the relation S(z, t) = z for z ∈ ∂Ω(t) (Davis
1974). For instance, on a circle of radius a(t), zz = a(t)2 and so ∂Ω would have Schwarz
function S(z, t) = a(t)2/z. The evolution of S is related to the complex velocity (that
is, the derivative of complex potential) (Cummings 1996):
∂S
∂t
=
1
2
∂W
∂z
. (2.42)
Matching singularities of the left and right hand sides of (2.42), for a given form for
S that has a finite set of time dependent parameters, results in an algebraic system of
equations for those parameters. An advantage of the Schwarz function is that one can
start with a specified boundary ∂Ω(0) and compute the associated mapping function
f , instead of assuming a form of the mapping function. The Schwarz function also
relates to more theoretical topics in Hele–Shaw flow, regarding integrable systems and
quadrature domains, for instance.
The Schwarz function is not as useful for regularised (nonzero σ or c) Hele–Shaw flow,
however, which is a major topic in this thesis. In this case, exact solutions are not
attainable and numerical methods are easier to devise from boundary formulations
of the problem, such as (2.40). In addition, the starting point of our derivation of
doubly connected solutions in Chapter 3 is the doubly connected version of (2.36). For
this reason, we focus on deriving explicit solutions using in the PG equation (2.36) in
the next section. A good introduction to Schwarz function methods can be found in
Cummings (1996).
2.4 Examples of explicit solutions
Here we outline some exact solutions to unregularised Hele–Shaw flow, using the PG
equation (2.36), that demonstrate phenomena such as finite time blow up, fingering,
pinch-off and extinction.
A shrinking blob with cusp formation
The first nontrivial solution to (2.36) we describe is that from Polubarinova-Kochina
(1945); it is for a growing or shrinking blob where the mapping function f is quadratic
in ζ:
f(ζ, t) = a(t)ζ + b(t)ζ2. (2.43)
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Recall we may take a to be real and positive, and by rotating the physical plane we
may also take b to be real without loss of generality. Suppose we have initial condition
a(0) = 1, b(0) =   1, so that the initial boundary ∂Ω(0) is a perturbed circle. As
we are interested in demonstrating cusp formation we will consider the shrinking case
Q < 0 (recall that an expanding bubble is a time-reversal of this case). Letting ζ = eiν
for ζ on the unit circle, and substituting (2.43) into the PG equation (2.36), we find
aa˙+ 2bb˙+ (ab˙+ 2ba˙) cos ν = Q. (2.44)
where dots indicate derivatives with respect to time t. Matching terms results in two
nonlinear differential equations for a(t) and b(t). It turns out these equations may be
integrated explicitly:
a2 + 2b2 = 2Qt+ 1 + 22, a2b = . (2.45)
From here, we could, for example, eliminate a and solve a cubic equation for b, which
would result in an explicit, although complicated, expression for f(ζ, t). A simpler
approach is to consider a(t) the time-like variable, and see how b changes as a decreases
(corresponding to Q < 0, a shrinking blob). This approach is valid as long as a is
monotonic in t. From (2.44) we have
a˙ =
Qa
a2 − 4b2 , (2.46)
thus a˙ has the same sign as Q given a > 2b (this is necessary for the mapping (2.43) to
be one to one), which guarantees monotonicity for Q 6= 0. Clearly, from (2.45) b = /a2
increases as a decreases. This is one manifestation of the Saffman–Taylor instability,
with the perturbation to the circle growing as the viscous fluid is displaced by the
inviscid one.
The quadratic mapping function f has one critical point ζ∗ (where fζ(ζ∗) = 0):
ζ∗(t) = − a
2b
= −a
3
2
. (2.47)
This point moves in time in the ζ-plane, starting at −1/(2) and moving toward the
unit disc D as a decreases. The critical point crosses the unit circle when ζ∗ = −1;
that is, when a = (2)1/3. The time t∗ that this occurs is easily found from (2.45):
t∗ =
1
2(−Q)
(
1 + 22 − 9
8
(2)2/3
)
(2.48)
(recall Q < 0). At this time, the boundary ∂Ω forms a cusp at the image of −1. If we
continued past this point, using (2.45), the critical point would pass into the unit disc,
and the mapping function f would no longer be univalent.
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Figure 2.3: The quadratic mapping function solution (2.43) to an initially perturbed
circular viscous blob, undergoing contraction. The location of the critical point ζ∗ of
the mapping function in the auxiliary ζ-plane is also plotted. A cusp forms on the
boundary at a finite time t = t∗, given by (2.48), at which point the critical point ζ∗(t)
of the mapping function intersects the unit circle at ζ = −1.
In this case, the cusp always forms strictly before the boundary reaches the sink at
z = 0, since in (2.48) the time of cusp formation t∗ < −1/(2Q) (the theoretical time all
fluid would be removed) for  > 0. It has been proven that this will always occur if the
mapping function is polynomial (Hohlov and Howison 1993). However, other explicit
solutions exist whose boundary intersects the sink before or at the same time as cusp
formation (see Richardson 1972, for instance). We do not explore this issue further
here.
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Cusp and finger formation in a channel
In this section we describe two exact solutions in a channel geometry described in How-
ison, Ockendon, and Lacey (1985), which demonstrate how different perturbations of
a straight line may have very different qualitative behaviour; one solution develops
a cusp as in the previous example, while the other continues for all time, tending
to the Saffman–Taylor travelling finger solution (Saffman and Taylor 1958). As with
the Saffman–Taylor finger itself, the time dependent solution can be chosen to have
asymptotic width λ (relative to the channel width) of any value between zero and one.
We consider two mapping functions f1 and f2, of the form
f1(ζ, t) = − log ζ + a(t) + b(t)ζ (2.49a)
f2(ζ, t) = − log ζ + a(t) + α log(d(t) + ζ), (2.49b)
where a, b, and d are functions of time, and α is a given fixed constant; we must have
0 < α < 2 for the boundary to be contained within the channel walls −pi < y < pi; the
constant α turns out to be related to the finger width λ (see (2.55)).
The first mapping function f1 has a critical point at ζ
∗ = 1/b, and is only singular
at ζ = 0, which corresponds to the physical sink at x → ∞. A cusp will form on
the boundary when b = 1. The second mapping function f2 has a critical point at
ζ∗ = d/(α− 1). Unlike the first case, f2 also has a logarithmic singularity at ζs = −d.
For 0 < α < 2, the singularity ζs will always be smaller in magnitude, and therefore
closer to the unit disc, than the critical point ζ∗. It turns out the singularity does not
cross the unit circle in finite time, instead approaching it asymptotically as t → ∞.
This prevents the critical point from crossing the unit circle.
As before, the evolution of the coefficients in (2.49a) and (2.49b) is determined using
the PG equation (2.36). For (2.49a), we find
(−a˙+ bb˙) = Q, (−b˙+ a˙b) = 0. (2.50)
The initial condition a(0) = 0, b(0) =   1 represents a perturbed flat interface.
Integrating (2.50) with the given initial conditions,
− a+ b
2
2
= Qt+
2
2
, − log b+ a = − log . (2.51)
A cusp forms on the boundary at the time t = t∗, when b(t∗) = 1, and thus a(t∗) =
− log . The time of cusp formation is therefore
t∗ =
1
(−Q)
(
2
2
− 1
2
− log 
)
. (2.52)
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For the second mapping function (2.49b), the collection of terms in the PG equation
(2.36) is simplified by multiplying through by |d + ζ|2. The result is the system of
ODEs
− a˙d2 + αa˙− αdd˙− a˙+Qc2 −Q = 0, α2d˙− 2α˙d+ αa˙d− αd˙− 2Qd = 0. (2.53)
Rearranging for the derivative terms explicitly:
a˙ = −Q(α+ 1)d
2 + (α− 1)
d2 − (α− 1)2 , d˙ = Q
d(d2 − 1)
d2 − (α− 1)2 . (2.54)
A perturbed front is represented by the initial condition a(0) = 0, d(0) = 1/ 1. The
solution to the system (2.54) is not elementary, but it is easily integrated numerically,
and some simple analysis informs us of the qualitative behaviour of the solution. Indeed,
since d˙ → 0 as d → ±1+, the singularity at ζs = −d does not cross the unit circle,
instead approaching asymptotically as t → ∞ (recall Q < 0). The critical point ζ∗ is
further from the unit circle than ζs, and so cannot cross the unit circle. There is no
cusp formation; instead the proximity of ζs to the unit circle results in the interface
forming a long finger. In Figure 2.4 we plot the solutions for the two mapping functions
(2.49a) and (2.49b), demonstrating cusp and finger formation.
The asymptotic shape and width of the finger is dependent on the parameter α. Re-
calling that the channel width is 2pi, the fraction λ of the channel taken up by the
finger is asymptotically
λ = 1− α
2
, (2.55)
which may take any value on (0, 1). The fact that travelling fingers of any width may
be found is of particular interest as, when the problem is regularised by the addition
of surface tension, only fingers of discrete widths are selected (McLean and Saffman
1981, e.g.). In Chapter 4 and Chapter 7 we consider the effect of kinetic undercooling
on travelling and evolving fingers in the channel geometry (see also Chapman and King
2003).
Cusps and fingering in the bubble geometry
Similar to the previous pair of solutions (2.49) in the channel, in the bubble geome-
try there exist explicit solutions that demonstrate either cusp or finger formation as
the bubble expands. The following pair of functions (Howison 1986a) exhibits each
behaviour, respectively:
f1(ζ, t) =
a(t)
ζ
+ b(t)ζN , (2.56a)
f2(ζ, t) =
a(t)
ζ
+ log(ζ − d(t))− log(ζ + d(t)), (2.56b)
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Figure 2.4: The exact solutions for a moving boundary in a channel geometry, rep-
resented by the conformal mappings (2.49a) and (2.49b), which evolve to a cusp and
the Saffman–Taylor travelling finger, respectively. Critical points and singularities in
the auxiliary plane are also plotted. In the first solution, the cusp corresponds to the
critical point ζ∗ = 1/b crossing the unit circle. In the second solution, the singularity
at ζs = −d tends to unit circle asymptotically as t→∞, preventing the critical point
ζ∗ = d/(1 − α) from crossing the unit circle and creating a cusp (the negative of the
singular point is plotted, so that both are on the positive real axis).
where a and b are positive, real-valued functions of time, and N > 1 is an integer
(N = 1 results in an elliptical bubble, which remains an ellipse whether expanding or
contracting). In (2.56a) the bubble is N + 1-fold symmetric and f1 has N + 1 critical
points ζ∗, evenly spaced around the circle of radius (a/Nb)1/(N+1). Again, the only
singularity is at ζ = 0, corresponding to the physical sink in the far field. In (2.56b),
the second mapping function f2 has two logarithmic singularities ζs = ±d, and the two
critical points at ζ∗ = ±d√a/√a+ 2d are always greater in magnitude than |ζs|.
Substituting f1 from (2.56a) into the PG equation (2.36) results in the system
− a˙a+Nb˙b = Q, Na˙b− ab˙ = 0. (2.57)
As with the quadratic solution (2.43) for the viscous blob, we may treat a as the time-
like variable, with the second of (2.57) giving b = aN (where  = b(0)), and cusp
formation occuring when a = (N)1/(1−N), at which points |ζ∗| = 1. An example
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solution is plotted from a = 1 up to cusp formation in Figure 2.5 for N = 5 (a six-fold
symmetric bubble).
The second mapping function f2 from (2.56b) is treated in a similar fashion to the
finger solution in the channel geometry (2.49b). We obtain equations for a˙ and d˙ from
substitution into the PG equation (2.36) and rearrangement, analogous to the system
(2.54):
a˙ = −Q ad
4 − a+ 4d
a2d4 − (2d− a)2 , d˙ = Q
d(d4 − 1)
a2d4 − (2d− a)2 . (2.58)
Again, d˙ → 0 as d → 1+, that is, the singularities ζs = ±d approach the unit circle
without crossing. The critical points ζ∗ are again further from the unit circle than ζs,
so the boundary develops fingers, rather than cusps. The exact solution (2.56b) is also
plotted in Figure 2.5, with a and d found by numerical integration of (2.58).
Extinction and pinch-off for a shrinking bubble
In Chapters 5–7, we consider the case of a shrinking inviscid bubble contracting to a
point with regularisations (2.5). For this reason, we discuss examples of explicit solu-
tions for the unregularised Hele–Shaw problem in which this occurs. We show that the
extinction shape is elliptical, with aspect ratio depending on the initial condition (En-
tov and Etingof 1991); this includes the degenerate case of a line of zero thickness (an
ellipse of vanishing aspect ratio). The degenerate case represents the borderline case
between extinction at a point, and pinch-off into multiple bubbles before extinction.
The solution presented here is similar to that detailed in Entov and Etingof (2011);
degenerate extinction is also considered in King and McCue (2009).
Assume a mapping function of the form
f(ζ, t) =
a(t)
ζ
+ b(t)ζ − d(t)ζ3, (2.59)
where a, b and d are positive, real-valued functions of time. For appropriate values,
this function maps the unit circle to a “peanut”-shaped bubble, with larger rounded
ends connected by a thin “neck”. Substituting into the PG equation (2.36), we obtain
equations for the coefficients:
−a˙a+ b˙b− 3d˙d = Q, (2.60a)
a˙b− b˙a+ d˙b+ 3b˙c = 0, (2.60b)
a˙d+ 3d˙a = 0. (2.60c)
Integrating (2.60c) and then (2.60b), we find d and b in terms of a:
d = k2a
3, b =
k1a
1 + 3k2a2
.
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Figure 2.5: The exact solutions for an expanding bubble, represented by the conformal
mappings (2.56a) and (2.56b), which evolve cusps and fingers, respectively. Critical
points and singularities in the auxiliary plane are also plotted. Similar to solutions in
the channel (see Figure 2.4), cusps occur when a critical point crosses the unit circle,
while fingers occur when singularities approach the unit circle asymptotically without
crossing, while also preventing the critical points from doing so.
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where k1, k2 ∈ R are arbitrary constants. The mapping function f now has the form
f(ζ, t) =
a
ζ
+
k1a
1 + 3k2a2
ζ − k2a3ζ3, (2.61)
where a = a(t). The bubble tends to extinction as t→ t−f , or a→ 0+. We may treat a
as a scaled time variable, as we did the radius s0 in the stability analysis in Section 2.2;
we could recover the relationship between a and t by integrating (2.60a), although it
is not necessary for the current exposition.
The extinction/pinch-off dichotomy of the bubble described by (2.61) is controlled by
the parameter k1. If k1 < 1 then we have elliptical bubble extinction, while k1 > 1
corresponds to pinch-off at the neck of the bubble strictly before extinction. To show
this, we consider the neck width, given by
width = |f(−i, t)− f(i, t)| = 2
(
a− k1a
1 + 3k2a2
− k2a3
)
. (2.62)
The bubble pinches off if this width vanishes strictly before a→ 0+. The roots (values
of a for which width = 0) of (2.62) are
a ∈
{
0,± 1√
3k2
√
1±
√
4− 3k1
}
. (2.63)
For k1 = 1, the root at zero is repeated with multiplicity 3. If k1 increases from 1, two
roots move from zero onto the positive/negative real axis, leading to pinch-off before
extinction, but if k1 decreases, the zeros move instead onto the imaginary axis (there
is always a root for larger a, but this corresponds to a time when critical points lie
inside the unit disc, and is not physically meaningful). Figure 2.6 contains a plot of
the bubble interfaces for each of the three cases.
For bubbles that do not pinch off, the behaviour of the bubble in the extinction limit is
of particular interest; indeed, the effect of regularisations on the extinction behaviour of
contracting bubbles is the main topic of Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. For the exact solution
currently under consideration, the near extinction behaviour is found by expanding
(2.61) in small a:
f ∼ a
(
1
ζ
+ k1ζ
)
− a3k2
(
3k1ζ + ζ
3
)
+ . . . .
For k1 < 1, the order a term represents the transformation that maps the circle to an
ellipse, leading to elliptical extinction behaviour. For k1 > 1, this occurs after pinch-off
has occurred and univalence is lost, so does not represent a solution to (2.1). If k1 = 1,
the transformation maps the unit circle to a line or “slit”, that is, an ellipse with aspect
ratio of zero. To determine how the slit is approached we need the order a3 term in
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Figure 2.6: Contracting bubbles of the form (2.61) for various values of the parameter
k1. When k1 < 1, the bubble contracts to a point and the asymptotic shape of the
bubble is an ellipse. when k1 > 1, the bubble pinches off into two disconnected bubbles;
the conformal map solution does not continue past this point. In the borderline case
k1 = 1 the bubble contracts to a degenerate ellipse; the asymptotic behaviour of the
boundary is given by (2.64).
(2.61). We obtain a parametric definition of the boundary by letting ζ = eiν and taking
real and imaginary parts of (2.61):
x = <{f} ∼ 2a cos ν + . . . (2.64a)
y = ={f} ∼ −a3k2(3k1 sin ν + sin 3ν) + . . . , (2.64b)
as a→ 0+. In Cartesian coordinates, therefore, the asymptotic bubble shape is
y
a3
∼ ±k2
(
1 +
(x/a)2
2
)√
4− (x/a)2, −2 < x/a < 2
(King and McCue 2009; Entov and Etingof 2011). Asymptotically we have x = O(a),
y = O(a3) and thus the aspect ratio goes as O(a2), as opposed to O(1) in the case of
elliptical extinction behaviour.
Solutions with higher order degenerate extinction behaviour (with α ∼ a2n, for n =
1, 2, . . .) can be constructed by considering mapping functions f with higher powers of
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ζ (Entov and Etingof 2011). However, it becomes increasingly difficult to solve for the
coefficients as explicit functions of a, and we do not consider them in greater detail
here.
2.5 Stability of blob using conformal mapping
The linear stability analysis of circular or plane boundaries in Section 2.2 may also be
carried out in complex variables. Here we do so for a growing or contracting circular
blob. Consider the mapping function
f(ζ, t) = a(t)ζ + b(t)ζn+1 (2.65)
for   1. The image of the unit circle under this mapping is (to O()) a circular
boundary of radius a with an nth order sinusoidal perturbation, since if we transform
to polar coordinates s = |f | and θ = arg f ,
s =
[(
aζ + bζn+1
) (
aζ−1 + bζ−n−1
)]1/2
∼ [a2 + ab(ζ−n + ζn)]1/2
∼ a+ b cosnν, (2.66)
and θ = ν + O(), thus s = a + b cos θ + O(2). To order , this is equivalent to
the perturbed circular boundary considered in Section 2.2 (with s0 = a and γ = b).
To obtain the evolution of the magnitude of perturbation b, we must find the order 
approximations to the complex curvature and velocity functions K and V. On the unit
circle we have
<{ftζfζ} ∼ a˙a+ ((n+ 1)a˙b+ ab˙) cosnν, |ζ| = 1, (2.67)
|ζfζ | ∼ a+ b(n+ 1) cosnν, |ζ| = 1, (2.68)
<{ζ(ζfζ)ζζfζ} ∼ a2 + 2ab(n+ 1)(n+ 2) cosnν, |ζ| = 1. (2.69)
From these quantities the curvature κ and normal velocity vn are, to order ,
κ ∼ 1
a
+ 
b
a2
(n2 − 1) cosnν, vn ∼ a˙+ b˙ cosnν. (2.70)
The analytic functions K and V whose real boundary data coincide with κ and vn are
therefore
K ∼ 1
a
+ 
b
a2
(n2 − 1)ζn, V ∼ a˙+ b˙ζn. (2.71)
Equations for the evolution of a and b now come from the regularised version of the
Polubarinova–Galin equation (2.40) and matching constant (O(1)) and cosnν (O()
terms:
a˙a = Q, (n+ 1)a˙b+ ab˙ = −σn(n
2 − 1)b
a2
− cnb˙. (2.72)
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The leading order term of course determines the expansion (Q > 0) or contraction
(Q < 0) of the leading order radius a. Treating b as a function of a, with db/da = b˙/a˙,
and substituting a˙ = Q/a into the correction term in (2.72), we obtain
db
da
= −(n+ 1)Qa+ σn(n
2 − 1)
Qa(a+ nc)
b, (2.73)
which is equivalent to (2.21) with a = s0 and b = γn.

3 New exact solutions for Hele–Shaw flow in
doubly connected regions
This chapter was first published as
M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2012). New exact solutions for Hele–Shaw flow
in doubly connected regions. Phys. Fluids 24, p. 052101.
Abstract
Radial Hele–Shaw flows are treated analytically using conformal mapping techniques.
The geometry of interest has a doubly-connected annular region of viscous fluid sur-
rounding an inviscid bubble that is either expanding or contracting due to a pressure
difference caused by injection or suction of the inviscid fluid. The zero-surface-tension
problem is ill-posed for both bubble expansion and contraction, as both scenarios involve
viscous fluid displacing inviscid fluid. Exact solutions are derived by tracking the lo-
cation of singularities and critical points in the analytic continuation of the mapping
function. We show that by treating the critical points, it is easy to observe finite-
time blow-up, and the evolution equations may be written in exact form using complex
residues. We present solutions that start with cusps on one interface and end with
cusps on the other, as well as solutions that have the bubble contracting to a point. For
the latter solutions, the bubble approaches an ellipse in shape at extinction.
3.1 Introduction
Hele–Shaw flows are of primary interest to physicists and applied mathematicians due
to the Saffman–Taylor instability (Saffman and Taylor 1958), which applies whenever
a less viscous fluid displaces a more viscous fluid. This mechanism is widely viewed as
a paradigm for interfacial pattern formation (in dendritic crystal growth, for example),
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: Three experimental setups of the Hele–Shaw problem: (a) a finite bubble
surrounded by an infinite field of viscous fluid. The interface is driven by injection or
extraction of the inviscid fluid into the bubble. (b) A blob of viscous fluid in an empty
cell. The interface is driven by the injection or extraction of viscous fluid. (c) a doubly-
connected ring of fluid, driven by a pressure difference between the two interfaces, which
is the topic of this paper.
leading to extensive body of research since the mid 1980s (Homsy 1987; Kessler, Koplik,
and Levine 1988; Ben-Jacob and Garik 1990).
A heavily studied version of the problem concerns a radial geometry for which a bubble
of the less viscous fluid (an inviscid fluid, say) is completely surrounded by the more
viscous fluid, and the motion driven by injection of the inviscid fluid into the bubble
(see Figure 3.1a). The traditional experimental set-up shows that, as the inviscid fluid
is injected at a constant rate, an initially near-circular interface first expands and then
begins to develop fingers which grow outwards (Paterson 1981; Rauseo, Barnes Jr.,
and Maher 1987; Chen 1987; Chen 1989; Maxworthy 1989). Stability theory which
includes the effects of surface tension successfully predicts the wavelengths of growing
perturbations (Bataille 1968; Paterson 1981; Miranda and Widom 1998; Dias and
Miranda 2010).
The standard mathematical model of the above physical processes ignores the effects
of the inviscid fluid, leading to Laplace’s equation for the fluid pressure in the viscous
fluid subject to dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions on the interface between
the two fluids. The zero-surface-tension version of the problem is well known to be
ill-posed; however, for the idealised case in which there is an expanding bubble in an
infinite body of fluid, conformal mapping techniques can be used to derive families of
exact solutions. For some of these families, the exact solutions persist for all time, either
by clearing out all the viscous fluid (the bubble must necessarily be elliptic in shape
in this case) (DiBenedetto and Friedman 1986; Howison 1986a), or by growing fingers
that leave behind ‘fjords’ or ‘tongues’ (Howison 1986c). For other families, the exact
solutions blow up in finite time, with the interface forming one or more cusps (Howison
1986b). The inclusion of surface tension in the model regularises this sort of blow-up,
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but prevents equivalent progress using techniques from complex variable theory. As
such, much effort has been applied to numerical studies of viscous fingering in Hele–
Shaw flows (Tryggvason and Aref 1983; Hou, Lowengrub, and Shelley 1994), and in
recent times numerical and analytical studies of radial fingering with surface tension
are still prevalent (Li, Lowengrub, and Leo 2007; Li et al. 2009; Leshchiner et al. 2010).
A closely-related problem results if the inviscid fluid is withdrawn from the bubble,
with the fluid interface contracting in time. In this case the interface is stable, as it
is the more viscous fluid displacing the inviscid one. Provided the bubble boundary
is initially convex, it will shrink to a point approaching an ellipse in shape in the
extinction limit (Entov and Etingof 1991; McCue, King, and Riley 2003b; McCue,
King, and Riley 2003a; McCue and King 2011). Otherwise, the bubble may undergo
a change in topology by pinching off and breaking into two or more bubbles (Lee,
Bettelheim, and Weigmann 2006; King and McCue 2009; Entov and Etingof 2011).
The zero-surface-tension version of this (well-posed) problem is the time-reversal of the
ill-posed bubble growth problem discussed above, meaning that by reversing time, a
solution for one application can be used for the other. This property does not persist
once surface tension is included in the model.
Considerable attention has also been given to the moving boundary problem that arises
by injection or suction of a blob of viscous fluid in a Hele–Shaw cell (see Figure 3.1b).
Here the suction case is of most interest, as it is this regime that is unstable with
the zero-surface-tension problem being ill-posed. Complex variable methods have been
applied by many authors for the zero-surface-tension problem, including Richardson
(1981), Hohlov and Howison (1993) and Cummings and King (2004). Many of the
known exact solutions to the zero-surface-tension suction problem blow up in finite
time, accompanied by the formation of one or more zero-angle cusps on the interface
(other solutions with finite-angle cusps can be constructed in principle by initiating
an injection problem with a finite-angle cusp and evolving in time; time-reversibility
means that the reverse of these blowing solutions are suction solutions with finite-angle
cusps (King, Lacey, and Vazquez 1995; King 1995)).
In the present study we are interested in a radial geometry in which there is a bubble
of inviscid fluid in a finite blob of viscous fluid (see Figure 3.1c). This geometry has
previously been analysed in the context of competing instabilities in a rotating Hele–
Shaw cell (Crowdy 2002), as well as the effects of injection of viscous fluid (Richardson
1994; Richardson 1996a).
We treat both cases of injection and suction of inviscid fluid in the inner bubble, so
that there is a doubly-connected region (a deformed annulus) of viscous fluid which
either expands or contracts due to the pressure difference. From a mathematical point
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of view this geometry is interesting as it links together the bubble and blob problems
described above. From a physical perspective, the geometry is relevant for experiments
in which the volume of the bubble is of the same order as the volume of the viscous
fluid. For example, there are recently reported experiments in which gas is injected at
constant pressure into a finite volume of fluid (Ward and White 2011), and experiments
on bubbles of inviscid fluid close to the edge of a viscous blob (Eri and Okumura 2007;
Eri and Okumura 2010). In the former, the authors observe that the inner interface
develops fingers that ultimately meet the outer interface which then ruptures, while in
the latter, surface tension maintains a thin film of fluid between the inner and outer
inviscid regions until a time at which it suddenly breaks. This “bursting” effect is very
interesting, and there are as yet no exact solutions in the literature which reproduce
this behaviour.
We derive families of exact solutions to the zero-surface-tension problem by applying
a conformal mapping from the fluid region to an annulus and formulating the problem
in terms of a Polubarinova-Galin equation. A known class of solutions exists, whose
evolution can be found by tracking the poles and zeros of the mapping function in the
analytically continued plane (Crowdy 2002). Our main contribution is to present an
alternate approach in which we consider the derivative of the mapping function instead
of the function itself, and explicitly track the critical points in the mapping function
(points at which the derivative is zero). These points, which initially lie outside the
physical region, evolve in time and lead to the finite-time blow-up of the solution, by
cusp formation on either inner or outer boundaries, when they intersect the boundary
of the physical region. Another advantage of tracking the critical points is that the
integral in the time evolution equations for the poles and zeros can be calculated exactly,
using the residues at each of the critical points. Thus our method provides the exact
time evolution equations, without the need to compute the integrals numerically.
Our approach follows and extends upon that of Crowdy (2002), who derived solutions
to the doubly-connected problem in a rotating Hele–Shaw cell. This method has also
been adapted (Crowdy and Tanveer 2004) to treat the time-dependent Saffman–Taylor
finger problem with a finite amount of fluid, with the finiteness of the fluid domain again
leading to an annulus in the conformally mapped plane. In Section 3.3 we reiterate
the loxodromic function theory needed to construct the class of exact solutions, and
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we derive some examples of exact solutions in terms of the
mapping function and its derivative, respectively. We end with a discussion of future
work in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Complex formulation
The boundary value problem
Let Ω(t) be the doubly-connected fluid region in the physical (z = x+ iy) plane. The
inner and outer boundaries are denoted ∂Ωi(t) and ∂Ωo(t) respectively. According to
the standard Hele–Shaw equations, there exists a velocity potential φ(z, t), negatively
proportional to the pressure field, which is harmonic (i. e. , satisfies Laplace’s equation)
in Ω. Assuming Bernoulli (constant pressure) conditions on each interface, we may scale
variables such that
φ =
{
0 z ∈ ∂Ωo
1 z ∈ ∂Ωi
. (3.1)
Here we have taken the higher pressure to be on the outer interface, so that the region
will contract as time increases, and expand as time decreases (recall the problem is
fully time-reversible). The evolution of the fluid region is dictated by the kinematic
conditions connecting the fluid velocity to the velocity of each boundary. In vector
form this is
v · n =∇φ · n, z ∈ ∂Ωo, ∂Ωi, (3.2)
where n is a normal and v = (x˙, y˙) is the velocity of a point that stays on the interface.
Polubarinova–Galin equation
By the doubly-connected analogue of Riemann’s mapping theorem, Ω is the image of
the annulus A = {ζ | ρ < |ζ| < 1} in the auxiliary ζ plane, under some time-dependent
mapping function z = f(ζ, t) (see Figure 3.2). The inner radius ρ, also known as the
conformal modulus, is not arbitrary; it depends on the fluid region and, in general, will
change over time.
The velocity potential φ is the real part of a complex-valued function Φ which is analytic
in z ∈ Ω (and therefore in ζ ∈ A). In the ζ-plane, the exact form for Φ satisfying both
Bernoulli conditions (3.1) is, by inspection,
Φ =
log ζ
ln ρ
. (3.3)
The remaining kinematic conditions can be written as boundary equations which
specify the mapping function f . This is the Polubarinova–Galin equation approach
(Polubarinova-Kochina 1945; Galin 1945). In complex variables, n = ζfζ is normal to
each interface and
v =
dz
dt
=
 ft(ζ, t) +
ρ˙
ρ
ζfζ(ζ, t) |ζ| = ρ
ft(ζ, t) |ζ| = 1
. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the conformal mapping z = f(ζ, t) from the annulus A to
the fluid region Ω(t). The inner and outer boundaries ∂Ωi and ∂Ωo are the image of
the circles |ζ| = ρ and |ζ| = 1, respectively.
The kinematic condition (3.2) becomes
<{vζfζ} = <{ζΦζ} = 1
ln ρ
and, substituting for v and rearranging, we obtain
<
{
ft
ζfζ
}
=
{
βi(ζ, t), |ζ| = ρ
βo(ζ, t), |ζ| = 1
, (3.5)
where
βi(ζ) =
1
ρ2 ln ρ|fζ(ζ)|2 −
ρ˙
ρ
, βo(ζ) =
1
ln ρ|fζ(ζ)|2 . (3.6)
The equation (3.5) defines the real boundary data (βi and βo) of a function ft/ζfζ , an-
alytic in the annulus A. The boundary data uniquely determines the analytic function
up to an imaginary constant, as we describe in the next section. In (3.6) and hereafter
we suppress explicit dependence of the function f (and its derivatives) on t, for brevity.
3.3 Villat’s integral formula and loxodromic functions
Villat’s integral formula
Since ft/ζfζ is analytic in A, it can be constructed from its real boundary data, given
in (3.6), up to an imaginary constant ic, using Villat’s integral formula (Akhiezer 1990;
Crowdy 2002):
ft
ζfζ
= I(ζ), ρ < |ζ| < 1, (3.7)
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where
I(ζ) =
1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=1
βo(ζ
′)K(ζ/ζ ′, ρ)
dζ ′
ζ ′
− 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
βi(ζ
′)K(ζ/ζ ′, ρ)
dζ ′
ζ ′
− 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
βi(ζ
′)
dζ ′
ζ ′
+ ic. (3.8)
Here K is the Villat kernel function, which may be defined as the infinite sum
K(ζ, ρ) = 1 +
2ζ
1− ζ + 2
∞∑
j=1
(
ρ2jζ
1− ρ2jζ −
ρ2j/ζ
1− ρ2j/ζ
)
. (3.9)
We take c = 0 without loss of generality, as a nonzero value for c simply changes the
parametrisation of the surfaces. Note that βo and βi are not arbitrary; by Cauchy’s
integral theorem, their averages must be equal on both inner and outer circles. This
immediately provides a time evolution equation for ρ:
ρ˙
ρ
=
1
2pi ln ρ
∫ 2pi
0
1
|f(eis)|2 −
1
ρ2|f(ρeis)|2 ds. (3.10)
The integral formula (3.7) is only valid when ζ is in A; to analytically continue out-
side, we must add in the residue in I that is lost as ζ passes outside the unit circle.
To continue inside, we substract the residue that is gained. Therefore the analytic
continuation of (3.7) is
ft
ζfζ
=

I(ζ)− 2βi(ζ) ρ2 < |ζ| < ρ
I(ζ) ρ < |ζ| < 1
I(ζ)− 2βo(ζ) 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1
. (3.11)
Here βi and βo must be analytically continued off their respective boundaries, namely,
βi(ζ) =
1
ρ2 ln ρfζ(ζ)f ζ(ρ
2/ζ)
− ρ˙
ρ
, βo(ζ) =
1
ln ρfζ(ζ)f ζ(1/ζ)
. (3.12)
Loxodromic functions and Hele–Shaw flow
A loxodromic function is a meromorphic function (except at zero) F , which has the
radial “periodicity” property
F (ζ) = F (mζ), (3.13)
where 0 < m < 1 is called the multiplier (Valiron 1947). Loxodromic function theory
is intimately connected to elliptic function theory, since if F is loxodromic in ζ it
is elliptic in eζ , with periods lnm and 2pii. As with elliptic functions, a loxodromic
function is specified up to a multiplicative constant by the location of its poles and
zeros in its fundamental annulus m < |ζ| < 1; furthermore, there must be at least two
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poles (counting multiplicity), and the number of poles and zeros (counting multiplicity)
must be equal. A loxodromic function with given zeros and poles can thus be written
explicitly as a product of simpler special functions.
Loxodromic functions have previously been used to construct exact solutions in doubly-
connected Hele–Shaw flows (Richardson 1996a; Crowdy 2002; Crowdy and Tanveer
2004). By taking ζ such that 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1 and using the continuation formulae (3.11),
it can be shown that
∂
∂t
[
f(ζ, t)− f(ρ2ζ, t)] = ζI(ζ, t) ∂
∂ζ
[
f(ζ, t)− f(ρ2ζ, t)] . (3.14)
Consequently, if at an initial time, f(ζ, 0) − f(ρ(0)2ζ, 0) = C, where C is a constant,
then
f(ζ, t)− f(ρ2ζ, t) = C (3.15)
holds for subsequent time, as long as critical points in f are not in A. For C = 0,
this implies that a mapping function that is initially loxodromic with multiplier ρ(0)2
remains loxodromic, with an evolving multiplier ρ(t)2. This property allows us to write
an explicit form for f based on its poles and zeros; however, it becomes difficult to
locate the critical points of the mapping (where fζ = 0), which are important in the
breakdown of the problem. We consider one solution of this type, similar to that in
Crowdy (2002), in Section 3.4.
Alternatively, a mapping function where ζfζ is loxodromic, with multiplier ρ
2, will also
satisfy (3.15), with C not necessarily zero. Thus we can write an explicit form for fζ ,
and the locations of the critical points are easier to track. We consider solutions of this
type in Section 3.5.
The special functions P and K
Following Richardson (1996a) and Crowdy (2002), we define the function P (ζ, ρ) by
the infinite product
P (ζ, ρ) = (1− ζ)
∞∏
j=1
(1− ρ2jζ)(1− ρ2j/ζ). (3.16)
Many properties of P can be found in the earlier references (Richardson 1996a; Crowdy
2002) and are easily verified from the definition. Most importantly is
P (ρ2ζ, ρ) = P (1/ζ, ρ) = −P (ζ, ρ)
ζ
, (3.17)
which makes P useful for defining loxodromic functions. The function is also related
to the Villat Kernel function (3.9) by
K(ζ, ρ) = 1− 2ζ P
′(ζ, ρ)
P (ζ, ρ)
,
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which is useful for computing the derivative of P from (3.9).
3.4 Exact solutions for the mapping function
Suppose f is initially a loxodromic function of multiplier ρ(0)2 which has N poles and
zeros at pk(0) and qk(0), respectively (we assume all pk and qk are distinct, so that all
poles and zeros are simple). We take the fundamental annulus to be ρ < |ζ| < ρ−1
and, since ρ < |ζ| < 1 corresponds to the fluid region, all poles and zeros must be in
the outer region 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1 for the mapping function to be physically meaningful1.
From the results of the previous section, f remains loxodromic over time and so it has
the exact form
f(ζ, t) = Rζ
N∏
k=1
P (ζ/qk, ρ)
P (ζ/pk, ρ)
, ρ2
N∏
k=1
qk
pk
= 1, (3.18)
where R is an arbitrary multiplicative constant, and the latter condition enforces lox-
odromy. The poles pk, zeros qk, conformal modulus ρ and scaling factor R are all
functions of time. To determine the evolution of the fluid region, we need only derive
the time evolution equations for these parameters. This is achieved using the analyti-
cally continued evolution equation (3.11) near each zero and pole (Crowdy and Tanveer
2004).
Time evolution of poles and zeros
Considering (3.11) in the outer region 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1, we obtain a partial differential
equation for f :
ft(ζ) = ζI(ζ)fζ(ζ)− 2ζ
ln ρf ζ(1/ζ)
. (3.19)
Near a pole, f ∼ α(ζ−pk)−1 (for some constant α) and on matching the most singular
term we obtain
p˙k
pk
= −I(pk). (3.20)
Similarly, near a zero, f ∼ fζ(qk)(ζ − qk) and matching the constant term results in
q˙k
qk
= −I(qk)− 2
ln ρf ζ(1/qk)
(3.21)
The derivative of f is easily expressed in terms of the special functions P and K (see
appendix 3.8 for details).
1Strictly speaking, it is all poles and zeros that lie in the fundamental annulus that are restricted
to 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1. The pole structure will of course repeat over the complex plane with multiplicative
period ρ2 (this footnote did not appear in the published article)
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The conformal modulus ρ is determined from the condition in (3.18), and following the
suggestion in Crowdy and Tanveer (2004), we can find an evolution equation for R by
evaluating the partial differential equation (3.19) at an arbitrary point (see Appendix
3.8). Alternatively, it may be simpler to find R for certain solutions, as in the next
example.
An example
Let there be N ≥ 3 poles pk and zeros qk, evenly spaced around the circle of radius p
and q, respectively. In this case, the condition in (3.18) implies q = ρ−2/Np and (3.18)
becomes
f(ζ, t) = Rζ
P (ρ2ζN/pN , ρN )
P (ζN/pN , ρN )
. (3.22)
The unknown parameters are p, ρ and R. Evolution equations for p and ρ are (3.20)
and (3.10), respectively. To find an equation for R, we note that, due to the properties
of P ,
f(ζR) = RζR, ζR = ρ
1−1/Np. (3.23)
Now 1 < p < ρ−1 implies ζR ∈ A, thus on differentiating (3.23) and substituting ft
from (3.11) we obtain
R˙
R
= (ζRI(ζR))
fζ
f
(ζR)− ζ˙R
ζR
. (3.24)
It is easily verified2 that f has 2N critical points (where fζ = 0) that lie in pairs at the
angles (2k + 1)pi/N , k = 1, . . . , N , between the angles on which poles lie (see Figure
3.3a). For a contracting fluid ring (t increasing), the inner radius ρ may go to zero
before the critical points pass into the physical region, or the critical points may reach
|ζ| = 1 first; this corresponds to the extinction of the inner bubble and the formation
of cusps, respectively.
As an example, we solve the system (3.20), (3.10), (3.24) for N = 6, and initial condi-
tions p(0) = 1.4, ρ(0) = 0.44, and R(0) = 1, in Matlab, using a Runge–Kutta scheme
2 Since ζfζ is loxodromic with N second order poles at pk, fζ will have 2N zeros (possibly counting
multiplicity), with the same N -fold symmetry as f , that is
fζ(ζ) = A
P (ζN/rN1 , ρ
N )P (ζN/rN2 , ρ
N )
P (ζN/pN , ρN )2
, ρ2
rN1 r
N
2
p2N
= 1
where r1, r2 ∈ C. While the exact values of r1 and r2 are not easily found, the loxodromy condition
above implies r2 = p
2
1ρ
−2/N/r1. Furthermore, we let ζN = Z, and consider
F (Z) = (−Z)1/N P (ρ
2Z/pN , ρN )
P (Z/pN , ρN )
(which is proportional to f), so that F is real, continuous and differentiable on the negative real axis.
Since F (Z) = F (ρ2nZ), the mean value theorem implies F must have a critical point (say Z = rN1 ) on
the negative axis, from which it follows that r1 (and subsequently r2) lies on an angle (2k + 1)pi/N in
the ζ-plane.
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Figure 3.3: The structure of zeros and poles in fζ (or critical points and singularities in
f) for two different solution forms. In (a), the mapping function f is of the form (3.22)
and the critical points are free to intersect both inner and outer boundaries in finite
time, leading to cusp formation (see Figure 3.4). In (b), fζ is of the form (3.32), where
the critical points lie on the same angle as the poles and are shielded from intersecting
the unit circle. Solutions of this type always end in bubble extinction (see Figure 3.5)
when contracting.
to advance in time (see Figure 3.4). The derivative of f in each equation is easily
expressed in terms of the special function K (see Appendix 3.8), while the integral I
is computed using the trapezoid rule. We plot the interfaces for this solution in Figure
3.4. At the initial time, the outermost critical points are close to the circle of radius
ρ−1, meaning the inner boundary is close to having cusps. As time increases, these
cusps smooth off as the critical points move inward, until the innermost critical points
intersect the unit circle, leading to cusp formation on the outer boundary. The solution
exists only for finite time, for both expansion and contraction. Since the critical points
are simple (that is fζ(qk) = 0 but fζζ(qk) 6= 0), a Taylor series expansion near a critical
point shows that these cusps are generically of 3/2 power type, the same as with the
simply-connected case (Howison 1986b).
3.5 Exact solutions for the derivative of the mapping
function
Evolution of zeros and poles
Suppose ζfζ is initially a loxodromic function of multiplier ρ(0)
2 which has N poles
and zeros at pk(0) and qk(0), respectively. Now ζfζ remains loxodromic over time and
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Figure 3.4: The evolution of the fluid region given by the exact solution (3.22). In-
creasing time is indicated by lighter shades of colour. The solution blows up in finite
time for both a contracting (increasing time) and contracting (decreasing time) fluid
region by the formation of cusps on the outer and inner boundaries, respectively.
so fζ has the exact form
fζ(ζ, t) = R
N∏
k=1
P (ζ/qk, ρ)
P (ζ/pk, ρ)
, ρ2
N∏
k=1
qk
pk
= 1. (3.25)
The evolution of poles and zeros is now found from differentiating (3.19):
fζt(ζ) = ζI(ζ)fζζ(ζ) + (I(ζ) + ζIζ(ζ))fζ(ζ)− 2
ln ρf ζ(1/ζ)
(
1 +
1
ζ
f ζζ
f ζ
(1/ζ)
)
. (3.26)
Near a pole pk, and a zero qk, we have
p˙k
pk
= −I(pk, t), (3.27)
and
q˙k
qk
= −I(qk) + 2
ln ρ
1
qkfζ(1/qk)fζζ(qk)
(
1 +
1
qk
f ζζ
f ζ
(1/qk)
)
, (3.28)
respectively.
Since qk are now the critical points, and the integrands in (3.7) are singular at these
points, the integral term I can be expressed exactly by computing residues. However,
the integrands in (3.8) have an accumulation point at zero, so the residue theorem
cannot be applied directly. Instead, we use the properties of f and K to write (3.8)
in terms of integrals around paths bounding annuli, in which their integrands will be
meromorphic.
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Firstly, we substitute into the Villat integral formula (3.8) the given boundary data
(3.12):
I(ζ, t) =
1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=1
K(ζ/ζ ′, ρ)
log ρfζ(ζ ′)f ζ(1/ζ ′)
dζ ′
ζ ′
− 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
K(ζ/ζ ′, ρ)
ρ2 log ρfζ(ζ ′)f ζ(ρ2/ζ ′)
dζ ′
ζ ′
− 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
1
ρ2 log ρfζ(ζ ′)f ζ(ρ2/ζ ′)
dζ ′
ζ ′
. (3.29)
Note that the terms involving ρ˙/ρ have cancelled out, since
∮
|ζ′|ρK(ζ/ζ
′, ρ) dζ ′/ζ ′ = −1.
Now as a consequence of the assumed loxodromy, ρ2fζ(ρ
2/ζ) = f ζ(1/ζ), which allows
us to write the first two integrals as one whose path encloses the annulus ρ < |ζ ′| < 1.
To handle the third integral, we use the property (Crowdy and Tanveer 2004)
1 =
1
2
(K(ζ, ρ)−K(ρ−2ζ, ρ)).
This allows us to split and recombine the last integral in a form whose path encloses
the annulus ρ < |ζ ′| < ρ−1. We obtain
I(ζ) =
1
2pii ln ρ
[∮
|ζ′|=1
−
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
]
K(ζ/ζ ′, ρ)
ζ ′fζ(ζ ′)f ζ(1/ζ ′)
dζ ′
+
1
4pii ln ρ
[∮
|ζ′|=ρ−1
−
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
]
K(ζ ′, ρ)
ζ ′fζ(ζ ′)f ζ(1/ζ ′)
dζ ′. (3.30)
Both paths of integration enclose annuli in which their integrands are meromorphic,
with a finite number of poles. In (3.27) and (3.28) we are interested in computing I at
pk and qk, which all lie in the region 1 < |ζ| < ρ−1; we therefore consider (3.30) in that
region. In their respective regions, the first integrand has simple poles at ζ ′ = 1/qk,
and the second has simple poles at ζ ′ = qk, ζ ′ = 1/qk, and ζ ′ = 1 (due to the pole in
K). Summing the residues at these poles results in
I(ζ) = − 1
ln ρ|fζ(1)|2 −
1
ln ρ
N∑
j=1
K(ζqj , ρ)−K(qj , ρ)
qjfζ(1/qj)f ζζ(qj)
. (3.31)
This formula is used to replace I in the evolution equations (3.27) and (3.28), so that
the integral (3.7) need never be computed numerically.
An example
If the poles and zeros of fζ are evenly radially spaced, one can easily obtain a radially
symmetric exact solution of a form analagous to (3.22), where the outer boundary
forms fingers instead of cusps. However, we wish to emphasise the possible extinction
behaviour of the inner bubble, and so choose a non radially symmetric solution for
which the inner bubble tends to an ellipse of nonzero eccentricity, rather than a circle.
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Let fζ have N = 4 poles and zeros at ±p1,±ip2 and ±q1, ±iq2, respectively; thus
fζ(ζ) = R
P (ζ2/q21, ρ
2)P (−ζ2/q22, ρ2)
P (ζ2/p21, ρ
2)P (−ζ2/p22, ρ2)
. (3.32)
In this case we use (3.27)-(3.28) for the evolution of the poles and zeros, and determine ρ
from the condition in (3.25). It follows from this condition that p1 > q1 and p2 > q2, so
that the pole and zero structure of fζ is as in Figure 3.3b. An evolution equation for the
scaling factor R is found by evaluating (3.26) at a point (see Appendix 3.8). With this
structure, the poles act to block the zeros from intersecting the unit circle, preventing
the formation of cusps on the outer boundary when the region is contracting (time
increasing). The solution therefore continues until bubble extinction. When the region
is expanding (time decreasing), the critical points will intersect the circle |ζ| = ρ−1
after a certain time, so that finite-time blow-up occurs with cusps (also of 3/2 power
type) forming on the inner boundary.
We solve for p1, p2, q1, q2 and R as before in Matlab using a Runge–Kutta scheme, with
initial conditions p1(0) = 1.2, q1(0) = 1.7, p2(0) = 1.1, q2(0) = 1.4, and R(0) = 1. The
interfaces themselves are reconstructed by integrating (3.32)3. The result is shown in
Figure (3.5). The solution continues up to the complete extinction of the inner bubble.
For our initial conditions, a numerical examination of the Laurent series of f ,
f(ζ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
anζ
n,
shows that ρ−1a−1 and ρa1 are of order 1 as ρ → 0, while ρnan → 0 for |n| ≥ 2
(a0 represents a translation, so does not change the shape of the inner boundary).
This implies the extinction behaviour of the inner boundary is elliptic in nature. To
our knowledge, the exact solution presented here is the first to the multiply-connected
bubble extinction problem showing this behaviour.
3.6 Discussion
We have demonstrated a method of calculating a large class of exact solutions to the
zero-surface-tension problem of a doubly-connected expanding or contracting fluid re-
gion in a Hele–Shaw cell. This method involves tracking the zeros and poles of the
mapping function or its derivative. By using the derivative, the critical points of the
mapping function (which lead to finite-time blow-up) are explicitly located, and the
integrals involved in the evolution equations are exactly expressed as sums of residues
3 In this example, symmetry allows us to determine the (time varying) constant of integration
trivially. For a more general solution, we can easily write a time evolution equation of f(1), say, from
(3.19), that allows us to determine this constant.
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Figure 3.5: The evolution of the fluid region of the exact solution (3.32). Increasing
time is indicated by lighter shades of colour. The interior bubble contracts to an ellipse
of nonzero eccentricity.
at these critical points. This novel approach to obtaining exact solutions to the doubly-
connected problem provides the main contribution in the paper.
As with the problems treated by Crowdy (2002) and Crowdy and Tanveer (2004), the
finite amount of viscous fluid in our problem is bounded by two moving interfaces,
and the problem is ill-posed regardless of whether the region of fluid is expanding
or contracting. This is because each option involves the inviscid fluid displacing the
viscous fluid. As such, an interesting feature of some of the solutions we have presented
is that they start with cusps on one interface and end with cusps on the other. These
cusps are generically of 3/2 power type. We emphasise that the addition of surface
tension regularises cusp formation in Hele–Shaw flows, so these solutions would not be
observed in experiments.
We have focused on the behaviour of contracting bubbles, where solutions either cease
to exist with cusp formation on the outer boundary (finite-time blow-up), or continue
until the inner bubble contracts to a point (bubble extinction). In the case of extinction,
the inner bubble asymptotes to an ellipse whose eccentricity depends on the pole and
zero locations. This behaviour is reminiscent of shrinking bubbles in an infinite body of
fluid (Howison 1986b; Entov and Etingof 1991) , as well as the extinction of a bubble
driven by a constant pressure on a fixed outer boundary (Entov and Etingof 1991;
McCue, King, and Riley 2003b; McCue, King, and Riley 2003a; McCue and King 2011).
There are no known non-trivial exact solutions to the latter problem; complex variable
methods similar to those employed in this paper may offer a new way of calculating
some families of solutions. We also conjecture that the elliptical extinction behaviour
seen in our solution is universal, as it is in the fixed outer boundary variant, in the sense
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that (almost) all solutions with bubble extinction have bubbles contracting to an ellipse
at extinction (the exceptional case, treated in Entov and Etingof (2011) and King and
McCue (2009), is borderline between extinction and breakup into multiple bubbles).
For other initial conditions for which the bubble boundary is sufficiently non-convex,
we expect that the contracting bubble may break up into two or more bubbles (Entov
and Etingof 2011; Lee, Bettelheim, and Weigmann 2006; King and McCue 2009). The
classes of solutions treated in this paper do not cover this eventuality, as it involves a
change in the topology of the fluid region, which can therefore no longer be mapped
from a doubly-connected annulus.
As mentioned a number of times above, a feature of the zero-surface-tension problem
considered here is that it is time-reversible, so that in addition to bubble contraction,
our exact solutions also describe bubble growth in a doubly-connected domain. The
bubble growth solutions we have presented all exhibit finite-time blow-up with a cusp
singularity forming on the inner interface. These are therefore analogous to the bubble
growth solutions in an infinite body of fluid that are discussed in Example 1 of Howison
(1986b). Unfortunately we have not found families of solutions that exhibit the distinc-
tive fingering behaviour observed in experiments (Ward and White 2011) analogous to
those shown in Figure 5 of Howison (1986c). As such, another interesting facet of this
problem which we have not explored is the behaviour of expanding fluid rings. Any
solutions that are characterised by viscous fingering will either continue indefinitely or
end with ‘bursting’, with the inner and outer boundaries meeting at one or more points.
Bursting is the normal behaviour seen in experiments (Eri and Okumura 2007; Eri and
Okumura 2010; Ward and White 2011), and in terms of the conformal mapping from
an annulus can only occur in the limit ρ→ 1, which represents a significant numerical
challenge. The construction of a family of solutions that demonstrate either of these
behaviours would be of some considerable interest.
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3.8 Appendices
Derivatives of f
The evolution equations (3.20)-(3.21), or (3.27)-(3.28), require the differentiation of f
or fζ , respectively. Since f is defined in (3.18) as a product, it is simplest to use its
logarithmic derivative. Given the relationship between P and K, this is easily found
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to be
fζ
f
(ζ) =
1
ζ
+
1
2ζ
N∑
k=1
(K(ζ/pk, ρ)−K(ζ/qk, ρ)) . (3.33)
Similarly, if fζ is as in (3.25), its logarithmic derivative is
fζζ
fζ
(ζ) =
1
2ζ
N∑
k=1
(K(ζ/pk, ρ)−K(ζ/qk, ρ)) . (3.34)
This formula is not valid at ζ = qm, since fζ = 0 there. Instead we use a limit definition
to obtain
fζζ(qm) = lim
ζ→qm
fζ(ζ)
ζ − qk = −
Rµ(ρ)
qmP (qm/pm, ρ)
N∏
k=1
k 6=m
P (qm/qk, ρ)
P (qm/pk, ρ)
, (3.35)
where µ(ρ) is the infinite product
µ(ρ) =
∞∏
j=1
(1− ρ2j)2. (3.36)
The evolution equation for the scaling factor R requires the time derivative of f or fζ .
Again using the logarithmic derivative we find the time derivative of (3.18) to be
ft
f
(ζ) =
R˙
R
+
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
q˙k
qk
K(ζ/qk, ρ)− p˙k
pk
(K(ζ/pk, ρ))
)
+ ρ˙
N∑
k=1
(
P ∗
P
(ζ/qk, ρ)− P
∗
P
(ζ/pk, ρ)
)
+
ρ˙
ρ
, (3.37)
where P ∗/P is the logarithmic derivative of P with respect to its second argument
(ρ). An infinite sum definition of this special function is easily derived from (3.16). A
similar formula of course holds for fζt/fζ when fζ is as defined in (3.25).
The time evolution of R
Following Crowdy and Tanveer (2004), we find the evolution equation for the scaling
factor R by evaluating the partial differential equation (3.26) at any given point x,
where 1 < |x| < ρ−1. Substitution of the time derivative of fζ from (3.37) into (3.26)
results in
R˙
R
=− 1
2
N∑
k=1
(
q˙k
qk
K(x/qk, ρ)− p˙k
pk
(K(x/pk, ρ))
)
− ρ˙
N∑
k=1
(
P ∗
P
(x/qk, ρ)− P
∗
P
(x/pk, ρ)
)
− ρ˙
ρ
+ xI(x)
fζζ
fζ
(x) + I(x) + xIζ(x)− 2
ln ρfζ(x)f ζ(1/x)
(
1 +
1
x
f ζζ
f ζ
(1/x)
)
.
(3.38)
The Villat integral I and its derivative Iζ are found from (3.31).

4 Numerical solution to the Saffman–Taylor
finger problem with kinetic undercooling
regularisation
This chapter has been published as
M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2011). Numerical solution to the Saffman–Taylor
finger problem with kinetic undercooling regularisation. In: Proceedings of the 15th
Biennial Computational Techniques and Applications Conference, CTAC–2010. 52.
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Abstract
The Saffman–Taylor finger problem is to predict the shape and, in particular, width of
a finger of fluid travelling in a Hele–Shaw cell filled with a different, more viscous fluid.
In experiments the width is dependent on the speed of propagation of the finger, tending
to half the total cell width as the speed increases. To predict this result mathematically,
nonlinear effects on the fluid interface must be considered; usually surface tension is
included for this purpose. This makes the mathematical problem sufficiently difficult
that asymptotic or numerical methods must be used. In this paper we adapt numer-
ical methods used to solve the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with surface tension to
instead include the effect of kinetic undercooling, a regularisation effect important in
Stefan melting-freezing problems, for which Hele–Shaw flow serves as a leading order
approximation when the specific heat of a substance is much smaller than its latent heat.
We find the existence of a solution branch where the finger width tends to zero as the
propagation speed increases, disagreeing with some aspects of the asymptotic analysis
of the same problem. We also find a second solution branch, supporting the idea of a
countably infinite number of branches as with the surface tension problem.
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Figure 4.1: A Saffman–Taylor finger consisting of air injected into a Hele–Shaw cell
filled with glycerin (Saffman & Taylor, 1958, Fig. 8) (reproduced with permission of
the publisher).
4.1 Introduction
In highly viscous flow, if a fluid of a certain viscosity is used to push a more viscous
fluid, the interface between the two fluids is unstable. This phenomenon is known to
mathematicians as the Saffman–Taylor instability, after the pioneering experimental
and analytical study of Saffman and Taylor into the effect in the Hele–Shaw cell; an
experimental device consisting of two narrowly separated glass plates with the fluids
sandwiched in between, which effectively reduces the fluid flow problem to two dimen-
sions (Saffman and Taylor 1958).
Saffman and Taylor constructed a long, ‘narrow channel’ Hele–Shaw cell, where fluid
could be injected or removed at either end. By injection of the less viscous driving
fluid at one end, the instability leads to the formation of long thin ‘fingers’ of the less
viscous fluid, with a single finger eventually dominating over the rest (see Figure 4.1).
Saffman and Taylor observed that the shape of the finger depends on the velocity of
that finger. In particular, as they were driven faster, the fingers’ widths tended to half
that of the total cell. In other words, if λ ∈ [0, 1] is the ratio between finger width
and cell width, λ → 1/2+ as speed increases. This posed an interesting mathematical
problem: how can we determine the finger shape and width as a function of the speed?
The answer to this problem lies in the boundary condition we apply on the interface
between the two fluids. Saffman and Taylor used Bernoulli’s condition, in which the
pressure along the interface is constant. This results in a linear boundary value problem
which is solvable in closed form, but has a continuous family of solutions for any finger
width λ and so does not predict the width at all. Boundary conditions that do select
for λ, for instance by including the effects of surface tension, are nonlinear and are
characterised by a dimensionless parameter (such as a surface tension parameter σ)
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that goes to zero as the finger speed goes to infinity. Problems with these boundary
conditions must be analysed using numerical or asymptotic methods, as exact solutions
can no longer be found using linear solution techniques.
McLean and Saffman (1981) treated the Saffman–Taylor finger problem with surface
tension on the free boundary using complex variable techniques to reduce the problem
to a coupled nonlinear integro-differential system of equations. This system is solved
numerically by discretising the independent variable at a set of node points and ap-
proximating derivatives and integrals by finite difference formulae and the trapezoid
rule, respectively. This numerical approach has been used subsequently to show that
there are in fact a countable infinity of solutions with different widths for each value of
the surface tension (Vanden-Broeck 1983). All these solution branches have λ→ 1/2+
as the surface tension parameter σ → 0. The asymptotic behaviour for small surface
tension (equivalently, large finger speed) has also been studied extensively and makes
the same prediction, although a beyond-all-orders (or exponential) asymptotic analysis
is needed to distinguish the discrete values of λ for which the solution exists (Chapman
1999; Combescot et al. 1986; Combescot et al. 1988).
Here we examine the less studied kinetic undercooling type boundary effect. Kinetic
undercooling is a condition of physical meaning in Stefan melting-freezing problems,
where the melting temperature is not constant but instead weakly dependent on the
speed of the moving front between the two phases. The equations for Hele–Shaw flow
can be considered a leading order approximation to the Stefan problem for small specific
heat, and in this context the kinetic undercooling condition translates to a relationship
between the pressure on the interface and the normal interface velocity (Reissig, Ro-
gosin, and Hu¨bner 1999). This problem is characterised by a nondimensional kinetic
undercooling parameter  which, as with σ for surface tension, goes to zero as finger
speed increases.
The beyond-all-orders asymptotic analysis of the Saffman–Taylor finger with kinetic
undercooling has been undertaken by Chapman and King (2003). The details, which are
similar to, but more difficult than, the surface tension case (Chapman 1999; Combescot
et al. 1986; Combescot et al. 1988), provide an asymptotic approximation valid for  1
with λ − 1/2 = O(1) (that is, for a given , solutions on sufficiently high branches so
that λ is not yet close to 1/2). Further analysis for λ − 1/2 = O(2/3) predicts that
λ→ 1/2+ as → 0, though the explicit form of the asymptotic relationship between 
and λ is intractable in this limit.
In this work we adapt the numerical discretisation scheme of McLean and Saffman
(1981) to include kinetic undercooling instead of surface tension. Our major conclusion
is that a solution branch exists for which λ decreases to less than 1/2 for some  much
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greater than zero, which appears to be at odds with some aspects of the asymptotic
analysis. In particular, it appears that λ→ 0+ as → 0 on the lowest solution branch.
The existence of an infinite number of solution branches is suggested, but not confirmed.
4.2 Boundary integral formulation
Hele–Shaw flows are mathematically attractive since the fluid flow is effectively two
dimensional, and the pressure acts as a velocity potential, satisfying Laplace’s equa-
tion, meaning complex variable techniques can be used. We formulate the differential-
integral system in the same manner as McLean and Saffman (1981) and Chapman and
King (2003), to whom we refer for more detail.
Consider the problem where a less viscous fluid (taken to be inviscid) is injected into
the left hand side of a Hele–Shaw cell with channel walls at y = ±1, initially filled
with the more viscous fluid. Once the viscous finger has developed and is moving at
constant speed, we may set the frame of reference so that the finger is steady. The
driving inviscid fluid means the viscous fluid has a nonzero velocity in the far field (as
x→∞), which will depend on the speed of the finger’s propagation.
Given that the velocity potential φ (proportional to the pressure) satisfies Laplace’s
equation, the velocity field is described in terms of either φ or the streamfunction ψ by
u = φx = ψy, v = φy = −ψx,
where subscripts denote partial derivatives. If the finger velocity is U , and the far field
velocity in the stationary frame of reference is V , the far field conditions are
lim
x→−∞ψy(x, y) = −U, limx→∞ψy(x, y) = V − U.
Let the finger width be λ and (x, y) ∈ Γ be the coordinates of the free boundary of the
finger. Both the free boundary and channel walls are streamlines, so if we take ψ = 0
on the centreline x = 0 (and therefore also on Γ), we have
ψ(x,±1) = ±(V − U)⇒ ψ(−∞, y) = V − Uy
and since ψ(−∞, λ) = 0 we must have λ = V/U . It will be convenient in the following
work to scale time such that V − U (the velocity as x → ∞) is unity. In this case we
have
U =
1
1− λ, V = 1 +
1
1− λ.
Conformal mapping
Instead of attempting to apply some boundary condition on the free surface Γ, whose
coordinates are unknown, we use a change of variables to map the free surface to a
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the fluid domain in the physical plane, and the conformal
mapping to the ζ = epif plane. The letters A to E mark corresponding points in each
plane. The interface Γ maps to the line segment ξ ∈ [0, 1].
fixed line segment. Let f = φ + iψ be the complex potential, and define the complex
variable ζ by
ζ = ξ + iη = epif .
Assuming the finger is symmetric about the centreline, this maps one half of the fluid
domain outside the finger to the upper half ζ-plane, and the free surface (if we let φ = 0
at the nose of the finger) to the real line segment ξ ∈ [0, 1], with ξ = 1 the nose of the
finger, and ξ = 0 the tail as x→ −∞ (see Figure 4.2).
Integral equation
The complex velocity is given by
w(z) =
dφ
dz
= qˆe−iθˆ
where qˆ and θˆ are the speed and velocity angle. Since log(−w) = ln qˆ − i(θˆ − pi) is
an analytic function, its real and imaginary parts are related by the Hilbert transform
integral
ln qˆ = − 1
pi
−
∫ 1
0
θˆ(ξ′)− pi
ξ′ − ξ dξ
′, (4.1)
which follows from the fact that θˆ = pi everywhere on the ξ-axis except in [0, 1]. The
dashed integral sign indicates it is of Cauchy principal value type. Note that we need
qˆ → 1 as φ→ −∞ (or x→∞) from the previous section, so that log(−w) vanishes in
the far field of the upper half plane.
Differential equation
In the Hele–Shaw context, the kinetic undercooling assumption is that the pressure on
the moving boundary is proportional to its normal velocity vn (Chapman and King
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2003). In the moving frame of reference this translates to
φ = cvn − x
1− λ, (4.2)
where c is the kinetic undercooling coefficient. If the finger velocity U = 1/(1 − λ),
then vn = sin θˆ/(1−λ), and if s is the arc length parameter for the free boundary, then
dφ
ds
= qˆ,
dx
ds
= cos θˆ,
d
ds
=
dξ
dφ
dφ
ds
d
dξ
= −piqˆξ d
dξ
.
Differentiating (4.2) with respect to s results in the differential equation
qˆ = − cpi
1− λqˆ cos θˆξ
dθˆ
dξ
− 1
1− λcos θˆ. (4.3)
Lastly, we simplify (4.1) and (4.3) by defining q = (1 − λ)qˆ and θ = θˆ − pi. The
integro-differential system, with associated boundary conditions, becomes
2q cos θξ
dθ
dξ
+ cos θ − q = 0
ln q = ln(1− λ)− 1
pi
−
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ′)
ξ′ − ξ dξ
′
ln(1− λ) = 1
pi
−
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ)
ξ
dξ
θ(0) = 0, θ(1) = −pi
2
,
(4.4)
where ξ ∈ [0, 1], and
 =
cpi
2(1− λ) (4.5)
is the new kinetic undercooling parameter.
Cauchy principal value and endpoint singularities
Before we proceed to the numerical solution method there are two issues that must be
dealt with. Firstly, a Cauchy principal value integral is difficult to deal with numerically,
so we will subtract out the singular part:
−
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ′)
ξ′ − ξ dξ
′ =
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ′)− θ(ξ)
ξ′ − ξ dξ
′ + θ(ξ) ln
(
1− ξ
ξ
)
.
Secondly, McLean and Saffman (1981) noted that in ξ, both θ and q are undifferentiable
at both endpoints. At ξ = 1 a square root singularity exists due to the effect of the
stagnation point on the conformal mapping. At ξ = 0 the power of the singularity α
can be obtained from assuming local expansions θ ∼ aξα, q ∼ 1 + bξα. Substitution
into the system (4.4) gives
2αaξα = −bξα +O(ξ2α), bξα = a cot(piα)ξα +O(ξ2α),
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so α is easily found numerically as the smallest root1 of the equation 2α+cot(piα) = 0.
We can now remove the endpoint singularities by a change of variable t =
√
1− ξα,
resulting in
− α cos θq1− t
2
t
dθ
dt
+ cos θ − q = 0, (4.6)
and
q = (1− λ)
(
(1− t2)−1/α − 1
)−θ/pi
× exp
{
− 2
αpi
∫ 1
0
t′
(1− t′2)1−1/α
θ(t′)− θ(t)
(1− t′2)1/α − (1− t2)1/α dt
′
}
.
(4.7)
4.3 Numerical method
To solve the coupled differential-integral system (4.4) we discretise the domain [0, 1]
into N + 1 evenly spaced node points
tj = j∆t, j = 0, . . . , N,
where ∆t = 1/N , and seek θj ≈ θ(tj) and qj ≈ q(tj). For a given set of θj values, we can
compute qj by numerical integration in (4.7), and the discretisation of the differential
equation (4.6) results in a nonlinear system of equations for θj . In this paper we use
Simpson’s rule for integration, and the third order finite difference formula
∆θ1 =
θ0
3
− θ1
2
+ θ2 =
θ3
6
, ∆θj =
θj−2
6
− θj−1 + θj
2
+
θj+1
3
, j = 2, . . . , N − 1,
for the derivative in (4.6), as well as for dealing with the removable singularity in (4.7).
The nonlinear system for the θi values is solved using Newton’s method, using a finite
difference approximation to compute the Jacobian.
4.4 Results
The scheme outlined above was programmed in Matlab and run on a desktop computer.
For N = 50, which produced sufficiently precise results for most values of , the code
took about 0.1 seconds to converge for each value of .
To observe a single branch of the relation between kinetic undercooling parameter 
and finger width λ, we solved the nonlinear system starting with  = 1 using the
Saffman–Taylor ( = 0, λ = 1/2) solution as an initial guess. The kinetic undercooling
parameter  was then decreased gradually to 0.001, using the previous solution as the
1 Using the smallest root to transform the independent variable is necessary to ensure that θ and q
are differentiable at s = 0 (all other roots are greater than the smallest root plus one). Since α relates
to the behaviour of θ and q at the tail of the finger ξ = 0, it is not related to the corners or hypothesised
non-existence of higher derivatives at the tip of the finger ξ = 1, discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapman
and King (2003) (this footnote did not appear in the published version of this chapter).
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Figure 4.3: Two solution branches for finger width λ as a function of kinetic under-
cooling parameter . The lower solution branch has λ→ 0+ as → 0.
initial guess at each value of . The resulting dependence of λ on  is provided as the
lower line in Figure 4.3. Clearly on this branch λ goes below 1/2 for finite λ, with
λ→ 0+ as → 0.
We also observed that a second solution branch could be found by starting at  = 0.1
with the Saffman–Taylor solution as initial guess and then increasing . This solution
branch is also plotted in figure 4.3, again using N = 50.
As a numerical check we tested the convergence properties of the method asN increases.
While both integral and differential approximations are theoretically third order, we
found that the rate of convergence is dependent on . For relatively large values (say
 ≈ 1), 50 node points is sufficient for convergence to three decimal places. However,
for small values convergence is much slower. In Figure 4.4 we show the change in
λ over N for  = 0.05. This figure also shows that the convergence is well behaved
and decreasing, which suggests that the existence of solutions with λ < 1/2 is not a
numerical artefact.
4.5 Discussion
We have successfully adapted the numerical scheme McLean and Saffman (1981) to the
problem of viscous fingers with a kinetic undercooling condition on the interface. The
results predict the existence of a solution branch which has λ → 0+ as  → 0. This
is unexpected, given the asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King 2003), which has
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Figure 4.4: The value of λ computed for  = 0.05 for increasing number of node points
N . Convergence is slow but well behaved and decreasing, suggesting the existence of
solutions with λ < 1/2 is not due to numerical error.
λ − 1/2 = O(2/3) as  → 0 2. Our numerical work has also shown the existence of a
second solution branch. The asymptotics predicts the existence of a countable infinity
of solution branches, as with the surface tension problem. The existence of these
branches has been demonstrated numerically for the surface tension problem (Vanden-
Broeck 1983). While we predict that a careful application of the same method to the
kinetic undercooling problem will confirm the existence of countably many solution
branches as well, this remains to be done systematically.
In order to fully understand the results of our study, it would be worth performing
a stability analysis on the problem. In the corresponding problem, for which there
is surface tension acting on the interface of the finger, the lowest solution branch is
linearly stable, while all others are unstable (Bensimon 1986; Kessler and Levine 1986c;
Kessler and Levine 1986a), explaining why the lowest solution branch is that seen in
experiments. For our case, in which surface tension is replaced by kinetic undercooling,
an analogous analysis would presumably indicate which branches are stable.
Similarly, a worthwhile extension would be to treat the time dependent problem of
an almost flat interface advancing along a long narrow channel, eventually forming
a single longer finger (that would become the travelling wave finger in the long time
limit). In this case the corresponding problem with surface tension has been extensively
2Following the subsequent work detailed in Chapter 7, this conclusion is not correct; in fact, it
appears there is a continuous family of corner-free solutions bounded below by the lower branch in
Figure 4.3. Further discussion is contained in Chapter 7 (this footnote did not appear in the published
version of this chapter).
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examined (Degregoria and Schwartz 1986; Hou et al. 1997; Tryggvason and Aref 1983;
Whitaker 1994) and confirms that ultimately a single finger emerges with the value
of λ predicted by the Mclean–Saffman solution (except for very small surface tension,
where tip splitting occurs). With surface tension replaced by kinetic undercooling, it
is not at all obvious what form the numerical solutions will take, and whether kinetic
undercooling has the effect of selecting the finger with λ = 1/2 (perhaps corresponding
to solutions on the upper curve in Figure 4.3) or a long needle with λ  1 for   1
(corresponding to the lower curve in Figure 4.3).
Finally, as we have already noted, the original experiments of Saffman and Taylor (1958)
and many others show that the physically relevant ratio for the selection problem is
λ = 1/2, not λ = 0. Thus we can speculate that the proposed stability and time
dependent analysis above will show that the lower branch in Figure 4.3 is not seen
in experiments. We can conclude that great care must be taken when applying the
kinetic undercooling regularisation to Hele–Shaw problems, with surface tension being
the preferred mechanism.
5 An accurate numerical scheme for the
contraction of a bubble in a Hele–Shaw cell
This chapter has been published as
M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2013a). An accurate numerical scheme for the
contraction of a bubble in a Hele–Shaw cell. In: Proceedings of the 16th Biennial
Computational Techniques and Applications Conference, CTAC–2012. 54. ANZIAM
J. pp. C309–C326.
Abstract
We report on an accurate numerical scheme for the evolution of an inviscid bubble
in radial Hele–Shaw flow, where the nonlinear boundary effects of surface tension and
kinetic undercooling are included on the bubble-fluid interface. As well as demonstrating
the onset of the Saffman–Taylor instability for growing bubbles, the numerical method
is used to show the effect of the boundary conditions on the separation (pinch-off)
of a contracting bubble into multiple bubbles, and the existence of multiple possible
asymptotic bubble shapes in the extinction limit. The numerical scheme also allows
for the accurate computation of bubbles which pinch off very close to the theoretical
extinction time, raising the possibility of computing bubbles with non-generic extinction
behaviour.
5.1 Introduction
In applied mathematics, expanding or contracting bubbles in a Hele–Shaw cell is a
canonical example of a free boundary problem, where, along with Laplace’s equation,
one must solve for the position of a moving interface. It serves both mathematically and
experimentally as a model for more complicated free-boundary problems, for instance
Stefan (melting/freezing) problems, and groundwater flow. Expanding bubbles are
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frequently a topic of numerical methods (Hou et al. 1997); in this case the bubble
exhibits the Saffman–Taylor instability, with the interface developing long fingering
patterns, which presents a significant challenge for numerical schemes.
The case of contracting bubbles is less studied, although there are interesting phenom-
ena involved that are still active topics of research. A contracting bubble may shrink
to a single point (Entov and Etingof 1991; McCue and King 2011) or, depending on the
initial shape, separate or “pinch off” into multiple bubbles before the time of extinc-
tion (Entov and Etingof 2011; Lee, Bettelheim, and Weigmann 2006). In this paper we
describe an accurate and efficient numerical scheme that focuses on contracting bub-
bles (though it is still applicable to expanding ones), including a rescaled version that
allows for the shape of a single bubble to be accurately computed at a point very close
to its extinction point. Our numerical scheme allows for the inclusion of the nonlinear
boundary effects of surface tension and kinetic undercooling.
The content of the paper is as follows. In the remainder of this section we describe the
problem and derive the near-circle stability analysis, which indicates the effect of the
nonlinear boundary conditions on expanding or contracting bubbles. In Section 5.2, we
describe our numerical scheme and use it to demonstrate phenomena for contracting
bubbles: the effect of surface tension and kinetic undercooling on pinch-off, and the ac-
curate computation of a bubble which pinches off very close to its theoretical extinction
time, which raises the possibility of non-generic asymptotic bubble shapes (King and
McCue 2009). Lastly, we demonstrate the existence of multiple asymptotic extinction
shapes for certain parameter values, which we have recently reported on elsewhere (Dal-
laston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6]. We discuss possibile directions of future study in
Section 5.3.
Formulation
The equations describing the two-dimensional Hele–Shaw problem with surface tension
and kinetic undercooling are well-known (Howison 1992; Reissig, Rogosin, and Hu¨bner
1999). We consider a single connected inviscid bubble Ω(t) ⊂ R2, with surface tension
and kinetic undercooling acting on the boundary ∂Ω(t), where the area of the bubble
A is changing at a constant rate:
dA
dt
= −2piQ. (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the problem (5.2)–(5.5) of a bubble in a Hele–Shaw cell
with surface tension and kinetic undercooling effects considered on the boundary.
Let φ be the velocity potential (proportional to the pressure) of the viscous fluid outside
the bubble. The free-boundary problem for φ is
∇2φ = 0, (x, y) ∈ R2\Ω(t) (5.2)
vn =
∂φ
∂n
, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω(t) (5.3)
φ = cvn + σκ, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω(t) (5.4)
φ ∼ −Q log
√
x2 + y2, (x, y)→∞, (5.5)
where vn is the normal velocity of the interface, and c and σ are the kinetic undercooling
and surface tension parameters, respectively. Contracting bubbles correspond to Q > 0,
while expanding bubbles have Q < 0 (see Figure 5.1).
Expanding bubbles
In the case of expanding bubbles (Q < 0) the interface exhibits the Saffman–Taylor
instability (Saffman and Taylor 1958), and develops long “fingers” of the inviscid fluid.
The system (5.2)–(5.5) admits as a solution the perfectly circular bubble of radius s0(t),
where
ds0
dt
= −Q
s0
.
A straightforward linear stability analysis (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6] shows
that the nth mode of perturbation γn (n = 2, 3, . . .) to this circular bubble evolves
according to
1
γn
dγn
ds0
=
n− 1
s0 + nc
+
σ
Q
n(n2 − 1)
s0(s0 + nc)
. (5.6)
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Figure 5.2: The evolution of an expanding bubble with six-fold symmetry, with flux
Q = −1, surface tension σ = 0.02, and kinetic undercooling (a) c = 0 and (b) c = 0.2
(intial and final interfaces are black and red, respectively). The radius beyond which
the sixth mode perturbation becomes unstable (found from (5.7)) is shown in dashed
red. Kinetic undercooling acts to increase this radius and delay the formation of fingers.
For expanding bubbles it follows that the second mode γ2 is always stable, while the
nth mode is stable when the radius s0 is sufficiently small, so that it satisfies
s0 <
n
n− 2
[
c+
σ
(−Q)(n
2 − 1)
]
, n ≥ 3. (5.7)
Increasing surface tension σ or kinetic undercooling c in (5.7) increases the radius at
which the nth mode becomes unstable. In Figure 5.2 we demonstrate this onset of
instability of the sixth mode of perturbation, first with surface tension alone, and then
with both surface tension and kinetic undercooling. These solutions are computed
using the numerical scheme described in Section 5.2.
Contracting bubbles
The case of contracting bubbles corresponds to t increasing and Q > 0 in (5.2)–(5.5). It
is known that for zero surface tension and zero kinetic undercooling, bubbles generically
shrink to ellipses, unless they pinch off first (Entov and Etingof 1991; Entov and Etingof
2011). For nonzero surface tension, the extinction shape is generically circular, although
pinch-off is still a possibility. When both nonlinear boundary effects are included, (5.6)
implies they are in competition, with surface tension stabilising the boundary, while
kinetic undercooling acting to destabilise it. We use the numerical scheme of the next
section to demonstrate the phenomenon of pinch-off with these nonlinear boundary
effects. We find that surface tension acts to delay or prevent pinch-off, while kinetic
undercooling causes it to occur earlier than otherwise.
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If the bubble does not pinch off, but instead shrinks to a single point, there is a
complex bifurcation structure in the asymptotic bubble shape, which we have recently
reported on (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6]. We omit the details here; however,
we numerically demonstrate the existence of multiple extinction shapes for certain
parameter values in the next section (see Figure 5.5).
5.2 Numerical scheme and results
In this section we describe our numerical scheme for solving the system (5.2)–(5.5).
This scheme is based on a spectral (power series) representation of a (complex-valued,
analytic) conformal mapping function from the unit disc to the evolving fluid region.
We also describe a scaled version of the method that allows the evolution of a bubble
very close to extinction to be accurately captured.
Unscaled method
Let z = x + iy be the complex spatial variable, and z = g(ζ, t) be a time-dependent
mapping function which maps the unit disc in the ζ-plane conformally to the fluid region
Ω(t). The mapping function g is analytic in the punctured unit disc, with a simple
pole at the origin corresponding to the far-field in the physical plane. The mapping
function is determined by the conditions on the interface, which may be written entirely
in terms of g on the unit circle:
<{gtζgζ} = <(ζΦζ) = Q− c<{ζVζ} − σ<{ζKζ}, |ζ| = 1, (5.8)
where Φ = φ+ iψ is the complex velocity potential, and V and K are complex analytic
functions in the unit disc whose real boundary data is the normal velocity and curvature
respectively:
<{V } = vn = <{gtζgζ}|ζgζ | , <{K} = κ =
<{ζ(ζgζ)ζζgζ}
|ζgζ |3 ,
on |ζ| = 1. For simplicity and numerical stability we assume symmetry in the x and
y-axes. The mapping function g, along with its spatial and time derivatives, has the
power series representation
g(ζ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
an(t)ζ
2n−1, ζgζ =
∞∑
n=0
(2n− 1)an(t)ζ2n−1,
ζ(ζgζ)ζ =
∞∑
n=0
(2n− 1)2an(t)ζ2n−1, gt =
∞∑
n=0
a˙n(t)ζ
2n−1,
where an(t) are unknown coefficients; symmetry in the x-axis implies that the an are
real.
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To solve for the evolution of the coefficients an(t) we truncate the series at N terms.
The N fully implicit equations that we require come from satisfying (5.8) at N equally
spaced points
ζj = e
ipij/4N , j = 0, . . . , N − 1,
which lie in the first quadrant on the unit circle.
To compute these implicit equations we first evaluate g, its derivatives, and subse-
quently vn and κ, at each of the ζj . Computing V and K from vn and κ is very simple
in the space of their power series coefficients; for example,
vn =
∞∑
n=−∞
bnζ
n ⇒ V = b0 +
∞∑
n=1
2bnζ
n,
plus an arbitrary imaginary constant we take to be zero (note that bn = bn, since vn is
real). From here we evaluate ζVζ and ζKζ by differentiation of the power series, and
substitute into (5.8).
Scaled method
To examine the behaviour of bubbles very close to extinction, the above method is not
optimal. Instead, we carry out a time-dependent rescaling in space, which means the
bubble is always of O(1) in size. This rescaling requires the assumption that the bubble
remains connected. Let λ(t) be a characteristic length scale of the bubble, which goes
to zero as the bubble approaches extinction, and define a new mapping function G and
time-like variable T :
g(ζ, t) = λG(ζ, T ), T = − log λ.
The image of the unit circle under G is now the bubble shape scaled to be of size O(1),
and time has been stretched such that as the bubble tends to extinction, λ→ 0+ and
therefore T →∞. We again write G as a power series
G(ζ, T ) =
∞∑
n=−1
An(T )ζ
n.
The area A of the bubble is
A = 1
2i
∮
∂Ω
z dz = −λ
2
2i
∮
|ζ|=1
G(1/ζ, T )Gζ(ζ, T ) dζ
= −piλ2
∞∑
n=0
nA2n
(the latter a consequence of the residue theorem). Differentiating with respect to time
and using (5.1) we obtain
λ˙λ =
1
QB(T )
, B(T ) =
∞∑
n=0
nAn(An −A′n) (5.9)
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(here ′ represents differentiation with respect to T ). The governing equation (5.8)
becomes
e−T (<{(G−Gt)ζGζ}+QB) = QBc<{ζVˆζ}+ σ<{ζKˆζ}, |ζ| = 1, (5.10)
where Vˆ and Kˆ are the functions analytic in the unit disc such that
<{Vˆ } = <{(G−GT )ζGζ}|ζGζ | , <{Kˆ} =
<{ζ(ζGζ)ζζGζ}
|ζGζ |3 ,
on |ζ| = 1.
We have not yet specified the scaling λ. Given our assumptions of symmetry, the
bubble will always be centred about the origin, which will therefore be the extinction
point, assuming pinch-off does not occur. Subsequently, we use the positive x-intercept
λ(t) = g(1, t) as the scaling, noting that λ → 0+ as the bubble shrinks to a point, as
required. This is equivalent to setting
G(1, T ) = 1. (5.11)
To fix the scaling parameter λ, we replace one of the equations from the discretisation
of (5.10) with (5.11). Otherwise, the coefficients An are evolved in the same manner as
the an in the unscaled version.
Both the scaled and unscaled versions are very efficient, as we can use the fast Fourier
transform to compute boundary values from power series representations, and vice-
versa. In producing the numerical results presented in this paper we use N = 128
terms. The scheme runs in the order of seconds on a modern desktop computer.
Results
In addition to the solutions for expanding bubbles shown in Figure 5.2 computed using
the unscaled method above, we examine both the phenomenon of pinch-off, and the
existence of multiple asymptotic bubble shapes, which both require the scaled method
to treat the problem near the extinction time.
To examine pinch-off, we use an initially “peanut”-shaped bubble of the form
G(ζ, 0) =
ζ−1 + α sin ζ
1 + α sin 1
, 0 < α < 1, (5.12)
where the parameter α controls the initial shape of the bubble; the larger α, the closer to
pinch-off (the denominator in (5.12) ensures that (5.11) is satisfied at the initial time).
In Figure 5.3 we plot the numerical solutions of a bubble with this initial condition,
using our scaled method. In this plot, we demonstrate the impact of the two nonlinear
boundary conditions: surface tension acts to delay or even prevent pinch-off, while
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Figure 5.3: Three examples of the evolution of an initially peanut-shaped bubble (5.12)
(with α = 0.8), with Q = 1 and over the same time period t ∈ [0, 0.041] (intial and final
interfaces are black and red, respectively). In (a), σ = c = 0, and the bubble pinches
off in finite time. In (b), σ = 1, c = 0, and the surface tension prevents pinch-off. In
(c), σ = 0, c = 1, and the kinetic undercooling causes pinch-off to occur at an earlier
time, resulting in an unphysical self-overlapping of the boundary.
kinetic undercooling induces pinch-off, or causes it to occur at an earlier time than
when kinetic undercooling is zero.
Another interesting topic is what happens in the borderline case between pinchoff and
extinction. For an initial condition given by (5.12) with α sufficiently small, there is no
pinch-off and for σ = c = 0 the asymptotic bubble shape is elliptic. For sufficiently large
α, pinch-off occurs. There must be a borderline value of α between the two regimes;
in this borderline case, the limiting shape of the bubble is not elliptical, even in the
absence of surface tension and kinetic undercooling (this special case is discussed in
King and McCue (2009)). Our scaled method is particularly effective in the numerical
solution of bubbles near this borderline case; in Figure 5.4 we plot the evolution of a
bubble that pinches off when the bubble has nearly contracted to a point.
Finally, we use our scheme to show the existence of multiple asymptotic (extinction-
limit) bubble shapes. We choose an initially elliptical initial condition of the form
G(ζ, 0) =
1 + β
2
1
ζ
+
1− β
2
ζ, 0 < β < 1. (5.13)
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Figure 5.4: The evolution of initially peanut-shaped bubble (5.12) (with α = 0.72)
using the scaled scheme outlined in Section 2, with Q = 1 and σ = c = 0 (intial
and final interfaces are black and red, respectively). The bubble pinches off when the
bubble has nearly contracted to a point.
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Figure 5.5: The evolution of initially elliptical shaped bubble (5.13) using the scaled
scheme outlined in Section 2, with Q = 1, σ = 0.35 and, c = 1 (intial and final interfaces
are black and red, respectively). In (a), the aspect ratio is β = 0.6, and the bubble
heads to a circle. In (b), β = 0.4, and the bubble heads toward an infinitely thin slit,
demonstrating the existence of multiple asymptotic bubble shapes for the parameter
set 13 < σ/(cQ) <
1
2 .
The parameter β is the aspect ratio of the ellipse. In Figure 5.5 we plot the numerical
solution using our scaled method, for identical parameter values but slightly different
initial conditions. The slightly fatter ellipse tends to a circle, while the thinner tends
to an infinitely thin “slit”, as T →∞ (the extinction limit). This nonunique extinction
behaviour occurs in a specific parameter range 13 < σ/(cQ) <
1
2 , a result which we
describe in greater depth elsewhere (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6].
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5.3 Discussion
We have developed a highly accurate and efficient numerical scheme for computing the
evolution of a bubble in Hele–Shaw flow with surface tension and kinetic undercooling
effects on the boundary. This scheme is used to demonstrate the effect of the nonlin-
ear boundary conditions on bubbles pinching off into multiple bubbles, and to show
the existence of multiple asymptotic bubble shapes, for certain parameter values, for
bubbles which shrink to a point.
The scaled version of the scheme is particularly effective at capturing the behaviour
of a bubble very close to the point at which it becomes extinct. The method is also
capable of demonstrating the onset of instability for an expanding bubble, although it
is not as effective at long-term finger formation as other boundary integral methods (Li,
Lowengrub, and Leo 2007) designed for the purpose, and level set methods (Hou et al.
1997), which have the advantage that they continue past pinch-off.
The numerical results contained raise opportunities for further work. There is the
interesting bifurcation structure in the asymptotic bubble shape, which we have recently
reported on (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6]. Additionally, we intend to expand
upon the phenomenon of pinch-off and the effects of the boundary conditions thereon in
future study. In particular, we are interested in the existence of non-generic asymptotic
bubble shapes that may occur if in the limit that pinch-off occurs at the theoretical
extinction time. This implies the existence of non-elliptical extinction for unregularised
the (σ = c = 0) problem (King and McCue 2009), and non-circular extinction for the
purely surface tension (c = 0) problem. We leave this problem for future study.
6 Bubble extinction in Hele–Shaw flow with
surface tension and kinetic undercooling
regularisation
This chapter has been published as
M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue, (2013b). Bubble extinction in Hele–Shaw flow
with surface tension and kinetic undercooling regularisation. Nonlinearity 26, pp. 1639–
1665.
Abstract
We perform an analytic and numerical study of an inviscid contracting bubble in a
two-dimensional Hele–Shaw cell, where the effects of both surface tension and kinetic
undercooling on the moving bubble boundary are not neglected. In contrast to expanding
bubbles, in which both boundary effects regularise the ill-posedness arising from the vis-
cous (Saffman–Taylor) instability, we show that in contracting bubbles the two boundary
effects are in competition, with surface tension stabilising the boundary, and kinetic un-
dercooling destabilising it. This competition leads to interesting bifurcation behaviour
in the asymptotic shape of the bubble in the limit it approaches extinction. In this limit,
the boundary may tend to become either circular, or approach a line or “slit” of zero
thickness, depending on the initial condition and the value of a nondimensional surface
tension parameter. We show that over a critical range of surface tension values, both
these asymptotic shapes are stable. In this regime there exists a third, unstable branch
of limiting self-similar bubble shapes, with an asymptotic aspect ratio (dependent on
the surface tension) between zero and one. We support our asymptotic analysis with a
numerical scheme that utilises the applicability of complex variable theory to Hele–Shaw
flow.
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6.1 Introduction
The Hele–Shaw cell, named after nineteenth century engineer Henry Selby Hele–Shaw,
is an experimental device consisting of two parallel, closely separated plates, between
which one or more fluids may be injected, flow and interact. The initial purpose of
the Hele–Shaw cell was to visualise streamlines of fluid flow around objects, as the
mathematical equations that govern flow in a Hele–Shaw cell (Hele–Shaw flow) are
identical to those for potential (inviscid) flow (Hele–Shaw 1898).
Since the mid-twentieth century, there has been a wealth of study on Hele–Shaw flow
problems involving free boundaries. These problems feature interfaces between different
fluids in the Hele–Shaw cell whose motion is governed by the fluid flow and effects that
apply to the boundary. Free boundary Hele–Shaw flow serves as a simple experimental
and theoretical approximation of more complicated problems in physics and engineering
that involve moving boundaries: for instance, groundwater flow, oil recovery, melting
or freezing crystals (Stefan problems), “streamers” of charged particles, and many more
(see the extensive online bibliography of Howison (1998), or the book by Gustafsson
and Vasil’ev (2006)).
The most famous phenomenon in free boundary Hele–Shaw flow arises when one con-
siders the interaction of fluids of differing viscosities. If the fluid of lesser viscosity
displaces that with greater viscosity, the interface between them is unstable, with long
fingers of the less viscous fluid developing. This is known as the Saffman–Taylor in-
stability (Saffman and Taylor 1958). In particular, we imagine injecting an effectively
inviscid fluid into a viscous fluid-filled Hele–Shaw cell at a point, with the inviscid fluid
spreading out radially from the injection point in a highly unstable manner (see Figure
6.1). This is reminiscent of the formation of long thin dendrites from an initial seed in
supercooled Stefan problems (DiBenedetto and Friedman 1984). If the inviscid fluid is
instead being removed, so that the bubble is contracting, the difference in viscosities
acts to stabilise the boundary.
A valuable consequence of the simplicity of the Hele–Shaw flow equations is that many
nontrivial solutions may be constructed exactly and explicitly, assuming a Bernoulli
constant pressure condition holds on the interface (Howison 1992; Howison 1986c; How-
ison 1986a). This is achieved using complex variable methods (such as conformal map-
ping) to handle the evolving fluid region. For unstable problems, however, the Saffman–
Taylor instability may manifest itself disastrously, with the solution “blowing up” via
the interface forming infinitely sharp and fast cusps at a finite time (DiBenedetto and
Friedman 1984; King, Lacey, and Vazquez 1995). For this reason, free boundary Hele–
Shaw flow with the constant pressure condition is regarded as ill-posed. To regularise
the problem, additional physical effects must be included on the free boundary, which
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prevent the blow-up of solutions, while retaining the unstable nature of the interface.
The physical effects depend on the situation being modelled. For fluid flow problems,
the most natural effect to include is surface tension, which penalises high curvatures
of the boundary. Many numerical and theoretical studies of the effect of surface ten-
sion in Hele–Shaw flow have been made (Ceniceros and Hou 1998; Hou, Lowengrub,
and Shelley 1994; Kadanoff 1990; Kelly and Hinch 1997; McLean and Saffman 1981;
Combescot et al. 1986; Combescot et al. 1988; Tanveer 1986; Tanveer 1987c; Chapman
1999) (see also the references contained within the review articles of Kessler, Koplik,
and Levine (1988), Tanveer (2000)).
After surface tension, the best known regularisation is kinetic undercooling, which pe-
nalises high interfacial velocities (Howison 1992). The name comes from the use of
Hele–Shaw flow as a simple model of a supercooled Stefan problem. On the moving
interface between the solid and liquid phases of a freezing crystal, the temperature on
the boundary is not exactly equal to the bulk melting temperature, but instead depends
weakly on other surface energies which exist on the boundary. The kinetic undercool-
ing condition comes from a relationship (often presumed linear) between the freezing
temperature and the normal velocity of the interface (King and Evans 2005). The same
condition arises in the problem of solvent penetrating into a glassy polymer (Fasano,
Meyer, and Primicerio 1986; Cohen and Erneux 1988; McCue et al. 2011). A surface
tension equivalent condition also exists in Stefan problems, due to the Gibbs–Thomson
equation (Langer 1980). We also note that a kinetic undercooling equivalent condi-
tion has been used in a fluid flow context, where it can be thought of as taking into
account changes in curvature of the interface in the normally ignored transverse direc-
tion (Romero 1981). It also has application to streamer discharges which precede the
formation of lightning (Ebert, Meulenbroek, and Scha¨fer 2007; Ebert et al. 2011; Kao
et al. 2010; Luque, Brau, and Ebert 2008).
Studies of Hele–Shaw flow or Stefan problems involving both surface tension and kinetic
undercooling regularisations are chiefly numerical (for example using level set meth-
ods (Kim, Goldenfield, and Dantzig 2000; Li and Soni. 1999; Gibou et al. 2003)). These
studies focus on the case of expanding bubbles or growing crystals; this is generally
considered the more interesting problem mathematically, as it is unstable. Less atten-
tion has been paid to the case of contracting bubbles surrounded by a more viscous
fluid, which do not exhibit the Saffman–Taylor instability. Explicit solutions for con-
tracting bubbles exist in the absence of regularisations, and there are analytical studies
into bubble breakup (Entov and Etingof 2011; Lee, Bettelheim, and Weigmann 2006;
King and McCue 2009), the asymptotic bubble shapes (generally elliptical) (Entov and
Etingof 1991; McCue, King, and Riley 2003b; Howison 1986b; Dallaston and McCue
2012) [Ch. 3], and the point or points of extinction (Entov and Etingof 1991; Entov
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and Etingof 2011; McCue, King, and Riley 2003b). Additionally, there are studies on
the effect of non-Newtonian fluid flow (King and McCue 2009; McCue and King 2011).
To our knowledge there has been no study on the effects of surface tension and kinetic
undercooling on the surface of a contracting bubble. This is remarkable, as kinetic
undercooling turns out to destabilise the boundary in this normally stable direction,
while surface tension remains a stabilising force. In this paper we perform an analytic
and numerical study of the effect of these two boundary conditions on the shape of a
single contracting bubble in Hele–Shaw flow. In particular, we determine the possible
asymptotic shapes the bubble may take, and if they are stable or not. This is simpler
than first appears, since for a shrinking bubble with a constant rate decrease in area,
both the curvature and velocity of the interface become large as the bubble approaches
a single point. This implies that it is the balance of these two forces on the boundary
that determines the bubble shape, rather than the fluid flow. We show that there are
two possible “trivial” asymptotic bubble shapes: the perfect circle, which is stable when
surface tension dominates, and a slit of zero thickness, which is stable for dominant
kinetic undercooling. The asymptotic bubble shapes are characterised by the limit of
the aspect ratio of the bubble, with a circle having an aspect ratio of one, and the
slit having an aspect ratio of zero. There exists a critical parameter range where both
these bubble shapes are stable, with a third, nontrivial, unstable branch of asymptotic
bubble shapes which varies over the parameters in the critical range. The limiting
aspect ratio of these self-similar bubble shapes also depends on the parameters, but
is always between zero and one. In this parameter range, there will be exceptional
solution trajectories that tend to the unstable asymptotic bubble shape, so that any
bubble with an initial condition that lies precisely on one of these trajectories will have
this nontrivial extinction behaviour; generally, however, a bubble ends up as either
circular or slit-like, depending on its initial condition. We show that this behaviour is
also observed numerically.
Formulation
The equations describing the two-dimensional Hele–Shaw problem with surface tension
and kinetic undercooling are well-known (Howison 1992; Hohlov and Reissig 1995;
Reissig, Rogosin, and Hu¨bner 1999; Chapman and King 2003). Consider a single
inviscid bubble contracting at a constant rate. Let Ωˆ(tˆ) ⊂ R2 be the region occupied
by the bubble, ∂Ωˆ(tˆ) be the bubble boundary, and φˆ be the velocity potential of the
viscous fluid outside the bubble (here we use hats to denote dimensional variables).
The potential φˆ is negatively proportional to the pressure inside the viscous fluid; it
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satisfies the problem
∇ˆ2φˆ = 0, (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ R2\Ωˆ(tˆ) (6.1)
vˆn =
∂φˆ
∂n
, (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ ∂Ωˆ(t) (6.2)
φˆ = cˆvˆn + σˆκˆ, (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ ∂ˆΩˆ(tˆ) (6.3)
φˆ ∼ −Qˆ log
√
xˆ2 + yˆ2, (xˆ, yˆ)→∞, (6.4)
where cˆ is the kinetic undercooling parameter, σˆ is the surface tension parameter, vˆn is
the normal velocity and κˆ is the signed curvature of the interface (taken to be positive
for a convex bubble). The far field condition (6.4) means the bubble Ωˆ has a constant
rate of change of area of −2piQˆ; if Qˆ > 0, the bubble is contracting, while Qˆ < 0
corresponds to an expanding bubble (see Figure 6.1).
We reduce the number of model parameters to one by scaling lengths by cˆ and time by
Qˆ/cˆ2. The resulting system is
∇2φ = 0, (x, y) ∈ R2\Ω(t) (6.5)
vn =
∂φ
∂n
, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω(t) (6.6)
φ = vn + σκ, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω(t) (6.7)
φ ∼ − log
√
x2 + y2, (x, y)→∞, (6.8)
where σ = σˆ/cˆQˆ is the nondimensional surface tension coefficient. Note that contract-
ing bubbles now correspond to σ > 0 and t increasing, while expanding bubbles have
σ < 0 and t decreasing. The nondimensional area of the bubble Ω, which we shall label
A, now has a constant rate of change given by
dA
dt
= −2pi, (6.9)
which is useful in the following analysis.
The rest of the paper is set out as follows. In Section 6.2 we discuss the stability of a
circular interface in the nondimensionalised Hele–Shaw problem (6.5)–(6.8) with surface
tension and kinetic undercooling, and show that the two effects are in competition,
with the appearance of a bifurcation point σ = 13 in the parameter space at which the
stability of the circle changes.
In Section 6.3 we derive the small bubble approximation of the full Hele–Shaw problem
(6.5)–(6.8), which we use to explore the behaviour of bubbles very close to extinction.
In Section 6.4 we examine the stability of the two “trivial” steady state branches of
the small bubble equation: the circle, and the slit. Bubbles tending toward the slit
are asymptotically rectangular, though with rounded ends (we discuss the idea of the
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φˆ = cˆvˆn + σˆκˆ
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√
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∇ˆ2φˆ = 0
Figure 6.1: A schematic of the Hele–Shaw bubble problem (6.5)–(6.8). When the far-
field source strength Qˆ is positive, the bubble is contracting and, in the absence of
destabilising boundary effects, is stable. When Qˆ is negative, the bubble expands and
the interface is unstable, forming long thin fingers (the Saffman–Taylor instability).
We primarily consider the contraction problem, where we see that the inclusion of
kinetic undercooling on the boundary (the cˆvˆn term) may destabilise a shrinking bubble,
depending on the parameter values.
asymptotic bubble shape more rigorously in Section 6.4). We see that there is a critical
range of the surface tension 13 < σ <
1
2 for which both branches are stable. In Section
6.5 we show that there is a nontrivial branch of steady states which separates the two
trivial ones in this critical range. We observe numerically that the solutions on this
branch are unstable.
In Section 6.6 we derive a numerical method for solving the full Hele–Shaw problem
(6.5)–(6.8), which corroborates the asymptotic predictions of the previous sections. We
conclude with Section 6.7, which includes a discussion on possible further directions of
inquiry.
6.2 Near-circular stability analysis
Linear stability analysis of a contracting or (more commonly) expanding circle is used in
Hele–Shaw literature to examine the onset of instability under various assumptions, for
instance when considering the interaction of two fluids of finite viscosity (Paterson 1981;
Bataille 1968), a Hele–Shaw cell with a finite circular outer boundary (Martyushev
and Birzina 2008; Martyushev et al. 2009), or a curvature-dependent surface tension
parameter on the free boundary (Rocha and Miranda 2013). Weakly nonlinear analyses
have also been performed by considering the interaction between modes of perturbation
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at higher orders (Rocha and Miranda 2013; Miranda and Widom 1998). Stability
analysis is also useful if one is interested in controlling or minimising the interfacial
instability (Li et al. 2009; Dias et al. 2012). The stability of a circle is tractable
because a perfectly circular interface with time-dependent radius is an exact solution to
the free-boundary Hele–Shaw problem in these circumstances, as it is for our problem.
The interesting behaviour of the system (6.5)–(6.8) for contracting bubbles stems from
the fact that the two nonlinear boundary effects are in competition. We show this by
carrying out the stability analysis of a contracting circle. In polar (r, θ) coordinates,
the system (6.5)–(6.8) is
∂2φ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂φ
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2φ
∂θ2
= 0, s(θ, t) < r <∞ (6.10)
s(φr − st)− sθ
s
φθ = 0, r = s(θ, t) (6.11)
φ =
sst√
s2 + s2θ
+ σ
s2 + 2s2θ − ssθθ
(s2 + s2θ)
3/2
, r = s(θ, t) (6.12)
φ ∼ − log r, r →∞ (6.13)
where φ(r, θ, t) is the velocity potential and r = s(θ, t) is the bubble interface ∂Ω. We
assume a slightly perturbed circular solution of the form
φ ∼ φ0(r, t) + φ1(r, θ, t) +O(2),
s(θ, t) ∼ s0(t) + s1(θ, t) +O(2),
where   1 (see Figure 6.2). To leading order in  the bubble is a shrinking circle of
radius s0 and the potential φ is radially symmetric:
φ0 = − log
(
r
s0
)
+
σ − 1
s0
, s0 =
√
2(tf − t)1/2,
where tf is the extinction time. The O() problem is
∂2φ1
∂r2
+
1
r
∂φ1
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2φ1
∂θ2
= 0, r > s0(t) (6.14)
φ1 → 0, r →∞ (6.15)
s1t = φ1r + s1φ0rr, r = s0(t) (6.16)
φ1 + s1φ0r = s1t − σs1 + s1θθ
s20
, r = s0(t). (6.17)
We assume Fourier expansions for the unknown correction terms1
φˆ1 =
∞∑
n=2
αnr
−n cos(nθ), s1 =
∞∑
n=2
γn cos(nθ).
1We disregard the first Fourier mode (n = 1), as it corresponds to a translation in space (effectively
moving the origin) and therefore does not increase or decay over time.
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x
y
r = s0(t)
r
θ
r = s0(t) + γn(t) cosnθ
Figure 6.2: A schematic of the nth mode of perturbation to an expanding or shrinking
circular interface of radius s0(t). By taking the O() terms in the full Hele–Shaw
problem in polar coordinates (6.10)–(6.13), we obtain a linear approximation (6.18) for
the evolution of the nth mode γn(t) as s0 decreases.
Here γn is the nth mode of perturbation to the circle. We are interested in the mag-
nitude of γn compared to the leading order radius s0 as s0 evolves. Eliminating αn
between (6.16) and (6.17) we obtain
γ′n
γn
=
n− 1
s0 + n
+ σ
n(n2 − 1)
s0(s0 + n)
. (6.18)
where γ′n is the derivative with respect to s0. If
γ′n
γn
>
s′0
s0
=
1
s0
,
then γn/s0 is increasing, thus the mode is unstable for increasing s0, and stable for
decreasing s0. The opposite holds if γ
′
n/γn < 1/s0.
While (6.18) indicates whether γn is increasing or decreasing compared to s0 for s0 > 0,
it does not indicate whether it vanishes at s0 = 0, which it must for the bubble to
approach a circle in the extinction limit. However, we may integrate (6.18) explicitly:
γn
s0
= γn(0)s
σ(n2−1)−1
0 (s0 + n)
σ(1−n2)+(n−1). (6.19)
From (6.19), the nth mode either vanishes or increases without bound as s0 → 0+,
depending on the value of σ (see Section 6.2).
Surface tension regularisation
Before considering the effect of kinetic undercooling, we revise the effect of surface
tension on the contracting bubble, where kinetic undercooling is absent (σˆ ≥ 0, cˆ = 0).
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In this case, the dynamic condition (6.12) becomes
φ = σ
s2 + 2s2θ − ssθθ
(s2 + s2θ)
3/2
. (6.20)
This changes the equation for stability of the nth mode (6.18) so that
γ′n
γn
=
n− 1
s0
+ σ
n(n2 − 1)
s20
, (6.21)
in which case (6.19) becomes
γn
s0
= γn(0)s
n−2
0 e
−σn(n2−1)/s0 . (6.22)
For the unregularised system (σ = 0) where the bubble is contracting (s0 decreasing),
the second mode γ2 is neutrally stable (γ2/s0 is constant), and all higher modes are
stable. This is consistent with known elliptical extinction behaviour, for which exact
solutions exist (Howison 1992; King and McCue 2009; Entov and Etingof 1991; McCue,
King, and Riley 2003b). For contraction with nonzero surface tension (σ > 0), even the
second mode decays (due to the exponential term in (6.22)) and vanishes at s0 → 0+,
leading to a circle in the extinction limit. For expanding problems, the source strength
at infinity Qˆ < 0, and therefore σ ≤ 0, and s0 is increasing. In this case the interface
is, in general, unstable. However, for σ < 0, we have
γ′n
γn
<
1
s0
when − σ > n− 2
n(n2 − 1)s0 ∼
s0
n2
(n→∞).
Thus surface tension has the effect of stabilising the high order modes when the bubble
is expanding. Indeed, since
max
n≥2
n− 2
n(n2 − 1) =
1
24
(the n = 3 case),
all modes (and therefore the interface) are stable when s0 is less than the critical radius
s0 = 24(−σ). This summary is similar to the stability analysis in Paterson (1981).
Kinetic undercooling
The stability properties of the problem with purely kinetic undercooling (σˆ = 0, cˆ > 0)
are very different. In this case, (6.18) becomes
γ′n
γn
=
n− 1
s0 + n
while (6.19) reduces to
γn
s0
= γn(0)
(s0 + n)
n−1
s0
.
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This equation holds regardless of the sign of Qˆ, due to the invariance of the kinetic
undercooling problem under change of clock (which also implies the problem is time-
reversible (Howison 1992; Chapman and King 2003)). Any mode that is stable for the
contracting bubble is necessarily unstable for the expanding bubble, and vice-versa. In
particular, we have
γ′n
γn
>
1
s0
when s0 >
n
n− 2 . (6.23)
This implies that for contracting bubbles (s0 decreasing), the second mode γ2 is always
unstable, and each higher mode becomes successively unstable as s0 decreases below
n/(n − 2), until s0 = 1 at which time all modes become unstable. Conversely, for
expanding bubbles, all modes are stable for s0 < 1, then become unstable, starting
with the high modes. Unlike surface tension, kinetic undercooling does not stabilise
the high modes, although it does moderate their instability. A similar property is also
observed in the stability analysis of a planar front in a channel geometry (Howison 1992;
Chapman and King 2003). We do not consider the case of pure kinetic undercooling
further in the bulk of this paper (however, see the discussion in Section 6.7).
Surface tension and kinetic undercooling
Considering (6.18) for both nonzero surface tension and kinetic undercooling, for the
nth mode to be stable as the bubble contracts we require
s0 >
n
n− 2 − σ
n(n2 − 1)
n− 2 . (6.24)
Thus surface tension decreases the critical radius at which the nth mode becomes
unstable due to kinetic undercooling. Indeed, if σ > 1/(n2 − 1), n = 2, 3, . . ., then the
nth mode is stable for all time, and (6.19) implies that γn/s0 vanishes as s0 → 0+, so the
bubble tends to a circle in the extinction limit. At the special value of surface tension
σ = 13 all modes are stable except the second, which is neutrally stable. This value
of σ is a bifurcation point, where the linear stability of bubbles changes. We explore
the issue of stability further in the following sections, by analysing the behaviour of
bubbles very close to extinction.
Higher mode instabilities
The above result (6.24) implies that the second mode γ2 is the most unstable. For this
reason we focus our attention on oval-shaped bubbles that are symmetric in both x-
and y-axes. We do not consider in depth the case in which the second mode is exactly
zero, for instance if the bubble initially has an n-fold symmetry (where n > 2). In this
case the value of the surface tension at which the stability of the circle changes is given
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by
σcn =
1
n2min − 1
, (6.25)
(where nmin is the smallest n with nonzero mode γn). The possible non-circular ex-
tinction shapes will also be different; see the discussion in Section 6.7.
6.3 The small bubble asymptotic limit tf − t 1
Once a bubble evolving according to the system (6.5)–(6.8) has contracted to a small
size, the leading order problem becomes significantly simpler, as we see below. Here we
assume the bubble does not break into multiple disconnected bubbles, but approaches
a single extinction point (see the discussion in Section 6.7). Solutions to this “small
bubble” problem allow us to analyse the behaviour of the full system near extinction.
The simplification arises from the fact that the curvature and velocity terms in the
dynamic condition (6.7) become large as the bubble area goes to zero, so it is the
balance of terms in this equation that determine the bubble shape, rather than the
potential flow in the fluid region.
For simplicity we assume a bubble symmetric in the x- and y-axes. The nondimensional
dynamic condition (6.7) in Cartesian (x, y) coordinates is
φ =
ft√
1 + f2x
− σ fxx
(1 + f2x)
3/2
, y = f(x, t), (6.26)
where y = f(x, t) represents the bubble boundary ∂Ω, which we may consider in the
first quadrant (x, y ≥ 0). Let x = λ(t) be the x-intercept of the bubble (f(λ(t), t) = 0),
and define scaled space variables x = λX and y = λY . The free surface is represented
by the function Y = F (X,T ) = f(x, t)/λ, where
T = − log λ
is the new time-like variable2. Since λ → 0+ as the bubble approaches its extinction
point, this substitution stretches time such that T → ∞ as t → t−f (the extinction
time). It is clear that the curvature term in (6.26) is O(λ−1). Additionally, we have
ft = λ˙(F −XFX − FT ),
and, using the constant change of area (6.9),
dA
dt
=
d
dt
(
4λ2
∫ 1
0
F (X,T ) dX
)
= −2pi,
2This choice of scaling is the only one for which we see time dependence at leading order in small
λ.
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which implies
λ˙ = − pi
2λ
(∫ 1
0
2F − FT dX
)−1
,
so the velocity term in (6.26) is also O(λ−1). Now considering the pressure term in
(6.26), if we write
φ ∼ 1
λ
Φ0 +O(1), y = f(x, t),
the leading order term Φ0 must be spatially uniform, as all other effects are O(1).
Consequently, the O(1/λ) approximation of (6.26) is
P (T ) =
F −XFX − FT√
1 + F 2X
+ S(T )
FXX
(1 + F 2X)
3/2
, (6.27)
with boundary conditions F (1, T ) = 0, FX(0, T ) = 0, where
S(T ) =
2σ
pi
∫ 1
0
2F − FT dX. (6.28)
The scaled pressure term P (T ) = Φ0/(λλ˙) is fixed by the constant change of area (6.9).
In our rescaled formulation, it is determined by multiplying (6.27) by
√
1 + F 2X and
integrating. This is equivalent to integrating (6.7) over ∂Ω with respect to arclength.
The result is
P (T ) = (1− σ)
∫ 1
0 2F − FT dX∫ 1
0
√
1 + F 2X dX
. (6.29)
Any numerical and asymptotic analysis of (6.27) is hampered by the fact that we require
F to have a square root singularity at X = 1, so that the bubble does not have a corner
on the x-axis. The singularity is removed by making the substitution ξ =
√
1−X2,
which results in the problem
P (T ) =
ξF + (1− ξ2)Fξ − ξFT√
ξ2 + (1− ξ2)F 2ξ
+ S(T )
ξ(1− ξ2)Fξξ − Fξ
(ξ2 + (1− ξ2)F 2ξ )3/2
, (6.30)
where F = F (ξ, T ), with the single remaining boundary condition F (0, T ) = 0. We
will dedicate the majority of this paper to the analysis of this equation to inform us
of the extinction behaviour of bubbles in the original Hele–Shaw problem (6.5)–(6.8).
Note that F now has the correct square root behaviour as X → 1 (or ξ → 0) as long
as Fξ(0) > 0. While it seems that (6.30) is underdetermined, in fact the equation is
singular at both end points (since the coefficient of the highest derivative vanishes at
ξ = 0 and ξ = 1), while the one boundary condition provides an alternative to (6.29)
for determining the value of P . Indeed, setting ξ = 0 in (6.30) results in
P (T ) = 1− S(T )
Fξ(0, T )2
. (6.31)
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Relation to curve-shortening flow
The small bubble approximation (6.27) implies that, in the small bubble limit, the
evolution of the bubble shape with surface tension and kinetic undercooling boundary
conditions is determined by the balance between the normal velocity and curvature
of the interface. It should come as no surprise then that this problem is related to
curve-shortening flow, in which the normal velocity and curvature are equal: vn = −κ,
for our convention on the sign of the curvature (see (Grayson 1987; Angenent 1992;
King 2000), for instance). Indeed, any solution to (6.27) that tends to a circle is also
tending to a solution to curve-shortening flow, as vn and −κ both tend to −1. As with
(6.9), the bubble area under curve-shortening flow decreases at constant rate −2pi.
Additionally, our small bubble problem (6.30) is equivalent to curve-shortening flow for
a special value of the surface tension, σ = 1. Under the same assumptions of symmetry
and rescaling we used to obtain (6.27), the equation for curve shortening flow is
0 =
F −XFX − FT√
1 + F 2X
+ S(T )
FXX
(1 + F 2X)
3/2
, (6.32)
where
S(T ) =
2
pi
∫ 1
0
2F − FT dX. (6.33)
It is clear that (6.32) and (6.33) are equivalent to (6.27) and (6.28) for σ = 1 (note that
(6.29) implies P = 0 in this case). Thus, for this particular value of σ, the abundance
of theory that exists for curve-shortening flow holds for our problem as well. Grayson’s
theorem states that bubbles of any initial shape contract under curve-shortening flow
to a bubble which is asymptotically circular in the extinction limit (Grayson 1987).
This is consistent with the circle being stable according to our analysis in Section
6.4 for the relevant value σ = 1. Additionally, in curve-shortening flow there is the
exact “paperclip” solution (or “Angenent oval”) that demonstrates the evolution of an
initially oval bubble to a circle (Angenent 1992; King 2000). Thus the paperclip also
represents an exact solution to (6.27) when σ = 1. It is an open question as to whether
there are any nontrivial explicit solutions to (6.27)–(6.28) for σ 6= 1.
Numerical solution
To verify the asymptotic results in the following sections, it is useful to solve the
small bubble problem (6.30) numerically. To achieve this goal, we discretise F at
evenly spaced node points ξj by F (ξj , T ) = Fj(T ), and use central finite difference
approximations for the derivatives in (6.30), replacing the left hand side with (6.31).
We compute the integral (6.28) using the trapezoid rule. Satisfying (6.30) at each node
point (including the end points, at which we find the derivatives by extrapolation)
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provides a system of fully implicit ordinary differential equations for the unknowns
Fj , which are advanced in time using the fully implicit method ode15i implemented
in Matlab. In testing this code, we found well-behaved solutions for relatively few
(50-100) nodes, which runs in the order of seconds on a modern desktop computer.
6.4 Stability of the circle and the slit steady states
Steady states of the small bubble problem
The possible asymptotic shapes of contracting bubbles in the full system (6.5)–(6.8)
in the limit t→ t−f correspond to the steady states of the small bubble approximation
(6.30) as T → ∞. In general, the existence and stability of steady states depends on
the surface tension parameter σ. By inspection, F = ξ is a steady state for any σ; it
represents the perfect circle (recall ξ =
√
1−X2). The contracting circle is also an
exact solution of the full problem (6.5)–(6.8); in Section 6.2 we showed that it is stable
for σ > 13 and unstable for σ <
1
3 . In the current section we show this is also true of
the small bubble problem (6.30).
Additionally, we may consider F = 0 a steady state of (6.30) for all σ, although this
solution violates the boundary condition at the ends of the bubble (Fξ(0) > 0). This
steady state is a line or slit on the x-axis with infinitely sharp ends. The aspect ratio
of a bubble that tends to this steady state goes to zero, rather than remaining O(1), in
the extinction limit. We discuss the concept of the asymptotic shape of such a bubble
in Section 6.4.
Because the slit steady state F = 0 violates the boundary condition at ξ = 0, the
standard eigenvalue analysis for stability is not applicable. Instead, we consider the
slit to be stable or unstable depending on whether the aspect ratio of a thin near-
slit bubble (with small aspect ratio but rounded ends) increases or decreases in T .
The determination of this stability involves solving a boundary layer problem near the
ends of the bubble. In the current section we show this steady state bifurcates at a
different value of σ than the circle; the slit is stable for σ < 12 and unstable for σ >
1
2 .
The overlapping interval 13 < σ <
1
2 , in which both “trivial” steady states are stable,
suggests that there is a third, unstable branch of steady states in this interval. We
consider this nontrivial branch in Section 6.5.
The circular bubble
To test the linear stability of the circular bubble, represented by F0(ξ) = ξ, we perturb
the circle by writing
F (ξ, T ) = ξ + F1(ξ, T ),  1,
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and expand (6.30) in small , keeping terms to order . The result is a linear equation
for F1:
2σF1ξ(0) = ξF1 − ξF1T + σξ(1− ξ2)F1ξξ + σ(2− 3ξ2)F1ξ.
Recall that no boundary conditions are required, as the problem is singular at both end
points. Performing separation of variables F = T (T )G(ξ), we find that T = exp(µT )
and G satisfies the ordinary differential equation:
2σG′(0) = ξ(1− µ)G+ σξ(1− ξ2)G′′ + σ(2− 3ξ2)G′, (6.34)
where µ is an eigenvalue. From the equation for T , the bubble will be linearly stable
if all <{µ} are less than zero, and unstable if at least one is greater than zero.
We remove dependence of (6.34) on the surface tension σ by writing the eigenvalues as
Λ = (1− µ)/σ, and remove the nonlocal term on the left hand side by defining a new
dependent variable H(ξ) by
G =
1
ξ
(
H +
2G′(0)
Λ + 1
)
.
The equation (6.34) now reduces to a more familiar singular Sturm–Liouville form:
(1− ξ2)H ′′ − ξH ′ + (Λ + 1)H = 0, H ′(0) = 0.
Indeed, this is a Chebyshev differential equation whose eigenfunctions are the Cheby-
shev polynomials
Hk(ξ) = cos(
√
1 + Λk sin
−1 ξ),
and for Hk to be real and differentiable at ξ = 1 we require
√
1 + Λk = 2k for positive
integers k (we may exclude k = 0 as it corresponds to constant H, which is equivalent
to the trivial solution G = 0). Putting the eigenvalue back in terms of µ we have
µk = 1− σ(4k2 − 1),
thus the largest eigenvalue is µ1 = 1−3σ, which is positive for σ < 1/3 and negative for
σ > 1/3. Thus the stability of the circle in the small bubble problem (6.30) is identical
to that seen in the full problem (6.5)–(6.8). This result is to be expected; indeed, we
obtain Chebyshev eigenfunctions in Cartesian coordinates as they are the equivalent
to the Fourier modes in polar coordinates used in Section 6.2 for the full problem.
The slit
To examine the stability of the slit steady state F = 0, we assume F = O(), where
 1. This represents an O() perturbation around the slit. Expanding the unknowns
in small ,
F ∼ F1, P ∼ P1, S ∼ S1, → 0.
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To O(), the problem (6.30) reduces to the first order equation
P1 = F1 − F1T + 1− ξ
2
ξ
F1ξ, F1(0, T ) = 0.
Note that the reduction in order from a second order to a first order equation suggests
that the asymptotic limit is singular; in particular, the boundary condition at ξ = 0
cannot be satisfied, so we expect there to be a boundary layer near ξ = 0 where the
balance of terms in (6.30) is different.
First we consider the outer problem (ξ = O(1)). If we define α1(T ) = F1(1, T ), so that
α = α1 is the time-dependent aspect ratio, then setting ξ = 1 implies P1 = α1 − α′1.
Letting G = F1 − α1, so that G(1, T ) = 0, we obtain a truly local first order partial
differential equation for G:
GT − 1− ξ
2
ξ
Gξ = G, G(1, T ) = 0, (6.35)
whose solution is obtained by the method of characteristics. For some initial condition
G(ξ, 0) = G0(ξ) on ξ ∈ [0, 1], the solution is
G(ξ, T ) = G0
(√
1 + (ξ2 − 1)e−2T
)
eT . (6.36)
As T → ∞, the characteristics carry the zero boundary condition in (6.35) across the
entire interval; thus G→ 0, and F tends to α1. In particular,
F1(0, T ) = α1(T ) +G0(
√
1− e−2T )eT → α1(T ), T →∞.
The slit will be stable or unstable depending on whether α1 is decreasing or increasing.
To determine the stability we must analyse the inner problem. For simplicity, we may
assume that enough time has passed such that F1(0, T ) may be taken to be α1, in which
case α1 becomes the far field condition for the inner problem inside the boundary layer
near ξ = 0.
We now consider the inner problem. The balance of terms in (6.30) changes when
ξ = O(√), giving the characteristic width of the boundary layer. Let
ξ =
√
η, F ∼ F1(η), → 0,
so that (6.30) becomes, to leading order,
0 = F
(I)
1η (η
2 + F
(I)2
1η ) + S1(ηF
(I)
1ηη − F (I)1η ), (6.37)
with F
(I)
1 (0) = 0 and F
(I)
1 (η, T )→ F1(0, T ) as η →∞ (here we use F (I)1 to distinguish
the inner solution from the outer solution)3. The far field condition provides the match-
ing between the inner and outer solutions. This is a first order Bernoulli equation in
3Note that the time derivative disappears when we take the leading order inner problem. Thus for
a given initial condition, there is also a time boundary layer problem in which the solution in the inner
ξ region rapidly evolves to (6.38). However, we do not examine this complication in any greater detail.
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F
(I)
1η that is linearised by the substitution G = (F
(I)
1η )
−2. The resulting solution is
F
(I)
1 = S1 cos
−1
[
k1 exp
(
− η
2
2S1
)]
+ k2, (6.38)
where k1 and k2 are arbitrary constants. The boundary conditions imply
k2 = −S1 cos−1(k1) = F1(0, T )− S1pi
2
.
However, since
F
(I)
1η =
η√
k21 exp
(
η2
S1
)
− 1
,
and we need F
(I)
1η 6= 0 for the bubble to behave properly (with a square root singularity)
near X = 1, we require k1 = 1, thus
k2 = 0, S1 =
2
pi
F1(0, T ) ∼ 2α1(T )
pi
, T →∞.
The definition of S (6.28) implies
S1 =
2σ
pi
(2F1(1)− FT (1)) = 2σ
pi
(2α1 − α′1),
thus we obtain an equation for α1
α′1(T ) ∼
(
2− 1
σ
)
α1(T ), T →∞. (6.39)
Therefore the slit is stable for σ < 12 and unstable for σ >
1
2 . Furthermore, for σ <
1
2 ,
the asymptotic shape of the bubbles is given by (6.38). Substituting the known values
for S1, k1 and k2, and putting in terms of F and X, (6.38) becomes
F (X,T ) ∼ 2α(T )
pi
cos−1
[
exp
(
−pi(1−X
2)
4α(T )
)]
, T →∞. (6.40)
The aspect ratio α = α1 decays exponentially, according to (6.39):
α(T ) ∼ Ae(2−1/σ)T , T →∞, (6.41)
where A is a constant depending on the initial bubble shape. To verify our asymptotic
predictions, in Figure 6.3 we show a representative numerical solution of (6.30) for an
initially thin elliptical bubble with surface tension σ = 0.4. At this value we expect
the slit to be stable, and the numerical solution confirms this result. As predicted
by our asymptotic analysis, the bubble interface quickly develops an inner boundary
layer, which looks like (6.38). As time progresses, the outer solution tends to a time-
dependent constant, as predicted by (6.36). The asymptotic bubble shape is then given
by (6.40), which evolves according to (6.41).
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Figure 6.3: The numerical solution of the bubble evolution equation (6.30) in (a) X
and (b) ξ, for σ = 0.4. The bubble is initially a thin ellipse of aspect ratio α(0) = 0.05
(denoted by the thick solid line). The numerical solution quickly develops a boundary
layer with inner solution (near X = 1, or ξ = 0) predicted in (6.38), while the outer
solution tends to a time dependent constant which decays as predicted by (6.39) 3.
The asymptotic shape of a near-slit bubble
Previously we referred to the thin, near-slit bubble described by (6.40) as asymptotically
a rectangle with rounded ends. Here we define the idea of an asymptotic bubble shape
more rigorously. As the bubble boundary approaches a point in (x, y) coordinates
as λ → 0, to define an asymptotic bubble shape we must perform a dynamic (time-
dependent) rescaling of space such that the bubble approaches a shape in the limit.
For bubbles whose aspect ratio tends to a nonzero constant, this is achieved simply
through the scaling with respect to λ that we perform in Section 6.3.
For the bubble described asymptotically by (6.40), where the aspect ratio α(T )→ 0 as
T →∞, a limiting shape is not achieved by scaling x and y by the same time-dependent
parameter. Instead, we could consider scaling such that the x and y intercepts always
map to unity; that is, take X = x/λ as before, and define Y˜ = Y/α = y/(λα). Under
such a scaling, the solution (6.40) approaches the unit square in the (X, Y˜ ) as T →∞
(see Figure 6.4). In this sense, we say the thin bubbles are asymptotically rectangular.
However, this scaling does not capture the shape of the bubble near the tip, since this
behaviour occurs only in the boundary layer near X = 1, which shrinks as α → 0 (by
symmetry, the same situation occurs near X = −1). To observe the asymptotic tip
shape, we must scale both spatial coordinates by the same amount. To this end, we
3 The initial increase of the bubble height in the Y -direction in Figure 6.3 corresponds to an increase
only in the aspect ratio of the bubble; the bubble is still contracting in both x and y directions (recall
the spatial scaling is such that the bubble width in the X-direction is fixed) (this footnote did not
appear in the published version of this chapter).
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rescale by X˜ = (X − 1)/α, with Y˜ = Y/α as before. To leading order in α, (6.40)
becomes
Y˜ ∼ 2
pi
cos−1
[
exp
(
piX˜
2
)]
. (6.42)
This equation describes the “rounding off” of the rectangular bubble, and is also de-
picted in Figure 6.4. The equation for the bubble shape (6.42) can be rearranged to
be
X˜
2
=
1− l
pi
log
[
1
2
(
1 + cos
pi(Y˜ /2)
l
)]
, l =
1
2
. (6.43)
The curve represented by (6.43) is equivalent to the shape of the famous Saffman–
Taylor finger for width l = 12 (see Equation (17) of Saffman and Taylor (1958)), and is
also known as the “grim reaper”: an exact solution in curvature-driven flow (Angenent
1992; King 2000) and the shape of a viscous filament in a Hele–Shaw channel (Farmer
and Howison 2006). Indeed, if we examine (6.27) near the tip of a thin bubble, using
the expansions
F ∼ F1, P ∼ P1, S ∼ S1, X = X˜ − 1,
for  1, then we obtain the leading order problem (equivalent to (6.37))
− 1
S1
F1X˜√
1 + F 2
1X˜
=
F1X˜X˜
(1 + F 2
1X˜
)3/2
,
which is a scaled travelling-wave version of the equation (vn = −κ) for curve-shortening
flow, with a wave speed of −1/S1. As the grim reaper is the travelling wave solution
of the curvature driven flow problem (Angenent 1992; King 2000), it occurs in the
slit-limit of our problem also. The overall bubble shape is reminiscent of a scaled and
time-reversed version of the “paperclip” solution to curve-shortening flow (Angenent
1992; King 2000) for time t → −∞, although the two shapes are likely only the same
in the limits t→ −∞ and T →∞.
6.5 The nontrivial branch of steady states
In this section we show that there is a third branch of steady states of (6.30) which
exists only when the surface tension lies in the critical range 13 < σ <
1
2 . For each σ in
this range there is a nontrivial steady state with aspect ratio α. This branch of steady
states approaches the circle steady state as σ → 13
+
(with α → 1−) and approaches
the slit steady state as σ → 12
−
(α→ 0+). We numerically compute the bubble shapes
and the relation between α and σ. Additionally we obtain the asymptotic form of the
bubble shape as α→ 0+. Since this steady state separates the circle and the slit, which
are stable for 13 < σ <
1
2 , we expect it to be unstable. We provide numerical evidence
to support this prediction.
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Figure 6.4: A schematic of the description of the asymptotic shape of the thin, near-
slit bubble, represented by the solution (6.40), under different scalings. If we scale
by X = x/λ and Y˜ = y/(λα), such that the intercepts are at unity, the bubble is
asymptotically square. This does not capture the behaviour at the tips of the bubble,
however. By zooming in near the tip using the new horizontal scaling X˜ = y/(λα), we
observe the rounded-off asymptotic limiting shape of the end of the bubble (6.42). This
tip shape is equivalent to the Saffman–Taylor finger and the travelling wave solution
in curvature-driven flow, known as the grim reaper (see Section 6.4).
Numerical computation
To determine this nontrivial branch of steady states, we take the steady state version
of (6.30):
P =
ξF + (1− ξ2)F ′√
ξ2 + (1− ξ2)F ′2 + S
ξ(1− ξ2)F ′′ − F ′
(ξ2 + (1− ξ2)F ′2)3/2 , (6.44)
with F (0) = 0, P an undetermined constant, and where ′ represents differentiation
with respect to ξ. Instead of using σ as an input, we will instead fix the aspect ratio
α = F (1) between 0 and 1 and let S be an unknown which must be found as part of
the solution. The value of σ is then deduced from S. As before, (6.44) is a singular
boundary value problem, for which we expect well-determined solutions as the two
boundary conditions may be used to find the two unknowns P and S.
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Figure 6.5: (a) The aspect ratio of the numerical solution of (6.44) against the corre-
sponding value of surface tension σ. This represents the nontrivial, unstable branch of
steady states which separates the circle and slit steady states, which are both stable in
the critical range 1/3 < σ < 1/2. (b) Some representative solutions on this nontrivial
branch.
We solve (6.44) numerically by discretising with central finite difference approximations
for the derivatives. The unknowns are P , S, and the values of F at interior points,
while the system of equations comes from the discretisation of (6.44) at the interior
and both end points. The numerical value of σ is then computed from S using the
steady state version of (6.28):
S =
4σ
pi
∫ 1
0
ξF√
1− ξ2 dξ. (6.45)
This process is carried out for a range of values α between 0 and 1. The resulting curve
of α against σ is shown in Figure 6.5, along with some representative bubble shapes
for various α. Note in particular that as α→ 1−, σ tends to 13
+
and the bubble shape
approaches a circle. That is, this nontrivial branch of solutions intersects the branch of
circular steady states at the bifurcation point (the point where the stability of the circle
steady state changes). Conversely, as α→ 0+, σ tends to 12
−
, which is the bifurcation
point of the slit steady state.
The thin bubble limit on the nontrivial branch
In addition to the numerical solution we look at the thin bubble limit of steady states
on the nontrivial branch by considering (6.44) with aspect ratio α  1. This is very
similar to the boundary layer problem we solved for the stability of near-slit bubbles
in Section 6.4. Expanding the unknowns,
F ∼ αF1, P ∼ αP1, S ∼ αS1,
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the leading order problem is
P1 = F1 +
1− ξ2
ξ
F ′1, F1(0) = 0, F1(1) = 1,
which has solution F1 = P1 + k1
√
1− ξ2 where k1 is arbitrary. To avoid a singularity
at ξ = 1, we must have k1 = 0 and so F1 = P1 = 1.
This solution cannot be made to satisfy the condition at ξ = 0, so we expect there to be
a boundary layer at this end. The balance of terms in (6.44) changes when ξ = O(√α).
Let
ξ =
√
αη, F ∼ αF1(η),
so that (6.44) becomes, to leading order,
0 = F ′1(η
2 + F ′21 ) + S1(ηF
′′
1 − F ′1), F1(0) = 0, limη→∞F1 = 1, (6.46)
(where ′ is now differentiation with respect to η). This is identical to the inner problem
(6.37) for the stability of a near-slit bubble. An exact solution to (6.46) is easily found
and the requirement F ′(0) > 0 again determines the value of S1:
F1 =
2
pi
cos−1
[
exp
(
−piη
2
4
)]
, S1 =
2
pi
.
Thus the asymptotic bubble shape in terms of X is
F ∼ α 2
pi
cos−1
[
exp
(
−pi(1−X
2)
4α
)]
, α→ 0. (6.47)
A comparison between (6.47) and the numerical solution to (6.44) for small α is shown
in Figure 6.6. Since the integral in (6.45) ∼ α, we can also determine the value σ from
S1:
σ =
1
2
.
This is the result predicted by the numerical scheme, and is the bifurcation point for
the stability of the slit steady state. The bubbles shapes on the nontrivial branch
are asymptotically described by (6.47) as the aspect ratio α → 0+. In this limit, the
bubbles look like long thin rectangles with rounded ends (as described in Section 6.4),
similar to the stable near-slit evolving bubbles (6.40) which do not lie on the nontrivial
branch.
Stability
The linear stability problem for the nontrivial branch of steady states is more difficult
than that for the two trivial steady states, and we do not attempt an analysis here (see
the discussion in Section 6.7, however). We demonstrate the instability numerically by
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Figure 6.6: A comparison between the thin bubble asymptotic approximation (6.47)
and the numerical solution to (6.44) for a bubble on the nontrivial solution branch, (a)
in physical coordinate X and (b) in transformed coordinate ξ. The aspect ratio is set
to α = 0.05, small enough that the asymptotic approximation is very good.
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Figure 6.7: A numerical demonstration of the instability of the nontrivial steady state
solution of (6.30) for surface tension σ = 0.3757, corresponding to steady state aspect
ratio of 0.3. In (a), a solution which is initially at the steady state (the thick solid
curve) remains there. Additionally, two solutions are shown that are initially slightly
above and below the steady state. These solutions head away toward the trivial (stable)
circle and slit steady states, respectively. In (b) we plot the aspect ratios of the three
solutions over time.
solving (6.30) using the method discussed in Section 6.3, with an initial condition equal
to the numerically computed nontrivial steady state for the given value of σ, multiplied
by a constant slightly greater than, equal to, or less than unity. The result is shown
in Figure 6.7, with the two solutions that are not exactly at the steady state initially
heading away towards either of the stable trivial steady states.
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Figure 6.8: A bifurcation diagram for the small bubble problem (6.30) which sum-
marises the main results of Sections 6.4 and 6.5. The aspect ratios α of possible steady
states are plotted against the parameter σ. For σ > 12 and σ <
1
3 , only the two trivial
steady states exist, with the circle (α = 1) and the slit (α = 0) stable in the respective
ranges. For the critical range 13 < σ <
1
2 , both trivial steady states are stable, with
a third, unstable steady state (computed from (6.44)) separating them. Also included
are schematics of typical trajectories which could represent solutions to either the small
bubble problem (6.30) or the full Hele–Shaw problem (6.5)–(6.8).
Bifurcation diagram
We are now at a point where we may summarise the steady state behaviour of the
small bubble problem (6.30), and therefore the asymptotic near-extinction behaviour
of the full Hele–Shaw problem (6.5)–(6.8). This is most easily done with a bifurcation
diagram, which is shown in Figure 6.8. The steady states of (6.30) are readily identified
by their aspect ratios α, which we plot against the surface tension parameter σ. The
diagram also indicates the bifurcations in the stability of the two trivial steady states
(the circle and slit), and in the critical region 13 < σ <
1
2 , where both trivial steady
states are stable, we include the numerically computed nontrivial branch.
6.6 Numerical solution to the full Hele–Shaw problem
To show that the steady state behaviour of the small bubble problem (6.30) does
indeed represent the asymptotic behaviour of the full Hele–Shaw problem (6.5)–(6.8),
a numerical solution to this full problem is required.
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Our numerical scheme is based on applying a spectral collocation-type scheme to a
complex variable formulation of the problem. Complex variable methods are used ex-
tensively in constructing exact solutions in unregularised Hele–Shaw problems (How-
ison 1992) and have also been used to devise numerical methods similar to the one
we present here (Reissig, Rogosin, and Hu¨bner 1999). Our numerical scheme has two
variants; an unscaled version which is purely based on the full problem (6.5)–(6.8), and
an adaptation that takes advantage of the scaling we used in finding the small bubble
problem in Section 6.3.
Unscaled method
Let z = g(ζ, t) be an analytic, time-dependent mapping function under which the fluid
region z ∈ Ω(t) is the image of the unit disc (g will be analytic in the unit disc except
at ζ = 0, where it has a simple pole corresponding to infinity in the z-plane). The
kinematic condition may be written as a boundary condition for g on the unit circle:
<{gtζgζ} = <(ζΦζ) = 1−<{ζVζ} − σ<{ζKζ}, |ζ| = 1, (6.48)
where Φ = φ+ iψ is the complex velocity potential, and V and K are complex analytic
functions in the unit disc whose real boundary data is the normal velocity and curvature
respectively, that is
<{V } = vn = <{gtζgζ}|ζgζ | , <{K} = κ =
<{ζ(ζgζ)ζζgζ}
|ζgζ |3 ,
on |ζ| = 1. For simplicity we assume a bubble symmetric in the x and y-axes. The
mapping function g (and its derivatives) may therefore be written as a power series
with time-dependent coefficients:
g(ζ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
an(t)ζ
2n−1, ζgζ =
∞∑
n=0
(2n− 1)an(t)ζ2n−1,
ζ(ζgζ)ζ =
∞∑
n=0
(2n− 1)2an(t)ζ2n−1.
The time derivative of g is of course given by the time derivatives of the coefficients:
gt(ζ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
a˙n(t)ζ
2n−1.
To solve for the evolution of the coefficients an(t) we truncate the series at N terms.
The N fully implicit equations that we require will come from satisfying (6.48) at N
equally spaced points
ζj = e
ipij/4N , j = 0, . . . , N − 1,
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which lie in the first quadrant on the unit circle.
To compute these implicit equations we first evaluate g, its derivatives, and subse-
quently vn and κ, at each of the ζj . This is carried out very efficiently by using the
inverse fast Fourier transform. Computing the complex analytic functions V and K
from vn and κ is simple in the space of their power series coefficients, for example
vn =
∞∑
n=−∞
bnζ
n ⇒ V = b0 +
∞∑
n=1
2bnζ
n,
(note that bn = bn by symmetry), so that the values of ζVζ in (6.48) are found by
applying the fast Fourier transform to the values of vn, manipulating the coefficients,
and inverting the transform once more (a similar process holds for ζKζ). Now enforcing
(6.48) at the ζj nodes furnishes us with N implicit equations for the time derivatives
of the coefficients a˙(t). These are solved using a fully implicit time-stepping scheme
(ode15i in Matlab) from a prescribed initial condition.
Scaled method
Since we are interested in the behaviour of bubbles near extinction, the above method
can be improved by scaling space and time so that we more accurately compute the
behaviour very close to the extinction time. To that end, we again let λ(t) be the
x-intercept of the bubble at time t, and define a new mapping function G and time-like
variable T :
g(ζ, t) = λG(ζ, T ), T = − log λ.
This is equivalent to the scaling we used in the derivation of the small bubble problem
(6.30). The image of the unit circle under G is now the bubble shape scaled so that its
x-intercepts are ±1, and as λ→ 0+, T →∞. We again write G as a power series
G(ζ, T ) =
∞∑
n=0
An(T )ζ
2n−1.
The area of the bubble is given by
A = 1
2i
∮
∂Ω
z dz = −λ
2
2i
∮
|ζ|=1
G(1/ζ, T )Gζ(ζ, T ) dζ
= −piλ2
∞∑
n=0
nA2n.
From the constant rate of change of area (6.9) we therefore obtain
λ˙λ = B(T )−1, B(T ) =
∞∑
n=0
nAn(An −A′n) (6.49)
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(here ′ represents differentiation with respect to T ). Armed with this relation we rewrite
(6.48)
e−T (<{(G−Gt)ζGζ}+B) = B<{ζVˆζ}+ σ<{ζKˆζ}, |ζ| = 1, (6.50)
where Vˆ and Kˆ are the functions analytic in the unit disc such that
<{Vˆ } = <{(G−GT )ζGζ}|ζGζ | , <{Kˆ} =
<{ζ(ζGζ)ζζGζ}
|ζGζ |3 ,
on |ζ| = 1. This scheme is implemented numerically in a similar fashion to the last
section, with one alteration. As we have not yet specified the scaling λ, and (6.49) is
implied by (6.50) for any such scaling, we must replace one of the equations (say, at
ζN−1) by a condition that fixes the scaling:
G(1, T ) = 1.
Both the scaled and unscaled versions are very efficient due to their use of the fast
Fourier transform. To produce the numerical results presented below we used N = 128
power series terms, which ran in the order of seconds on a modern desktop computer.
Numerical results
The numerical solution to the full problem (6.5)–(6.8) is used to verify the asymptotic
predictions made from the small bubble problem; in particular we focus on the presence
of an unstable steady state for values of σ in the critical range 13 < σ <
1
2 , and the
stability of the two trivial steady states, the circle and the slit.
In Figure 6.9 we plot the numerical solutions for two initially elliptical bubbles with
nearly identical aspect ratios, for a surface tension value σ = 0.3757 within the critical
range. We compare both the unscaled and scaled versions of our numerical scheme.
The unscaled method shows the bubbles shrinking to a point, but before the small
bubble limit is approached the two solutions look very similar, and we cannot examine
the behaviour very close to the point of extinction. In the scaled version, we see that
the bubble quickly tends toward the nontrivial (unstable) bubble shape in the stretched
time variable T , but then eventually heads toward either the circle or slit, the outcome
due purely to the slight difference in initial condition. While it is technically possible
that an initial condition may be just such that the bubble tends to the bubble shape
represented by the nontrivial steady state exactly, in general bubbles will contract as
either circular or slit-type bubble shapes.
6.7 Discussion
We have performed an analytic and numerical investigation of the effects of surface
tension and kinetic undercooling on the shape of a contracting bubble in a Hele–Shaw
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Figure 6.9: The evolution of the shape of two initially elliptical bubbles (depicted by the
thick solid line) of aspect ratios of ratios α0 = 0.295 and α0 = 0.289, computed using
the two numerical methods discussed in Section 6.6. The unscaled method (left) shows
the evolution of the bubbles while their sizes are O(1); the two solutions do not appear
to differ greatly at this scale. The scaled method (right), where lengths have been
scaled by the interface’s x-intercept λ, and T = − log λ is the stretched time variable,
is useful for calculating how the bubbles behave very close to extinction. We see both
bubbles initially tend toward the (unstable) steady state as described in Section 6.5 for
the given value of σ (shown as a broken line), but ultimately tend toward either (b) a
circle, or (d) a slit, both of which are stable according to the results in Section 6.4.
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cell. As the bubble shrinks to a point in the limit t→ t−f , it asymptotically approaches a
shape corresponding to a steady state of the leading order small bubble approximation
(6.30). This approximation has two “trivial” steady states whose stability depends
on the value of the nondimensional surface tension parameter σ = σˆ/(cˆQˆ): the circle,
which is stable for σ > 13 , and the slit, which is stable for σ <
1
2 . For surface tension
values in the critical range 13 < σ <
1
2 , where both trivial steady states are stable,
we found a third, unstable branch of steady states, on which the bubble shape has an
aspect ratio lying between zero and one. Our numerical solution of the full Hele–Shaw
problem shows that, while bubbles may initially evolve toward this unstable bubble
shape, very close to the point of extinction they change their trajectory and evolve
to either a circle or slit, in agreement with the stability analysis. There are, however,
many unresolved problems and areas for further study, some of which we outline below.
Bubble break-up
The focus of our study is on the asymptotic shape of a single bubble very close to
extinction. For simplicity we have only considered symmetric bubbles that remain
connected up to the time of extinction; this avoids the question of the breakup of a single
bubble into multiple disconnected ones, which may happen for concave initial conditions
(for instance, initially “dumbell” shaped bubbles). In this case, more sophisticated
numerical techniques are required than those described in this paper, since our scheme
is based on a conformal mapping from the unit disc, and therefore requires the fluid
region to be simply connected.
Additionally, the rescaled problem (6.27) in Section 6.3 is no longer valid when there are
multiple bubbles. While it is reasonable to expect each bubble to behave qualitatively
like the solution to (6.27) when it nears extinction, there is no simple formula for the
exact rate of decrease in the area of each bubble. The rate of decrease of area over all
bubbles is −2pi, while each individual bubble will be shrinking at a lesser rate, meaning
surface tension will be more dominant, and circular extinction behaviour more likely.
If, however, a point in time is reached where all bubbles except one has become extinct,
the limiting behaviour of the remaining bubble will again be described by (6.27).
Pure kinetic undercooling (σ = 0)
We have not examined in depth the problem of pure kinetic undercooling (that is,
when σ = 0). In this case, experiments with our full numerical scheme suggest the
formation of corners in finite time, for both contracting (t decreasing) and expanding
(t increasing) bubbles. Interfaces with corners are allowable (weak) solutions in the
absence of surface tension, as kinetic undercooling acts on the velocity, rather than the
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Figure 6.10: A numerical solution to the small bubble approximation (6.30) in the
phyiscal coordinate X, for pure kinetic undercooling (σ = 0). An initially elliptical
bubble (represented by the thick solid line) appears to evolve to a curve with a corner
on the x-axis (represented by the thick broken line). The numerical scheme does not
continue past the point at which the corner develops.
curvature, of the interface (Chapman and King 2003; King, Lacey, and Vazquez 1995).
Setting σ = 0 in the small bubble problem (6.30) reduces it to a local, though nonlinear
and singular first order partial differential equation√
ξ2 + (1− ξ2)F 2ξ = ξF + (1− ξ)2Fξ − ξFT , F (0, T ) = 0,
(note that P (T ) = 1). An example numerical solution is included in Figure 6.10,
showing the possible development of a corner on the x-axis. An exact solution may
be able to be constructed that could shed light into the formation of such finite-time
corners. Trivially, we note that a (weak) solution is the rectangular bubble represented
by F (ξ, T ) = α(T ), where α satisfies
1 = α− dα
dT
⇒ α = 1− keT ,
(where k is a constant). Recalling that T = − log λ, where λ is the x-intercept of the
bubble boundary, the fact that α goes to zero for a finite value of T implies that the
bubble does not become arbitrarily small in the x-direction, but rather tends to a line
of finite length on the x-axis. This behaviour may be generic for solutions to the full
problem that form corners on the x-axis.
Higher mode instabilities and other steady states
Additionally, our analysis has focused on the instability of bubbles with an initially
nonzero second mode perturbation (ellipses, for example). This focus is motivated by
the stability analysis in Section 6.4, where we observe that the second mode is the most
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unstable. However, if the second mode is initially zero (which will be true, for instance,
for a bubble of n-fold symmetry, where n > 2), it will be identically zero for all time.
In these special cases, the shrinking circular bubble will have a bifurcation point (less
than 13), depending on n, given by (6.25). For surface tension values less than this
bifurcation point, the circle is unstable, but the bubble cannot shrink to a slit due to
its symmetry; instead, the bubble will tend towards an analogous n-fold symmetric
self-similar solution, which likely approaches a regular polygon of the same symme-
try (similar solutions are discussed in King and McCue (2009) and McCue and King
(2011) for shear-thickening fluid in the absence of nonlinear boundary effects, and in
the focusing problem for the porous medium equation; see McCue and King (2011,
pp.10,14)).
To take an example, for a bubble with four-fold symmetry the bifurcation point for the
circle according to (6.25) is σ = 1/15 = 0.066 . . .. In Figure 6.11 we show numerical
solutions computed by the methods outlined in Section 6.6 for an initially four-fold
symmetric bubble. The solution behaviour demonstrates the bifurcation in the stability
of the circle, with the bubble heading toward a circle for σ = 0.07 and toward another
steady state, possibly a sharp-cornered square diamond, for σ = 0.04. In our small
bubble approximation (6.30), the diamond could be considered the (weak) steady state
solution F = 1 − X = 1 −
√
1− ξ2. We note that special care must be taken in
the numerical scheme to ensure the second mode does not become nonzero due to
numerical error. Otherwise, the instability quickly takes over and the bubble ceases to
by symmetric, tending eventually to slit-type extinction.
Stability of the nontrivial branch
The instability of the nontrivial steady state was shown numerically (see Figure 6.7).
A proper stability analysis would require the determination of the eigenvalues µ of
the linearisation of (6.30) about the nontrivial steady state. If we write F = F0(ξ) +
F1(ξ, T ), where F0 is the steady state solution and F1 is the linear correction term,
the eigenvalue problem is of the form
M0(ξ)(1− µ)G+M1(ξ)G′ +M2(ξ)G′′
= M4(ξ)(2− µ)
∫ 1
0
G(ξ′)
ξ′√
1− ξ′2 dξ
′ + CG′(0),
where F1 = e
µTG(ξ). The coefficients Mk and C depend on the nontrivial steady
state, which can only be computed numerically for a given value of σ. Furthermore,
the integral on the right hand side makes the problem nonlocal. Similar nonlocal
eigenvalue problems have been studied in the context of reaction-diffusion equations
(Freitas 1994; Iron and Ward 2000). It is possible that similar methods may be used
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Figure 6.11: An example of a shrinking four-fold symmetric bubble, using the numer-
ical methods from Section 6.6, with initial condition indicated by the thick solid line.
According to (6.25), the critical value of the surface tension for the fourth mode is
σ = 1/15 = 0.066 . . . . For σ = 0.07 (top) the bubble tends to a (stable) circle, while for
σ = 0.04 (bottom) the bubble appears to tend toward a (unstable) square diamond.
in the present example. From our numerical results, we expect that there will be at
least one positive eigenvalue, with some bubbles initially heading toward the nontrivial
steady state, but eventually heading toward either a circle or slit. We leave these issues
for further research.
7 Corner and finger formation in Hele–Shaw
flow with kinetic undercooling regularisation
This chapter has been submitted for publication as
M. C. Dallaston and S. W. McCue (2013c). Corner and finger formation in Hele–
Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling regularisation. Submitted to Eur. J. Appl. Math..
Abstract
We examine the effect of a kinetic undercooling condition on the evolution of a free
boundary in Hele–Shaw flow, in both bubble and channel geometries. We present an-
alytical and numerical evidence that the bubble boundary is unstable and may develop
one or more corners in finite time, for both expansion and contraction cases. This loss
of regularity is interesting because it occurs regardless of whether the less viscous fluid
is displacing the more viscous fluid, or vice versa. We show that small contracting
bubbles are described to leading order by a well-studied geometric flow rule. Exact so-
lutions to this asymptotic problem continue past the corner formation until the bubble
contracts to a point as a slit in the limit. Lastly, we consider the evolving boundary
with kinetic undercooling in a Saffman–Taylor channel geometry. The boundary may
either form corners in finite time, or evolve to a single long finger travelling at con-
stant speed, depending on the strength of kinetic undercooling. We demonstrate these
two different behaviours numerically. For the travelling finger, we present results of a
numerical solution method similar to that used to demonstrate the selection of discrete
fingers by surface tension. With kinetic undercooling, a continuum of corner-free solu-
tions exists for any finger width above a critical value, which goes to zero as the kinetic
undercooling vanishes. This implies that the selection of discrete solution branches, pre-
dicted in Chapman & King, (2003) The selection of Saffman–Taylor fingers by kinetic
undercooling. J. Eng. Math. 46, 1–32, is due to non-analyticities of a more subtle
nature.
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7.1 Introduction
The mathematical model of an evolving fluid region in a Hele–Shaw cell is a canonical
example of a free boundary problem in applied mathematics. The amount written on
this problem in the last half-century is immeasurable, ranging from experimental work
and numerical computations, to explicit solution methods and theoretical results (see
the web site (Howison 1998) for an extensive bibliography).
In this paper we consider a kinetic undercooling condition on the boundary ∂Ω of a
contracting or expanding inviscid bubble β(t) surrounded by a region of viscous fluid
Ω(t) ⊂ R2, as well as the equivalent problem in a channel geometry (see Figure 7.1).
The kinetic undercooling condition states that the potential at a point on the free
boundary is proportional to the normal velocity of the boundary at that point. While
the name derives from the physics of melting and freezing (Stefan) problems (Evans and
King 2000; King and Evans 2005), similar boundary conditions arise from modelling
changes in curvature in the neglected transverse dimension in the fluid dynamics con-
text (Romero 1981), diffusion of solvent into glassy polymers (Cohen and Erneux 1988;
Fasano, Meyer, and Primicerio 1986; McCue et al. 2011; Mitchell and O’Brien 2012)
and in streamers involved in the formation of sparks and lightning (Ebert et al. 2011;
Ebert, Meulenbroek, and Scha¨fer 2007; Luque, Brau, and Ebert 2008; Meulenbroeck,
Ebert, and Scha¨fer 2005; Tanveer et al. 2009; Kao et al. 2010). Mathematically, kinetic
undercooling is considered as an alternative to surface tension in regularising unstable
Hele–Shaw flows, by suppressing the blow-up in curvature and speed of the boundary
that characterises the unregularised (constant pressure condition) problem, which is
ill-posed (Howison 1992). Numerical and existence results for Hele–Shaw flow with
kinetic undercooling have been derived for the problem of a viscous blob surrounded
by inviscid fluid (Pleshchinskii and Reissig 2002; Reissig, Rogosin, and Hu¨bner 1999),
a situation we do not consider in the present work.
We have recently considered the interplay between surface tension and kinetic un-
dercooling for a contracting inviscid bubble near extinction (Dallaston and McCue
2013b) [Ch. 6], but are aware of no other published research on expanding or contract-
ing bubbles with kinetic undercooling only. On the other hand, much has been done
on inviscid bubbles in the unregularised case, without surface tension or kinetic under-
cooling. Many exact solutions are known (Crowdy 2002; Dallaston and McCue 2012;
Howison 1986c; Howison 1986a; Howison 1992) [Ch. 6], and the behaviour of bubbles
near extinction and break-up has been studied (Entov and Etingof 1991; Entov and
Etingof 2011; King and McCue 2009; Lee, Bettelheim, and Weigmann 2006; McCue,
King, and Riley 2003b). With surface tension regularisation, there are many sophis-
ticated numerical schemes that model an expanding (unstable) boundary and capture
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(a) Bubble
Ω(t)
β(t)
∂Ω(t)
(b) Channel
Ω(t)
∂Ω(t)
Figure 7.1: A schematic of the evolving fluid region Ω(t) in free-boundary Hele–Shaw
flow, in (a) a bubble geometry, and (b) a channel geometry.
the long fingering patterns that result (Hou et al. 1997; Hou, Lowengrub, and Shelley
1994).
There has also been some research on the problem in a channel geometry; the selec-
tion problem of determining the discrete set of allowed widths of a travelling finger for
varying kinetic undercooling strength (the analogue of the famous selection problem
with surface tension (Chapman 1999; Kessler, Koplik, and Levine 1988; McLean and
Saffman 1981; Tanveer 1987c; Vanden-Broeck 1983)) has been analysed using expo-
nential asymptotics (Chapman and King 2003), and some numerical studies have been
attempted, including by the authors (Dallaston and McCue 2011; Romero 1981) [Ch. 4].
The conclusions vary: asymptotics suggests that kinetic undercooling selects discrete
fingers whose width tends to 12 as kinetic undercooling vanishes, while numerical results
suggest either no selection (a continuous family of solutions) (Romero 1981) or discrete
branches whose width vanishes (Dallaston and McCue 2011) [Ch. 4]. We aim to explain
these discrepancies in the current paper. There are also linear stability results (Chap-
man and King 2003; Howison 1992) and exact travelling waves for sufficiently large
kinetic undercooling (Chapman and King 2003). Closely related to the finger is the
problem of a travelling finite bubble in a directed flow field, which is of recent interest
in the literature on streamers (Gu¨nther and Prokert 2009; Kao et al. 2010; Tanveer
et al. 2009). Numerical solutions of the evolving shape of a bubble suggest that an
initially smooth bubble boundary may not remain so for all time (Kao et al. 2010); this
property also arises in the present work.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the very different effect that kinetic undercool-
ing has on free boundary Hele–Shaw flow, compared with surface tension and unreg-
ularised variants, in the context of expanding or contracting bubbles, and translating
fronts or fingers in a channel. Table 7.1 summarises these differences with particular
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regard to expanding and contracting bubbles.
The content of this paper is as follows. In Section 7.2 we outline the governing systems
of equations. In Section 7.3 we examine expanding and contracting inviscid bubbles.
With linear stability analysis (§7.3) we show that in both cases, kinetic undercooling
destabilises a near-circular bubble once its radius is outside a critical range. We also
show numerically (§7.3) that this instability generically leads to the formation of corners
on the boundary. This corner formation represents a blow-up in the curvature, but not
speed, of the boundary. In contrast, surface tension suppresses singularities in both
curvature and speed1.
In Section 7.4 we show that the boundary in the limit of small bubble size (equivalently,
large kinetic undercooling) behaves to leading order as a plane curve that evolves so
that each point on the curve moves with constant normal velocity, once a time scaling
is applied. For contracting bubbles this limit is particularly relevant; the extinction
behaviour of a bubble in the full Hele–Shaw problem is given by the extinction be-
haviour of the boundary contracting according to the simpler constant velocity rule.
We derive the exact solution to the leading order problem for an initially elliptical
boundary, which demonstrates the formation of corners and the asymptotic shape of
the boundary: a slit of vanishing aspect ratio. Such behaviour is likely to be generic
for a wide class of initial conditions.
In Section 7.5 we consider Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling in a channel. Here
the pertinent question is the existence of travelling wave solutions: either a front that
spans the width of the channel (and usually exhibiting corners), or a finger of width
strictly less than the channel. Explicit solutions have been found for the travelling
fronts (Chapman and King 2003). For fingers, we present a numerical scheme, previ-
ously described in our conference paper (Dallaston and McCue 2011) [Ch. 4], which
shows that corner-free fingers exist for a continuous range of widths bounded below
by a minimum width that vanishes as kinetic undercooling goes to zero; in contrast,
fingers with surface tension have corner singularities at the nose, unless the finger is
of a selected width (Vanden-Broeck 1983). Our results are consistent with a previ-
ous numerical study (Romero 1981) which concluded that kinetic undercooling offers
no discrete selection, while the discrete branches we found previously (Dallaston and
1 While not relevant to the present study, corner formation is appropriate for some problems with
surface tension. Small but nonzero surface tension will generically cause a contracting viscous blob
to terminate when a wedge of inviscid fluid reaches the sink; the boundary has a corner at the sink
at the final time as the potential, and thus curvature, are singular there (Cummings and King 2004;
Ceniceros, Hou, and Si 1999). In the same problem, corners also exist in the at the neck of the wedge
(where the cusp would be in the unregularised problem) in the zero surface tension limit (Ceniceros,
Hou, and Si 1999). In the unregularised problem, boundaries that develop corners in finite time may be
constructed by considering the time reversal of solutions that initially exhibit corners, but such corner
formation is not generic (King, Lacey, and Vazquez 1995).
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Boundary Expanding Contracting
Unregularised Ill-posed : generic cusp forma-
tion, corners possible (Howison
1986b; Howison 1986c; How-
ison 1992; King, Lacey, and
Vazquez 1995).
Stable: 2nd mode neutrally sta-
ble, generic extinction shape
an ellipse (Entov and Etingof
1991)
Surface ten-
sion
Unstable but not ill-posed:
high modes stable, finger-
ing solutions exist for all
time (Ceniceros and Hou 1998;
Dallaston and McCue 2013b;
Hou et al. 1997; Paterson
1981) [Ch. 6].
Stable: All modes stable:
generic extinction shape a cir-
cle (Dallaston and McCue
2013b) [Ch. 6].
Kinetic un-
dercooling
Unstable: all modes unstable,
generic corner formation, only
weak solutions subsequently
(§7.3)
Unstable: corners form,
generic extinction shape a slit
(§§7.3,7.4).
Table 7.1: Numerically and analytically observed properties of contracting and ex-
panding inviscid bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow, with various regularisations. The last row
contains the results of this paper. We consider the competition between surface tension
and kinetic undercooling for contracting bubbles elsewhere [6].
McCue 2011) [Ch. 4]are the result of small numerical oscillations. Our results make
sense in the context of asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King 2003; in particular
Appendix A1.5) that proposes the discrete selection occurs due to a much more subtle
non-analytic effect than the corner in surface tension; our numerical scheme is not able
to resolve this effect. In Section 7.5 we alter our numerical scheme from Section 7.3 to
track the evolution of a boundary to either a front or finger, depending on the kinetic
undercooling strength. We conclude with suggestions for further study in Section 7.6.
7.2 Model equations
The bubble problem consists of solving both a two-dimensional harmonic velocity po-
tential φ(x, t) (where x = (x, y)) in Ω(t) and evolution of the free boundary ∂Ω(t) (see
Figure 7.1). Two boundary conditions are needed on the free boundary ∂Ω: a kine-
matic condition that relates the fluid velocity to that of the boundary, and a dynamic
condition that, in this case, includes the kinetic undercooling term. The model has
two parameters: the kinetic undercooling coefficient c (a length scale) and the far-field
source strength. For this geometry we choose to scale time such that the far-field source
strength is unity, so that the rate of change of area A of the bubble β(t) = R2\(Ω∪∂Ω)
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is
dA
dt
= −2pi, (7.1)
and scale length such that c = 1. The system in nondimensional variables is
∇2φ = 0, x ∈ Ω(t), (7.2a)
∂φ
∂n
= vn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t) (7.2b)
φ = vn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t), (7.2c)
φ ∼ − log |x|, |x| → ∞. (7.2d)
The source term (7.2d) and negative change in area (7.1) are for a bubble contracting
as time t increases. However, the Hele–Shaw problem with kinetic undercooling is
time-reversible, so expansion may simply be considered by decreasing t instead.
In the channel geometry, the fluid region Ω is confined to the right of the boundary ∂Ω
and between the channel walls (see Figure 7.1). In this geometry there is an additional
length scale: the channel width. For this geometry we scale lengths such that the
channel has width 2 (say, −1 < y < 1), and reintroduce the kinetic undercooling
coefficient c. In addition, we have no-flux conditions on the wall and a constant velocity
(scaled to unity) in the far field x→∞. The system of equations is
∇2φ = 0, x ∈ Ω(t) (7.3a)
∂φ
∂n
= vn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t) (7.3b)
φ = cvn, x ∈ ∂Ω(t), (7.3c)
φy = 0, x ∈ R, y = ±1, (7.3d)
φ ∼ x, x→∞, −1 < y < 1. (7.3e)
Both problems (7.2) and (7.3) require an initial condition Ω(0). For the nondimension-
alised bubble problem (7.2), an initial condition for which the length of the boundary
∂Ω(0) is O(1) corresponds to a bubble whose size is the same order as kinetic under-
cooling. It is this scale that we primarily consider in the next section.
7.3 Corner formation for expanding and contracting
bubbles
In this section we demonstrate that an inviscid bubble evolving according to Hele–Shaw
flow with kinetic undercooling (7.2) is unstable, both for expansion and contraction.
Linear stability suggests this property, while numerical results establish that corners
may form in both cases.
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Linear stability
The system (7.2) has an exact, radially symmetric solution where ∂Ω is a circle of
time-dependent radius s0(t). In polar coordinates (x = rer + θeθ) this exact solution
is
φ0(r, t) = − log
(
r
s0
)
+
1
s0
, s0(t) =
√
s0(0)2 − 2t, (7.4)
where r = s0(t) on the free boundary ∂Ω. We have previously considered the stability of
this exact solution to infinitesimal perturbations (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6];
similar approaches have been widely applied to bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow with vari-
ous boundary conditions and fluid properties (Paterson 1981; McCue and King 2011;
Martyushev and Birzina 2008; Rocha and Miranda 2013; Dias and Miranda 2010; Dias
et al. 2012). Since the circle radius s0 is monotonic in time t we can treat it as the
time-like variable. We perturb the potential φ and bubble boundary r = s(θ, t) by an
nth mode term:
φ ∼ φ0 + An(s0)r−n cosnθ, s ∼ s0 + γn(s0) cosnθ,  1, (7.5)
where we must solve for γn and An. The stability of the evolving circle is determined
by the change in relative magnitude Gn(s0) = γn(s0)/s0. By taking the O() terms in
(7.2) and solving an ordinary differential equation for γn, we find that Gn is given by
Gn(s0) = Cn
(s0 + n)
n−1
s0
, (7.6)
where Cn is a constant. If Gn is increasing in s0 then the nth mode is unstable for
expanding bubbles and stable for contracting bubbles. If Gn is decreasing in s0, the
opposite holds. We disregard the first mode n = 1 as it corresponds to a translation,
which is neutrally stable in absolute terms (γ1 = constant). The second mode G2
increases without bound as s0 → 0 and vanishes as s0 → ∞. For all other modes, Gn
has an absolute minimum at s0 = n/(n− 2), and increases without bound as s0 tends
to zero and infinity. The circle is ultimately unstable for expanding and contracting
bubbles, with all modes unstable for s0 < 1 and all except the second mode G2 unstable
for s0 > 3. In Figure 7.2 we plot the evolution of the modes over s0.
Numerical results
To explore the nonlinear instability and the formation of corners of the boundary, we
must solve the system (7.2) numerically. Our method is based on a complex variable
formulation, which is an extension of well-known exact solution methods (Polubarinova-
Kochina 1945; Galin 1945; Howison 1992). We have detailed this numerical method
elsewhere (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6].
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Figure 7.2: A plot of the first few modes of perturbation Gn, n = 2, 3, . . ., given by
(7.6), against the leading order bubble radius s0. The minimum of each mode is marked
(circles). All modes are unstable for s0 < 1, and all except the second are unstable for
s0 > 3. A circular bubble is ultimately unstable for both expansion and contraction,
unlike the unregularised or surface tension cases, in which the contracting bubble is
stable.
Let x ∈ R2 be represented by the complex spatial variable z ∈ C. To handle the free
boundary we define z = z(ζ, t) to be the time-dependent mapping function from the
unit disc |ζ| < 1 to the fluid region Ω(t). If ζ = 0 maps to the far field z =∞, then z
will have the series expansion
z(ζ, t) =
a−1(t)
ζ
+
∞∑
n=0
an(t)ζ
n. (7.7)
Laplace’s equation (7.2a) and the far-field condition (7.2d) are satisfied by defining
φ to be the real part of a complex potential w(ζ, t), analytic in the punctured disc
0 < |ζ| < 1, with a logarithmic singularity at the origin. The dynamic condition (7.2c)
implies w = − log ζ + V(ζ, t), where V is the function analytic in the unit disc whose
real part coincides with the normal velocity vn:
<{V} = vn = <{ztζzζ}|ζzζ | , |ζ| = 1. (7.8)
From the kinematic condition (7.2b) we obtain the Polubarinova–Galin (PG) equation
<{ztζzζ} = <{ζwζ} = −1 + <{ζVζ}, |ζ| = 1, (7.9)
which is an analogue of the PG equation used in constructing exact solutions for un-
regularised Hele–Shaw flow (Galin 1945; Howison 1992; Polubarinova-Kochina 1945).
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Unlike the unregularised case, there are no known non-trivial exact solutions to (7.9).
We instead solve (7.9) numerically, by truncating the series expression (7.7) for z, and
obtaining implicit equations for the evolution of the series coefficients an by evaluating
(7.9) at equally spaced points on the circle |ζ| = 1. By performing this evaluation with
the fast Fourier transform, the numerical scheme is very time efficient, completing in
seconds on a desktop computer even for a relatively large (256–512) number of modes.
For the numerical results in this paper we assume symmetry in x- and y-axes, meaning
the coefficients an are real and only nonzero for odd n. We found this assumption
greatly improved the stability of the numerical scheme.
In Figure 7.3 we present numerical solutions for an initially near-circle bubble with four-
fold symmetry (a−1(0) = 1, a3(0) = 0.05, all other modes zero), for both contracting
and expanding cases. The boundary is unstable in both directions, as the stability
analysis in Section 7.3 suggests. The numerical solutions also demonstrate that the
instability leads to the formation of corners, for contracting and expanding bubbles.
The curvature, also plotted in Figure 7.3, blows up at these points. The numerical
scheme cannot be continued past the time of corner formation, as the corners correspond
to singularities on the unit circle |ζ| = 1.
For expanding bubbles, these numerical results demonstrate the generic tendency of
kinetic undercooling to cause curvature singularities in the form of corners, while pre-
venting blow-up in the velocity of the speed, which is the generic behaviour of the
unregularised problem. This contrasts with the regularising effect of surface tension,
which suppresses blow-up of both curvature and speed (see Table 7.1).
In the case of contracting bubbles, the numerical results demonstrate the instability
predicted by the linear stability analysis in Section 7.3. The numerical results suggest
this instability also leads to corner formation. In the next section we show that, to
leading order, the boundary of a small bubble evolves with constant normal velocity (up
to a rescaling of time). An exact solution to the leading order problem provides further
insight into the formation of corners, and the subsequent evolution and extinction of
the bubble.
7.4 The small bubble limit
In this section we consider the behaviour of the system (7.2) for the case in which
the size of the bubble β(t) is much less than unity; this is equivalent to a bubble size
much smaller than the kinetic undercooling parameter c. This regime is ultimately
attained by all contracting bubbles that shrink to a point, but is also valid for small
expanding bubbles (which are stable at this scale, according to the stability analysis of
the previous section).
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Figure 7.3: Numerical results for contracting and expanding bubbles, showing (a,b)
the boundary positions and (c,d) curvature κ as a function of ν = arg ζ over the
first quadrant 0 < ν < pi/2, where ζ is the auxiliary complex variable. Dashed lines
represent initial conditions. Both expanding and contracting bubbles exhibit corner
formation.
In the small bubble limit, kinetic undercooling is the dominant effect on the boundary,
as opposed to the far-field source, as we demonstrate using formal asymptotics. Let
l(t) be some characteristic length scale of the contracting bubble, so that l→ 0+ as the
bubble tends to extinction. Let x = lX, φ = l−1Φ, and define T = − log l to be the
new time-like parameter (note that T →∞ as l→ 0+). The system (7.2) becomes
∇2Φ = 0, X ∈ Ωˆ, (7.10a)
∂Φ
∂n
= lB(Xn − Vn), X ∈ ∂ˆΩ, (7.10b)
Φ = B(Xn − Vn), X ∈ ∂ˆΩ, (7.10c)
Φ ∼ −l log |X|, |X| → ∞, (7.10d)
where spatial derivatives are now with respect to rescaled variables, Vn is the rescaled
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normal velocity, Xn = X · n, and
B = B(T ) =
1
2
d
dt
(
l2
)
. (7.11)
The constant rate of change (7.1) in the area A of the bubble β(t) implies B = O(1).
Indeed, we could define l =
√A, in which case (7.1) implies B = −pi. To leading
order in l, the evolution of the boundary is dominated by kinetic undercooling on the
boundary, while the fluid velocity in Ωˆ vanishes; if Φ ∼ Φ0 +O(l), then Φ0 satisfies the
homogeneous Neumann problem
∇2Φ0 = 0, ∂Φ
∂n
∣∣∣∣
X∈∂ˆΩ
= 0, Φ0
∣∣
|X|→∞ → P (T ),
where P is purely a function of time. The solution is trivially Φ0 = P (T ). In unscaled
coordinates, the kinematic condition (7.10c) is therefore (to leading order)
vn = p(t), x ∈ ∂Ω, (7.12)
where the time-dependent funtion p(t) can be taken to be unity under the appropriate
time transformation t 7→ t˜ (we do not consider this time rescaling further, as it is non-
trivial, but it may be found, for example, by enforcing the constant area decrease (7.1)).
We therefore obtain the constant velocity equation:
vn = 1, x ∈ ∂Ω. (7.13)
Exact solutions for a boundary evolving according to (7.13) are readily found, and the
possibility of corner formation is known (Sethian 1999). In Section 7.4 we construct
the exact solution for an initially elliptical boundary, in which corners form, and show
that it accurately approximates the numerical solution to the full Hele–Shaw problem.
Exact solution for an initially elliptical boundary
In Cartesian coordinates, vn = 1 is equivalent to the PDE yt˜ = −
√
1 + y2x, where
(x,±y(x, t˜)) are points on the moving boundary (assumed to be symmetric in the x-
axis). By differentiating in x we find a first order quasilinear PDE for yx = y
′:
y′
t˜
+
y′√
1 + y′2
y′x = 0. (7.14)
We solve this equation using the method of characteristics. If x = x(x0, t˜) is a char-
acteristic curve originating at x0, then y
′(x, t˜) is constant and equal to y′0(x0), where
y′0(x) = y′(x, 0) is the initial condition. The characteristics are straight lines satisfying
∂x
∂t˜
=
y′0(x0)√
1 + y′0(x0)2
. (7.15)
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Without loss of generality, we take the initial boundary to be an ellipse centred at the
origin, with semimajor axis (in the x direction) of unity and semiminor axis (in the y
direction) of α ≤ 1. The initial condition is therefore
y(x, 0) = α
√
1− x2, y′0(x) = −
αx√
1− x2 . (7.16)
By integrating (7.15) we obtain a solution parametrised by x0:
x = x0 − αx0t˜√
1− (1− α2)x20
, (7.17a)
y′ = − αx0√
1− x20
. (7.17b)
We obtain an expression for y by integrating:
y =
∫
y′0
∂x
∂x0
dx0 =
√
1− x20
(
α− t˜√
1− (1− α2)x20
)
. (7.18)
(The initial condition and the requirement yt˜ = −1 at x0 = 0 is enough to remove the
arbitrary constant.) The vertical coordinate y has zeros at x0 = ±1 and x0 = ±x∗0,
where
x∗0 =
√
1− (t˜/α)2
1− α2 . (7.19)
A shock forms in the solution (7.17) when t˜ = α2, after which x ceases to be invertible
with respect to x0 in the interval [−1, 1] (corresponding to the overlap of characteristic
curves). After this time we also have x∗0 < 1. The boundary is therefore given by the
parametric equations (7.17a), (7.18) for x and y, over the interval
−min{1, x∗0(t˜)} ≤ x0 ≤ min{1, x∗0(t˜)}. (7.20)
Corners form on the x-axis at t˜cnr = α
2 and at the point xcnr = x(1, α
2) = 1− α2.
The initial condition generalises to an ellipse with semi-axes of b and αb by the rescaling
x 7→ bx, y 7→ by, t˜ 7→ bt˜. In this case, the time and point of corner formation are
t˜cnr = bα
2, xcnr = b(1− α2). (7.21)
The boundary contracts to the origin at the extinction time t˜ext = αb. The corner
angle and the aspect ratio of the boundary vanish in this limit, so the boundary is
asymptotically a slit in shape. This is reminiscent of the generic eye-closing behaviour
of contracting level sets of the eikonal equation (Angenent and Aronson 2004) (see the
discussion in Section 7.6).
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Comparison to numerical solution for Hele–Shaw flow
To solve the Hele–Shaw problem (7.2) for an initially elliptical boundary, we use our
numerical scheme described in Section 7.3 with the conformal mapping function
f(ζ, 0) =
b
2
(1 + α)
1
ζ
+
b
2
(1− α)ζ (7.22)
as an initial condition. This mapping transforms the unit disc to the exterior of the
ellipse with semi-axes b and αb. If b  1, then the exact solution (7.17a), (7.18) to
the constant velocity problem (7.13), with lengths scaled by b, is a good approximation
to the numerical solution, up to the time of corner formation. The only complication
is the time rescaling t 7→ t˜ introduced to obtain the constant velocity problem (7.13)
from (7.12).
In Figure 7.4 we compare the exact constant velocity solution and numerical Hele–Shaw
solution for an elliptic initial condition with b = 1/10 and α = 2/3. As well as the
apparent visual agreement between the two solutions, we numerically approximate the
time of corner formation in the Hele–Shaw problem by using the time at which the
scheme breaks. Using 512 terms in the expansion (7.7) we obtain
tcnr ≈ 0.00275, xcnr ≈ 0.0548. (7.23)
While we cannot directly compare the time of corner formation, the point xcnr compares
well with the value of b(1− α) = 0.0555 . . . predicted by the constant velocity solution
(7.21). We also plot the corner angle θ of the exact solution, defined by
θ = −2 arctan
(
∂y
∂x0
/
∂x
∂x0
)∣∣∣∣
x0=min{1,x∗0}
. (7.24)
From this expression it can be shown that the corner angle is continuous and differen-
tiable with respect to time t˜ at t˜cnr, although it is not twice differentiable.
7.5 Fingering and corners in a channel
In this section we consider the effect of kinetic undercooling on the evolution of an
initially perturbed planar front moving into the viscous fluid, using numerical solutions
to the system (7.3) for varying kinetic undercooling coefficients c. The planar front
has been previously shown to be unstable (Chapman and King 2003; Howison 1992);
as with the expanding bubble, all modes of perturbation are unstable, although the
inclusion of kinetic undercooling moderates their growth as mode number n increases,
suppressing the formation of cusp singularities. Depending on the magnitude c, there
are two possible long-time behaviours the boundary may tend toward:
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Figure 7.4: (a) The numerical solution (circles, see Section 7.3) for a contracting bubble
with kinetic undercooling, compared to the exact solution (7.17a), (7.18) (solid lines)
to the constant velocity problem (7.12). In both cases the initial condition (dashed
line) is an ellipse of aspect ratio α = 2/3 and semimajor axis b = 1/10. Since the time
scales are different for each solution, the times for the exact solution are chosen such
that the x-coordinates match with the numerical solution. The corners form at a given
point (7.21), (7.23), after which only the exact solution, with persistent corners, may
be continued. (b) The corner angle θ of the exact solution, starting at pi (no corner),
and ending at zero. The corner angle is a once (but not twice) differentiable function
of time t˜.
1. Travelling fronts that extend across the whole channel width, which typically
have corners;
2. Travelling fingers (of unbounded length) that take up some fraction λ (that is, of
nondimensional width 2λ) of the channel.
In this section we reproduce the exact solutions for the front (Chapman and King 2003),
and outline a numerical scheme for the travelling finger with kinetic undercooling (first
appearing in our conference paper (Dallaston and McCue 2011) [Ch. 4]. This scheme
shows that a continuous family of finger solutions exists with widths λ ∈ [λmin, 1), given
a kinetic undercooling c; the minimum width λmin → 0 as c→ 0. These results explain
previous numerical results (Romero 1981), while suggesting the selection mechanism
described by the asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King 2003) is more subtle than
the surface tension case, and is not picked up by the numerical scheme outlined here.
To close this section we consider the time-dependent problem in a channel. Chapman
and King (Chapman and King 2003) hypothesise that travelling waves of the first kind
(fronts with corners) are stable for sufficiently large kinetic undercooling compared
to the channel width (c > 1), while travelling waves of the second kind (fingers) are
stable for small kinetic undercooling c < 1. We use our numerical scheme described in
Section 7.3 to support this hypothesis.
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Travelling fronts
Exact travelling wave solutions of the Hele–Shaw problem in a channel (7.3) exist in
the form (Chapman and King 2003)
φ = x− t+ c, f(y, t) = t+ g(y), (7.25)
where x = f(y, t) on the boundary ∂Ω. The ansatz (7.25) identically satisfies Laplace’s
equation (7.3a), the kinematic condition (7.3b), the wall conditions (7.3d) and the far
field condition (7.3e). The dynamic condition (7.3c) gives an equation for g:
g + c =
c√
1 + g′2
. (7.26)
For c ≥ 1, the solutions of (7.26) are one parameter family of circular arcs
g =
√
c2 − (y − y0)2 + c. (7.27)
Allowing the existence of corners, a travelling front may be made of a piecewise combi-
nation of these solutions with different values of y0. In this section, we restrict ourselves
to the evolution of a boundary with an initial perturbation that is symmetric about
the centreline of the channel, and pointing into the fluid region at the centreline (as
depicted in Figure 7.1; see also the initial conditions depicted in Figure 7.6). In Sec-
tion 7.5 we show numerically that the perturbation spreads out to the channel walls,
where the corners form. The relevant travelling front in this case is thus
g(y) =
√
c2 − y2 − c, (7.28)
which has corners at the channel walls at y ± 1.
Numerical results for travelling fingers
Here we outline a numerical solution method for computing the shape of a travelling
finger in Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling. This method is based on numerical
approaches to the equivalent problem with surface tension (McLean and Saffman 1981;
Vanden-Broeck 1983); in that case, there exist only discrete values of the finger width
parameter λ for which there is no corner at the nose of the finger (Vanden-Broeck
1983), and the selected finger widths λ→ 12
+
as the surface tension vanishes, which is
corroborated by exponential asymptotic analysis of the same problem (Chapman 1999,
e.g.). In contrast, our numerical results for the problem with kinetic undercooling do
not provide a clear selection of discrete finger widths, instead allowing for corner-free
fingers of any width above a certain value λmin, which vanishes as the kinetic under-
cooling parameter c → 0. Given that asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King 2003)
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predicts analytic solutions selects discrete widths, almost all the corner-free solutions
we compute must be non-analytic in some other, more subtle fashion.
Taking a reference frame in which the finger is stationary, the fluid region is mapped
to the upper half ζ-plane by ζ = exppi(w − w(0)), where w is the complex potential.
The fluid log-speed log q and velocity angle θ are harmonic conjugates, and on the real
line ζ = ξ ∈ R, θ is only nonzero on the interval [0, 1]. The dynamic condition (7.2c)
becomes a nonlinear ordinary differential equation relating q and θ. Allowing for a
possible corner with interior angle equal to −2θnose at the nose of the finger (ζ = 1),
the problem reduces to the following nonlinear integrodifferential system for q and
θ (Chapman and King 2003):
2q cos θξ
dθ
dξ
+ cos θ − q = 0, (7.29a)
log(1− λ) = 1
pi
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ)
ξ
dξ, (7.29b)
log q = log(1− λ)− 1
pi
−
∫ 1
0
θ(ξ′)
ξ′ − ξ dξ
′, (7.29c)
θ(0) = 0, θ(1) = θnose, (7.29d)
where  is related to the kinetic undercooling parameter c by
 =
cpi
2(1− λ) . (7.30)
For numerical efficiency, substitutions must be made to remove endpoint singularities
(see our previous work (Dallaston and McCue 2011) [Ch. 4] for further details). For
given values of  and λ, we discretise the system (7.29) by dividing s ∈ [0, 1] into
N + 1 grid points sn, where n = 0, 1, . . . , N , and solving the N ×N nonlinear system
resulting from (7.29a) and (7.29b) for the unknown values of θnose and θn at interior
grid points (n = 1, . . . , N − 1). To support the classical approach of a finite difference
discretisation on evenly spaced gridpoints, we also implemented a spectral collocation
method based on Chebyshev polynomials, where sn are chosen to be Chebyshev nodes
and differentiation and integration are performed in the space of coefficients, using well
known algorithms (Fox and Parker 1968, e.g.)2 . This method provided the same results
and performed similarly to the finite difference discretisation; while overall fewer nodes
were needed in the spectral method (20–30 rather than 50–100), the run time was
similar (on the order of seconds per value of λ and ), and we did not attain spectral
convergence, likely due to remaining weak singularities at the endpoints.
A nose angle θnose = −pi/2 corresponds to a boundary that is differentiable at the
nose, with no corner. We solve the problem (7.29) for a range of λ values, to find the
2 In this thesis we include further details of the spectral collocation scheme in Appendix B. These
details were not included in the submitted paper for brevity.
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dependence of θnose on λ. In Figure 7.5 we plot the resulting curves of nose angle θnose
against width λ, for kinetic undercooling coefficient  = 0.01, 0.1 and 1. For small ,
the nose angle θnose is close to zero, representing a sharp corner; however, as  increases,
it reaches the value of −pi/2 at a minimum λ = λmin(), at which it remains. Due to
numerical error, very small oscillations (of the order of numerical error) in θnose exist
near λ = λmin around the value of −pi/2, which explains the discrete solution branch
with λ → 0 we previously observed (Dallaston and McCue 2011) [Ch. 4], roughly
corresponding to λmin. Thus there is a continuous family of corner-free finger solutions
for any given , in contrast to the surface tension case, where θnose is equal to −pi/2
only at discrete points (Vanden-Broeck 1983). We also plot λmin against , showing
that λmin → 0 as → 0.
At first glance these results seem to be at odds with the asymptotic analysis of Chapman
and King (2003), which predicts that only discrete branches of analytic fingers exist,
with a countable number of allowed widths λ for a given ; furthermore, each branch
has λ → 12
+
as  → 0+ (as with surface tension). Our results reconcile with these
predictions given that a boundary may have no corner at the nose but still not be
analytic there; we have found the family of solutions which are corner-free (the shaded
region in Figure 7.5b), but the numerical method is unable to resolve non-analyticities of
a more subtle nature (for instance, nonexistence of the arclength derivative of curvature,
or higher derivatives). The fact that the selection may occur due to nonexistence of
higher derivatives is predicted by Chapman and King (2003); in particular, by carrying
out a local analysis near the tip of the finger, they predict non-analyticities of the form
x = O(|y|m) where m ∝ 1/c becomes large as c → 0+ (see the appendix A1.5 of their
paper). Our numerical results also conform to those of Romero (1981), who found
no discrete selection effect from kinetic undercooling; the numerical scheme devised
therein is also unlikely to discriminate between analytic solutions and those with such
subtle non-analyticities.
Numerical results for an evolving front
We now adapt our numerical scheme outlined in Section 7.3 to the channel geometry.
The approach is very similar, except the mapping function z now takes the form
z(ζ, t) = − 1
pi
log ζ +
∞∑
n=0
an(t)ζ
n, (7.31)
while the kinetic undercooling coefficient c is introduced to the Polubarinova–Galin
equation (7.9). On the assumption the finger is symmetric around the centreline y = 0,
the coefficients an are real. While this solution method is not well-suited to approx-
imating highly elongated boundaries such as those with long fingers, we found some
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Figure 7.5: (a) Nose angle θnose as a function of finger width λ, for kinetic undercooling
coefficient  = 0.01, 0.1 and 1. For λ greater than a minimum λmin, the nose angle
θnose = −pi/2, corresponding to a corner-free finger. (b) The dependence of λmin on ,
with the shaded region corresponding to the existence of fingers without corners at the
nose.
improvement for moderately deformed boundaries could be made by composing f(ζ, t)
with the Mo¨bius transformation (which preserves the unit disc)
ζ =
χ+ r
1 + χr
, 0 ≤ r < 1, (7.32)
and solving (7.9) at equally spaced points on the unit circle in the χ-plane. By altering
the value of r, we have some control over the node spacing on the boundary, while the
fast Fourier transform is still applicable.
In Figure 7.6 we plot the numerical solution of an initially perturbed boundary (a1 > 0,
all other modes zero), for two values of the kinetic undercooling coefficient c: for
c = 2 > 1, we expect the travelling front (7.28) to be stable, while for c = 0.18 < 1, we
expect the boundary to tend to an infinitely long finger given by the numerical solution
of (7.29). Here the value of c = 0.18 is chosen to correspond (using (7.30)) to  = 1,
and λ = λmin = 0.71 is the computed minimum width for which a finger exists that
has no corner at the nose (note, however, this finger may not be analytic and it is not
clear which travelling finger solution is stable in the time-dependent problem; see the
discussion in Section 7.6).
In each case, 256 modes are used, and the transformation parameter r = 0.8 con-
centrates nodes at the channel walls. For c = 2, the initial perturbation grows and
spreads out toward the walls, with corners forming at the walls at a finite time tcnr.
The numerical scheme cannot continue past this time; it is likely that the travelling
front (7.28) (also plotted) is stable and the boundary evolves towards it, although a
sophisticated numerical scheme that can handle persistent corners is necessary to test
this conjecture.
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Figure 7.6: Evolution of a perturbed boundary (a1 = 0.5 in (7.31)) in a Hele–Shaw
channel, with kinetic undercooling regularisation. (a) For large kinetic undercooling
(c = 2 > 1), the initial perturbation (dashed line) grows and spreads out to the channel
walls, forming corners at a finite time tcnr. The travelling wave for c = 2, given by
(7.28), is shown as a dotted line. (b) For small kinetic undercooling (c = 0.18 < 1),
the perturbation does not spread to the cell walls, instead tending to a finger of width
2λ, less than the channel width. In this case the travelling finger solution (dotted line)
comes from the numerical solution of the integrodifferential system (7.29) with  = 1,
and λ = λmin = 0.71.
For c = 0.18, the initial perturbation also grows and initially spreads outward, but
does not cause corners to form on the walls; instead, a finger forms in the centre of the
channel. The numerical scheme breaks as the boundary points (equally spaced in the
χ-plane) become sparse near the finger nose and channel walls in the physical plane.
Again, more sophisticated numerical methods are needed to track the finger further,
as we discuss in the following section.
7.6 Discussion
We have examined the effect of kinetic undercooling on growing and contracting in-
viscid bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow. Stability analysis, numerical solutions and explicit
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solutions for the leading order approximation in the small bubble limit demonstrate the
difference between kinetic undercooling, surface tension and the unregularised problem,
particularly with regard to the formation of corners at finite time for both expanding
and contracting bubbles in the kinetic undercooling case.
Additionally, we have numerically examined finger and corner formation of Hele–Shaw
flow in a channel, demonstrating corners form for sufficiently high kinetic undercooling
(c > 1), and fingers form for lower kinetic undercooling (c < 1). We have examined
the effect of kinetic undercooling in the problem of selecting discrete analytic solutions
to the problem of a travelling finger shape. Kinetic undercooling allows a continuous
family of corner-free fingers with widths above a minimum width λmin(), for a given
kinetic undercooling strength . It is likely, given asymptotic analysis (Chapman and
King 2003), that this continuous family is not analytic apart from discretely selected
widths λ, but this non-analyticity is more subtle than the presence of a corner at the
nose, which is the case for selection by surface tension (Chapman 1999; Vanden-Broeck
1983). The selection mechanism for kinetic undercooling is too subtle to be resolved
by numerical methods employed to date.
One area we believe deserves more attention is the generic extinction behaviour of closed
curves contracting with constant normal velocity (7.13). The general rule of curve
evolution by constant velocity is well-known, being equivalent to Huygen’s principle
from optics, and also used in image analysis and etching/deposition (Sethian 1999,
e.g.), but we are not aware of specific studies into the extinction behaviour of closed
curves contracting to a point according to such a rule. The exact solution presented in
Section 7.4 demonstrates two characteristics of such a curve: the formation of corners,
and the slit-type (vanishing aspect ratio) extinction shape. It is reasonable to conjecture
that these two properties are generic for curves contracting according to (7.13), and
therefore for bubbles contracting in Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling. Another
issue is the possibility of self-intersection of the boundary (or pinch-off of bubbles in the
Hele–Shaw context), and which initial conditions lead to such self-intersection. Since
the curve must be non-convex to intersect with itself, we conjecture that a curve avoids
such self-intersection if and only if it is initially convex. The generic extinction shape of
contracting plane curves is also a topic in focusing/hole-closing problems in curvature-
driven flow (Gage and Hamilton 1986; Grayson 1987), and the porous medium and
eikonal equations (Angenent and Aronson 1995; Angenent and Aronson 2004). In
particular, the generic closing eye solution for the eikonal equation (Angenent and
Aronson 2004) also exhibits the finite-time corner formation and slit-type extinction
we see for (7.13). Our problem is likely to be related.
There is also clear scope for the application of more sophisticated numerical schemes
to the full Hele–Shaw problem with kinetic undercooling. Our approach, based on
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conformal mapping functions, is limited in that solutions cannot be continued past the
time of corner formation, and is not particularly effective at capturing highly elongated
boundaries (such as those with long fingers). Many numerical techniques have been
applied to growing Hele–Shaw bubbles and channels with surface tension, effectively
capturing fingering and tip-splitting phenomena (Degregoria and Schwartz 1986; Ben-
simon 1986; Tryggvason and Aref 1983; Ceniceros and Hou 1998; Hou et al. 1997; Hou,
Lowengrub, and Shelley 1994). A similar method applied to the problem with kinetic
undercooling would be valuable to demonstrate the evolution of a finger in a channel
and determine if it evolves from a variety of initial conditions to a steadily translating
finger of unique width; this finger would likely correspond to the lowest (stable) of the
discrete branches selected by their analyticity (Chapman and King 2003). For large
kinetic undercooling, a numerical approach that can capture corner formation and sub-
sequent evolution is a greater challenge, although level set methods (Sethian 1999, e.g.)
have demonstrated this ability.
A numerical method that allows for corners could also be used to test the stability of
corners in the case of expanding bubbles. In a channel, the boundary develops either
corners or fingers depending on the ratio of kinetic undercooling to channel width,
which is fixed. For an expanding bubble, the only length scale is the bubble size, which
is increasing. One possibility in the bubble geometry is that corners are initially stable
(as seen in the numerical solution in Figure 7.3) when the bubble size is of the same
order as kinetic undercooling, but when the bubble is much larger, the corners become
unstable and fingering solutions emerge instead.
Finally, the discrete selection of analytic fingers by kinetic undercooling, predicted
by asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King 2003), has not yet been demonstrated
numerically. From our results, and the nature of the asymptotic problem, it is likely
that the difference between an analytic solution and non-analytic (but corner-free)
solution is very subtle, and a numerical method that can detect such a difference will
be difficult to devise. An alternative approach may be to add finite surface tension
(or a similar higher derivative term), and observe what solution is selected in the limit
that surface tension vanishes. We leave this problem for future study.

8 Summary and further work
In this chapter we summarise the results and novel contributions of the thesis, and
suggest areas where further study is warranted.
8.1 Summary
The aim of this thesis is to extend upon results and methods in free boundary Hele–
Shaw flow. In particular, the thesis consists of four interrelated aims, as we described
in Chapter 1:
1. To derive new explicit solutions for multiply connected (ring-shaped) evolving
fluid regions using conformal maps, and examine how the pole/critical point
structure of the mapping functions determines the occurrence of cusp or finger
formation, analogous to the simply connected case;
2. To solve the Saffman–Taylor travelling finger problem for kinetic undercooling
numerically, and compare it with existing asymptotic results;
3. To analyse the competition between surface tension and kinetic undercooling on
contracting bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow, in particular with regard to the bifurca-
tion in asymptotic bubble shapes; and
4. To analyse the effect of kinetic undercooling on contracting and expanding bub-
bles, in particular with regard to corner formation.
Our novel contributions in each topic are summarised as follows.
Explicit solutions in doubly-connected domains
In Chapter 3 we examined the extension of explicit solution methods described in
Chapter 2 to doubly-connected (ring-shaped) fluid regions. In this situation, exact
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solutions are expressed in terms of radially periodic special functions called loxodromic
functions, which are related to elliptic functions. These special functions are a special
case of a more general mathematical theory that has been developed for conformal
maps between regions of more general (higher than double) connectivity (Crowdy and
Marshall 2004; Crowdy and Marshall 2007; Crowdy 2010).
Building upon the previous work of Crowdy (2002) and Crowdy and Tanveer (2004),
our novel contribution was to construct exact solutions which exhibited either cusping
or fingering on the unstable boundary, depending on the structure of singularities and
critical points of the mapping function. In addition, by tracking the evolution of the
singularities and critical points (poles and zeros of the derivative) rather than the
poles and zeros of the mapping function itself, we showed that the complicated integral
formulae for the evolution of the singularities and critical points can be reduced to a
much simpler system by using complex residues.
The Saffman–Taylor finger with kinetic undercooling
In this topic of the thesis, we examined the variant of the Saffman–Taylor travelling
finger problem (in a channel geometry) in which kinetic undercooling is included in the
free boundary condition instead of the more standard surface tension regularisation.
Our aim was to test the exponential asymptotic analysis of Chapman and King (2003)
who predicted that only discrete analytic finger shapes (characterised by their widths)
exist for a given kinetic undercooling parameter. Any other finger shape is not analytic
in some way. Numerical verification of this prediction is important as the only previous
numerical attempt to solve this problem (Romero 1981) concluded that no discrete
selection was provided by this regularisation. In addition, the asymptotic analysis is of
such complexity that Chapman and King (2003) do not obtain the precise behaviour of
solution branches for small kinetic undercooling, so a numerical solution would provide
further insight into this area.
In Chapter 4 we applied the boundary integral method that McLean and Saffman
(1981) developed to resolve the selection of discrete analytic fingers by surface tension.
In this method the kinetic undercooling is an input, and the finger shape (and width)
are outputs. Our results suggested the existence of at least two solution branches,
the lower of which had fingers of width λ → 0 as the kinetic undercooling parameter
was also taken to zero. These results were at odds with the asymptotic analysis of
Chapman and King (2003), who showed that analytic fingers must have width λ > 12 ,
with λ → 12
+
as the kinetic undercooling vanishes. Indeed, following extension of the
numerical method in Chapter 7, the discrete solutions we found in Chapter 4 turned
out to be the manifestation of small oscillations in the corner angle near λmin due to
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numerical error.
In Chapter 7 we extended the numerical method outlined in Chapter 4 by solving a
finger shape of fixed width (λ now an input), allowing the included angle at the nose
of the finger to be free: a method reminiscent of Vanden-Broeck (1983), who showed
that fingers of any width existed for finite surface tension, although all but the discrete
family of selected fingers exhibit a corner at the nose (and are thus not analytic). In
contrast, we found that kinetic undercooling allows for a continuous range of widths
λ ∈ (λmin, 1) of fingers that do not exhibit nose corners. This result is consistent with
Chapman and King (2003) if the exclusion of all but a discrete family of fingers is due
to nonanalyticities more subtle than the presence of a corner at the nose, for instance,
the nonexistence of higher order derivatives. Indeed, this possibility was predicted
by Chapman and King (2003). This result also explains the previous numerical results
of Romero (1981), whose numerical method could not determine discrete selection.
A numerical demonstration of the selection of discrete finger widths by kinetic under-
cooling therefore remains to be achieved, and will likely represent a formidible chal-
lenge. A numerical solution would also be useful in providing the behaviour of the
leading order behaviour of finger width as a function of kinetic undercooling, that is
λ ∼ 1/2 + βcγ , as c → 0+. The exponential asymptotic analysis (Chapman and King
2003) can determine γ = 2/3, but the discrete values for β are still not known.
Contracting bubbles with surface tension and kinetic undercooling
In this topic of the thesis, we considered the effect of the nonlinear regularisations
of surface tension and kinetic undercooling on the boundary of an inviscid bubble
that contracts to a point. There was much scope for new results in this area, as
regularised Hele–Shaw flows are normally only considered in the unstable direction
(e.g. an expanding bubble), as it is in that case the Saffman–Taylor instability occurs,
leading to fingering patterns on the boundary.
The interesting results we found for contracting bubbles arises from the fact that kinetic
undercooling destabilises the boundary of a nearly circular bubble; in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 we demonstrated this property using linear stability analysis, while de-
veloping a numerical scheme based on the conformal mapping methods described in
Chapter 2. A particular novelty was the inclusion of a dynamic rescaling into the nu-
merical scheme, which allowed the behaviour of the bubble to be accurately solved for
and observed, even very close to extinction. The numerical scheme also demonstrated
the phenomenon of pinch-off, in which the bubble boundary self-intersects at a time
before extinction; for an initially nonconvex dumbbell-shaped bubble, nonzero surface
tension delays or even prevents pinch-off, while kinetic undercooling promotes it.
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In Chapter 6 we analysed the extinction of bubbles with surface tension and kinetic
undercooling by taking the leading order behaviour as the size of the bubble (that
is, some characteristic length scale) vanishes. It turns out that to leading order, the
evolution of the boundary is determined purely by the balance of surface tension and
kinetic undercooling in the dynamic condition; the only effect of the external fluid flow
is to force the area of the bubble to decrease at a constant rate. In this analysis the
rescaling scheme we used in Chapter 5 is also useful; an asymptotic shape of the bubble
in the extinction limit is equivalent to a steady state of the rescaled problem, and a
stable steady state implies that the corresponding extinction shape is obtained for a
general class of initial conditions. We found two steady states: a circle, which is stable
for dominant surface tension, and a slit of vanishing aspect ratio, which is stable for
dominant kinetic undercooling. Interestingly, we found a critical parameter range in
which both circle and slit are stable. In this range, there is a third, unstable steady
state, oval in shape, with an aspect ratio strictly between zero (slit) and unity (circle).
The leading order problem also turns out to be an interesting generalisation of the
geometric PDE governing curve-shortening flow: a topic in pure mathematics. The
connection between Hele–Shaw flow and curvature flows is a promising area of further
research.
Corner formation on bubbles with kinetic undercooling
Our last topic, contained in Chapter 7, concerned the effect of pure kinetic undercooling
(zero surface tension) on a contracting or expanding bubble. Using the numerical
method of Chapter 5, we showed that the absence of surface tension allows curvature
singularities in the form of corners to develop on the boundary at finite time. For
a bubble of size equal to the order of kinetic undercooling, the formation of corners
appears to be generic in both contracting and expanding cases. Unlike cusp formation
in the unregularised problem, it is likely that these corners are not fatal; weak solutions
of the problem may well continue past corner formation, exhibiting corners moving at
finite speed, although our numerical scheme cannot continue past the time that corners
form.
In addition, in Chapter 7 we derived the small bubble limit described in Chapter 6 with
pure kinetic undercooling. In this case the leading order problem is even simpler,
reducing (after a further time rescaling) to that of a boundary whose points move
at a constant velocity normal to the boundary. This leading order problem readily
admits solutions by the method of characteristics: we derive the exact solution for an
initially elliptical boundary, and compare it to the numerical solution for the Hele–
Shaw problem with kinetic undercooling. The two solutions are in good agreement.
The exact solution to the constant velocity problem also demonstrates the formation of
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corners that move inward at finite speed, and the slit-type extinction behaviour, which
is likely generic for this problem, particularly given the results of Chapter 6, where
finite surface tension was considered. Finally, the leading order (constant velocity)
problem provides another connection between small bubbles in Hele–Shaw flow and
simpler rules of geometric evolution, which deserves further attention in future.
8.2 Directions of further study
Here we suggest some specific problems that have arisen from the work undertaken in
this thesis, that we believe is worthy of future research effort.
Doubly connected regions with a fixed outer boundary
In Chapter 3 we described explicit solutions that exist for doubly connected ring-shaped
fluid regions, where both boundaries are at constant pressure, and evolve according to
the fluid flow. A related problem is determining what occurs if the outer boundary
is fixed. The fixed outer boundary variant has important connections with the Stefan
problem of a melting substance, particularly if the inner (moving) and outer (fixed)
boundaries are initially coincident. Some properties, such as the time and point (or
points) of extinction, and the extinction shape (generically an ellipse, as with the
simply-connected case), have been obtained analytically (McCue and King 2011; Mc-
Cue, King, and Riley 2003b; Entov and Etingof 1991; Entov and Etingof 2011). No
nontrivial explicit solutions are known, even using complex variable methods as in
Chapter 3. However, it is possible to develop numerical schemes based on conformal
mapping from an annulus; we describe such as a scheme in Appendix A.
Another aspect worth numerical exploration is the occurence of pinch-off. It has been
shown (Entov and Etingof 1991; McCue, King, and Riley 2003b) that the point or
points of extinction are global minima of a solution W to Poisson’s equation whose
zero level set is the fixed outer boundary. An outer boundary that is the zero level set
of a solution W that has two distinct minima is therefore guaranteed to lead to pinch-
off; we construct such a solution in Appendix A, whose zero level set is an algebraic
curve. Although we have not done so, numerical schemes could be implemented to
demonstrate the pinch-off. A scheme such as the level set method method (Sethian
1999) could also model past the point of pinch-off, showing the contraction of two
disjoint bubbles to the minima of W .
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Bursting
As we observed in Chapter 2, unstable Hele–Shaw flow with no regularising boundary
conditions generically breaks down by the formation of cusps of the free boundary. This
singularity is unphysical, and is removed by the addition of surface tension. However,
topological singularities, such as self-intersection of the boundary (that is, pinch-off
of a bubble), are physically relevant, occur in stable configurations (e.g. contracting
bubbles) and are not avoided completely by the inclusion of regularisations (although
these can affect the onset of pinch-off; see Chapter 5).
For multiply-connected regions, another topological singularity is possible: intersection
between the two boundaries. As with self-intersection, this singularity represents a
change in the connectivity of the fluid region. In the case of ring-shaped fluid regions
such as those we considered in Chapter 3, such a singularity corresponds to the bursting
of the higher pressure interior out of the fluid ring. This problem has been considered
experimentally (Ward and White 2011). Unfortunately, in Chapter 3 we were not able
to find a zero/pole structure that led to fingering rather than cusping on the inner
boundary, and so did not find an explicit solution that exhibited this behaviour. Such
an explicit solution would be of interest, and would perhaps be easier to obtain for
a finite fluid in a channel geometry, such as that considered by Crowdy and Tanveer
(2004).
Curve-shortening meets Hele–Shaw
In Chapters 6 and 7 we uncovered a connection between the problem of a bubble in
regularised free boundary Hele–Shaw flow and simpler geometric PDEs. For very small
bubbles, the evolution of the boundary is determined to leading order by the balance of
forces in the dynamic condition. When both surface tension and kinetic undercooling
are present (Dallaston and McCue 2013b) [Ch. 6], under appropriate rescaling, the
boundary evolves according to
vn = σκ+ p(t), (8.1)
where vn is the normal velocity, κ is the curvature, σ is a nondimensional surface
tension parameter and p(t) is time-dependent but spatially uniform constant fixed by
the requirement that the bubble area decreases at a constant rate of 2pi. The signs in
(8.1) are according to the convention that a contracting, convex bubble has positive
velocity and curvature. When σ = 1, it turns out p = 0 identically, and the flow rule
reduces to vn = κ, which is curve-shortening flow (Chou and Zhu 2001); thus, (8.1) is a
generalisation of that well studied problem. When σ = 0, and under appropriate time
scaling, the problem reduces to a constant velocity equation
vn = 1. (8.2)
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This case corresponds to Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic undercooling but zero surface
tension, which we treated in Chapter 7.
This connection between Hele–Shaw bubbles and geometric PDEs is significant, as
similar questions are of interest in both areas. In particular, the asymptotic behaviour
of a contracting bubble in Hele–Shaw flow with given boundary conditions will be
determined by the appropriate geometric flow rule. For instance, it is known that a
simple closed curve contracting according to curve-shortening flow (vn = κ) will always
become convex in finite time, and subsequently approach a circle in shape as it shrinks
to a point (Gage and Hamilton 1986; Grayson 1987). The results of Chapter 6 confirm
that this is not true for the more general rule (8.1) when σ < 12 , with other possible
extinction shapes being slits of vanishing aspect ratio, or polygons for n-fold symmetric
initial conditions, or even the nontrivial branch that exists when 13 < σ <
1
2 (out of
these, only the slit is generic (stable) for a wide class of initial conditions). No rigorous
results exist even for σ > 12 , except the special case σ = 1 (curve-shortening flow);
while the circle is the only asymptotic shape we find in this parameter region, it is
still possible that an initially concave curve could self-intersect, equivalent to a bubble
pinching off, strictly before extinction (this cannot occur in curve-shortening flow).
The pursuit of results for (8.1) analogous to those for curve-shortening flow is an area
where advances could be made.
Results for boundaries contracting according to the simpler rule (8.2) are difficult to
find. The rule itself is well known: for instance, it is equivalent to Huygen’s principle for
the propagation of light waves. Corner formation is also a well-known property (Sethian
1999). However, we are not aware of research that treats curves contracting to a point
in particular. The results of Chapter 7 suggest that the generic behaviour is for corners
to form and for the extinction shape to be slit-like. Another possibility is the curve
does not even approach a point, instead contracting to a line of finite length (see the
discussion in Chapter 6), although it is not clear if this behaviour is generic or even
possible for an initially smooth curve. Another question is the possibility of the curve
self-intersecting. We conjecture that self-intersection is avoided if and only if the initial
boundary is convex. Again, rigorous results would be welcome, and would clarify the
generic extinction behaviour of a contracting bubble in Hele–Shaw flow with kinetic
undercooling regularisation.
Shrinking bubbles with surface tension
In this thesis we have examined contracting bubbles with surface tension and kinetic
undercooling in Chapter 6, and pure kinetic undercooling in Chapter 7. However, we
have not looked at the case with surface tension only. The small bubble limit in this
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case is qualitatively different, as the dynamic condition does not contain any time
derivatives; the leading order problem is simply that the curvature is purely a func-
tion of time (i.e. constant along the boundary). This leading order behaviour is to
be expected, as circular extinction does appear to be the general behaviour for con-
tracting bubbles with surface tension. However, pinch-off is still possible, and it is
therefore possible to choose a one-parameter family of initial conditions that lead to
either pinch-off or circular extinction, depending on the parameter value. The question
therefore arises as to whether there exists a nongeneric borderline extinction shape that
occurs for a critical value of the parameter. In the unregularised (zero surface tension)
case, in which the generic extinction shape is an ellipse, the borderline extinction shape
is the slit, with vanishing aspect ratio (see the explicit solution in Section 2.4). For
nonzero surface tension, the only way a noncircular extinction shape can be achieved is
if the asymptotic expansion in small bubble size is singular; for instance, the boundary
may approach a double-circle configuration: two circles of equal radius which touch at
a single point. This configuration corresponds to the curvature of the boundary ap-
proaching a constant in a non-uniform manner. Very careful numerical and asymptotic
methods would be required to test the existence of such nongeneric extinction shapes.
We include some preliminary work on the asymptotic treatment of such a problem in
Appendix C.
Appendices
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A Bubble extinction driven by a fixed outer
boundary
In Chapter 3 (Dallaston and McCue 2012) we constructed exact solutions to an evolv-
ing doubly connected (ring-shaped) fluid region driven purely by a pressure difference
between the inside and outside of the ring. An interesting related problem, with con-
nections to the Stefan problem, is the contraction of a bubble driven by a pressure
difference when the outer boundary is fixed in space. While seemingly simpler than
the problem considered in Chapter 3 (the problem considered there has both bound-
aries free to move), we have not been able to find nontrivial explicit solutions, even in
the absence of regularisations such as surface tension. Herein we describe a boundary
integral formulation for the mapping function from an annulus in the auxiliary plane.
These results conform to asymptotic predictions of the nature of bubble extinction that
have been made for the unregularised problem (McCue and King 2011).
Complex variable formulation
As in Chapter 3 (Dallaston and McCue 2012) we define the time-dependent function
z = f(ζ, t) which maps an annulus A, defined by ρ < |ζ| < 1 in the ζ-plane, to the
fluid region Ω(t) in the z-plane (see Figure 3.2). The inner radius ρ of the annulus is
not arbitrary; it depends on Ω and will, in general, evolve in time. Again, φ is the real
part of a complex valued function W that is analytic in A.
Assuming a pressure difference (scaled to unity) between the inner and outer inviscid
fluid regions, and a surface tension effect acting on the inner boundary, the kinematic
and dynamic conditions on the inner boundary ∂Ωi are
φ = σκ, vn =∇φ · n, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ωi(t), (A.1)
and on the outer (fixed, constant pressure) boundary, the conditions are
φ = −1, vn = 0, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ωo(t). (A.2)
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The expression for W satisfying the dynamic conditions on both inner and outer bound-
aries is therefore
W =
1 + σκˆ
ln ρ
log ζ + σk(ζ, t)− 1, (A.3)
where κˆ is the average curvature of the inner boundary, and k is the function analytic
in A such that
<{k} =
0 |ζ| = 1κ− κˆ |ζ| = ρ (A.4)
(note that, as a result of Cauchy’s integral formula, the average real inner and outer
boundary data of a function analytic in an annulus must be equal, thus the need to
subtract off the average value). Now n = ζfζ is normal to the interface on both
boundaries, and ft and ft + ρ˙ζfζ/ρ are velocities of the outer and inner boundaries
respectively. The kinematic conditions are therefore, in complex terms,
<{ftζfζ} = 0, |ζ| = 1,
<
{(
ft +
ρ˙
ρ
ζfζ
)
ζfζ
}
= <{ζWζ}, |ζ| = ρ.
(A.5)
Substituting the exact form (A.3) for W and rearranging, we obtain
<
{
ft
ζfζ
}
=

0 |ζ| = 1
1 + σκˆ
ρ2 ln ρ|fζ |2 + σ
<{ζkζ}
ρ2|fζ |2 −
ρ˙
ρ
|ζ| = ρ
. (A.6)
Now ft/ζfζ is analytic in A, and (A.6) is an expression for its boundary data. This
equation is the fixed outer boundary version of the Polubarinova–Galin equation for
simply connected Hele–Shaw flow (2.36), and doubly connected Hele–Shaw flow for
which both boundaries are moving (3.5). Unlike those examples, however, there is no
known nontrivial exact form for f that will satisfy (A.6), even in the absence of surface
tension.
Any numerical scheme for solving (A.6) must include a method of computing a function
analytic in an annulus from its boundary data. Since this result is less known than the
Hilbert transform for the circle, we discuss it below.
The Hilbert transform for the annulus
Suppose that g(ζ) is a complex analytic function in the annulus A with boundary data
<{g(ζ)} =
{
0 |ζ| = 1
β(ζ) |ζ| = ρ . (A.7)
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For ζ ∈ A, the value of g is given by the Villat integral formula (similar to the Schwarz
integral formula for a circle):
g(ζ) = − 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
β(ζ ′)K(ζ/ζ ′; ρ)
dζ ′
ζ ′
, (A.8)
plus an arbitrary imaginary constant we take to be zero. The Villat kernel function
K has a simple series expression (see Chapter 3, in particular (3.9)), and also can be
expressed in terms of the Weierstrass ζ function (Akhiezer 1990). The integrand in
(A.8) has a residue at ζ ′ = ζ of 2β(ζ), and so, as |ζ| → ρ+, the Plemelj formula results
in a Cauchy principal value integral with an additional β(ζ) term on the right hand
side. Since this is the real part of g on the boundary, subtraction from each side results
in a Hilbert-type integral transform HA for finding the imaginary part of g:
iHA{β(ζ)} = i={g(ζ)} = − 1
2pii
−
∫
|ζ′|=ρ
β(ζ ′)K(ζ/ζ ′; ρ)
dζ ′
ζ ′
. (A.9)
For simplicity we may subtract off the singular part of the integrand and shift the
period of integration to obtain
iHA{β(ζ)} = 1
2pii
∮
|ζ′|=ρ
(β(ζ)− β(ζ ′ + ζ))K(ζ ′; ρ)dζ
′
ζ ′
. (A.10)
Boundary integral method
We parameterise the inner boundary |ζ| = ρ by s ∈ [0, 2pi), with ζ = ρeis, F (s, t) =
f(ρeis), and discretise with N evenly spaced points sn = 2pin/N . The trapezoid rule
approximation of (A.10) is
iHAβn = 2
N
N−1∑
j = 0
j odd
(
βn − βj+n
)
Kj(ρ), n = 0, 1, . . . N − 1, (A.11)
where Kn(ρ) = K(ζn; ρ). Taking the summation over odd terms avoids the removable
singularity at ζ ′ = 0, while preserving the exponential convergence of the trapezoid
rule for periodic functions.
By using the new Hilbert transform on (A.6) we obtain a time evolution equation for
Fn:
F˙n = −iF ′n (Rn + iHARn) , (A.12)
where
Rn =
1 + σκˆ
|F ′|2n log ρ
+ σ
(HAκ)′n
|F ′|2n
, κ =
={F ′′n/F ′n}
|F ′|n ,
with ′ representing a discrete derivative approximation (note we have made use of the
fact that the addition of a constant makes no change in the transform (A.11)). We also
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need an equation for the time evolution of ρ. Since ft/ζfζ is analytic in A, its average
real inner and outer boundary data (A.6) must be equal. This results in the discrete
approximation
ρ˙ =
ρ
N
N−1∑
n=0
Rn. (A.13)
Equations (A.12) and (A.13) now represent a system of N + 1 coupled ordinary differ-
ential equations for the unknowns f0, f1, . . . , fN−1, ρ, and are integrated in time using
a Runge–Kutta method.
Comparison to asymptotic results
McCue and King (2011) contains asymptotic analysis of the unregularised (zero surface
tension) fixed outer boundary problem in the case that the inner (contracting) and outer
(fixed) boundaries are initially coincident. In extinction shape of the inner boundary is
generically an ellipse, whose orientation and aspect ratio depend on the outer boundary.
A particular case is for an outer boundary that is itself an ellipse (App. A.2 of McCue
and King 2011); if the fixed ellipse has an aspect ratio of α (that is, the semiaxes are
α and unity), the aspect ratio of the boundary at extinction αe and extinction time te
are
αe = α
2, te =
α2
2(1 + α2)
. (A.14)
The aspect ratio of inner boundary therefore increases as it tends to extinction (we
consider α > 1 here). This property is different to the elliptical bubble surrounded
by a simply connected fluid region driven by a farfield source; in that case, the ellipse
maintains its aspect ratio (the exact solution being easily computed using the methods
of Chapter 2, or in elliptic coordinates, say).
Our numerical method can be used to verify the asymptotic results (A.14). This is
achieved in our numerical scheme by setting the initial mapping function to be
f(ζ, 0) =
α+ 1
2
1
ζ
+
α− 1
2
ζ, (A.15)
as well as removing the surface tension σ = 0 and setting the initial conformal modulus
ρ(0) to be very close to unity. In Figure A.1 we plot the inner boundary and aspect
ratio over time for an outer ellipse aspect ratio of 3/2. The limiting aspect ratio αe and
extinction time te are in good agreement with (A.14). We also test the effect of small
surface tension on the inner boundary; as one would expect, the boundary initially
behaves as for the σ = 0 case, but near extinction, the boundary rapidly tends to a
circle (the aspect ratio tending to unity).
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Figure A.1: Bubble extinction with an elliptical outer boundary with α = 3/2 ( te =
9/26, αe = 9/4).
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Figure A.2: Bubble extinction with surface tension σ = 10−3.
Outer boundaries that lead to pinch-off
A solution of Poisson’s equation with two minima
In the absence of regularisations it is theoretically possible to predict pinch-off from the
fixed boundary, by using the Newton potential (Entov and Etingof 1991) or Baiocchi
transform approach (McCue, King, and Riley 2003b; McCue and King 2011). In this
case, the point or points of final extinction are the minima of a function W, defined
in the fluid region at the extinction time Ω(te) (the entire region enclosed by the fixed
boundary ∂Ωo), which satisfies
∇2W = 1, (x, y) ∈ Ω(te), (A.16a)
W = 0, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ωo. (A.16b)
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The inner boundary at this time ∂Ωi(te) has contracted to its extinction point or points.
Here we construct a family of solutions that have two global minima, and therefore
correspond to bubbles that will pinch-off.
Finding an example using analytic functions
We proceed by constructing a solution to (A.16a) with two minima, and then find the
zero level curve ∂Ωo which encloses the two minima in a dumbell-type shape. Let
W(x, y) = x
2
2
+ <{f(x+ iy)} (A.17)
where f is analytic inside ∂Ωo. Thus W satisfies (A.16a). Differentiating we have
Wx = x+ <{f ′}, Wy = −={f ′},
Wxx = 1 + <{f ′′}, Wyy = −<{f ′′}, Wxy = −={f ′′}.
The existence of minima places conditions on f . For simplicity we will assume W is
even in x and y (which implies f(z) = f(−z) = f(z)), and that f has minima at
(x, y) = (0,±a). Since Wx =Wy = 0 at these points, we have
f ′(ia) = 0, (A.18)
and the Hessian, given by
H =WxxWyy −W2xy = −<{f ′′(ia)}(1 + <{f ′′(ia)}) (A.19)
must be positive to guarantee an extremum (note that symmetry implies Wxy =
−={f ′′} = 0 at z = ia). This is true if and only if
− 1 < <{f ′′(ia)} < 0, (A.20)
which also ensures Wxx > 0, so the extrema are indeed minima. We define a family of
solutions f such that
f ′(z) = Az(z2 + a2),
where A and a are positive constants. Differentiating, we find f ′′(ia) = −2Aa2, so we
need 0 < a < (2A)−1/2 to have minima. Integrating, we find the form for W :
W = 1
2
x2 +A
(
1
4
x4 − 3
2
x2y2 +
1
4
y4 +
1
2
a2(x2 − y2)
)
+ c. (A.21)
The additive constant c merely changes which level set of W is the zero level set. We
plot an example in Figure A.3 with a = 1 and A = 0.1.
Testing the pinch-off of an outer boundary given by a level set ofW (A.21) (an algebraic
curve) with our numerical code would require a conformal mapping function from the
unit circle to this level set. A different numerical scheme, which allows for more direct
input of the initial condition, may be preferable. We leave this problem for future work.
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Figure A.3: Contour and 3d plot of (A.21). A level curve is highlighted.

B Spectral method for the Saffman–Taylor
finger problem with kinetic undercooling
This appendix contains further details on the spectral collocation method used to nu-
merically solve the integrodifferential system that arises in the computation of travelling
fingers in a channel geometry with kinetic undercooling condition on the free bound-
ary, used in Chapter 7 (Dallaston and McCue 2013c). This method is based on the
idea of approximating function by a series of Chebyshev polynomials, and carrying
out differentiation and integration in the space of the Chebyshev coefficients. The fi-
nite difference version of this method is contained in Chapter 4 (Dallaston and McCue
2011).
Integrodifferential system
The system of equations to solve is
0 = 2q cos θs
dθ
ds
+ cos θ − q (B.1a)
log(1− λ) = 1
pi
∫ 1
0
θ(s)
s
ds (B.1b)
log q = log(1− λ)− θ
pi
log
(
1− s
s
)
− 1
pi
∫ 1
0
θ(s′)− θ(s)
s′ − s ds
′. (B.1c)
In this system, q and θ are modified speed and angle variables, related to the actual
speed qˆ and angle θˆ by
θ = θˆ − pi, q = (1− λ)qˆ.
The boundary conditions are θ(0) = 0 (at the tail of the finger), and θ(1) = θnose; we
leave the nose angle free to allow for the existence of a corner there, reminiscent of the
method Vanden-Broeck (1983) appplied to the surface tension variant of the problem.
In general, θ and q will have endpoints singularities. These singularities must be re-
moved by transforming the independent parameter s to achieve any useful convergence
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in a spectral approximation of θ. In addition, the integrands will be singular even after
the first substitution, so further transformations must be made. We expand on this
below.
Endpoint singularities: s 7→ t
Near the tail s = 0, we have
θ ∼ asτ , q ∼ 1 + bsτ .
Matching expansions in the integral and differential equations in a method similar to
McLean and Saffman (1981) (see Ch. 4) results in a transcendental equation for τ :
2τ + cot(piα) = 0.
Near the nose s = 1, the singular behaviour depends on the angle of the corner at the
nose. For no corner (θ(1) = −pi/2), θ and q have square root singularities. For a more
general nose angle of θˆnose, the complex velocity w(z) behaves as
w ∼ c.+ c.zpi/θˆnose ,
(c. represents a constant value), from which it follows that
qˆeiθˆ ∼ c.zpi/θˆnose−1 ∼ c.w1−θˆnose = c.w−θnose .
therefore
q ∼ c.(1− s)−θnose/pi.
The exponent for θ comes from the ODE: assuming θnose 6= −pi/2, matching exponents
gives
θ ∼ θnose + c.(1− s)1+θnose/pi.
This is also consistent with the integral equation. We now enact a substitution s 7→ t
in order to remove the endpoint singularities, and map the interval s ∈ [0, 1] to t ∈
[−1, 1], the natural domain on which Chebyshev series are defined. The appropriate
transformation is
s =
(
1−
(
1 + t
2
)γ)1/τ
where τ is the solution of the above transcendental equation, and
γ =
1
1 + θnose/pi
=
pi
pi + θnose
.
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Note for θnose = pi/2, we get γ = 2, which is consistent with the square root singularity
used by McLean and Saffman (1981). Now t = −1 is the nose and t = 1 is the tail.
The system of equations (B.1) becomes
0 =
−4τ
γ
q cos θ
[
1−
(
1 + t
2
)γ](1 + t
2
)1−γ dθ
dt
+ cos θ − q (B.2a)
log(1− λ) = 1
pi
∫ 1
−1
1
s(t)
ds
dt
θ(t) dt =
1
pi
∫ 1
−1
I(t) dt, (B.2b)
log q = log(1− λ)− θ
pi
log
(
1− s(t)
s(t)
)
− 1
pi
∫ 1
−1
− ds
dt′
θ(t′)− θ(t)
s(t′)− s(t) dt
′
= log(1− λ)− θ
pi
log
(
1− s(t)
s(t)
)
− 1
pi
∫ 1
−1
J(t′, t) dt′ (B.2c)
Even though the endpoint singularities in θ have been transformed away, the integrands
I(t) and J(t′, t) are still weakly singular at these points. If these are to be integrated
spectrally, further transformations are needed.
Endpoint singularities in the integrands
To aid in the transformation of the integrands, we introduce the general substitution
t = t(u; a, b) =
(1 + u)a + (1− u)b
(1 + u)a − (1− u)b .
This substitution preserves the interval [−1, 1] but changes the behaviour at the end-
points, so that (1 + t) ∼ c.(1 + u)a and (1− t) ∼ c.(1− u)b.
The first integrand I(t)
Near the nose t = −1, the integrand I behaves like
I = −θ(t)
s(t)
ds
dt
∼ c.(1 + t)γ−1.
Near the tail t = 1, it behaves like
I ∼ c. (1− t)
(1− t)τ (1− t)
τ−1 ∼ −1
τ
dθ
dt
(1).
Now define the integrand arising from the substitution t 7→ u:
I∗(u) =
dt
du
I(t(u)).
Now
I∗ ∼ c.(1 + u)a−1(1 + u)a(γ−1), u→ −1. (B.3)
I∗ ∼ c.(1 + u)b−1, u→ 1. (B.4)
Thus, setting a − 1 + a(γ − 1) = 1 ⇒ a = 2/γ and b = 1 makes the endpoints
nonsingular.
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The second integrand J(t′, t)
For the second integrand, we again transform t 7→ u, resulting in the integrand
J∗(u, t) =
dt′
du
J(t′(u), t).
Near the endpoints, this behaves like
J∗ ∼ c.(1 + u)a−1(1 + u)a(γ−1), u → −1 (B.5)
J∗ ∼ c.(1− u)b−1(1− u)b(1/τ−1), u→ 1 (B.6)
Thus a = 2/γ and b = 2τ will remove both singularities. Another complication is the
effect of t. While we are only interested in finding q at the interior points t ∈ (−1, 1), as
t→ ±1 the gradient of the integrand at the given end becomes unbounded. Numerical
integration is improved by composing with another substitution:
u = v +
t
2
(1− v2),
as this removes the gradient singularity as t→ ±1. The removable singularity t′ = t is
not an issue, given the integrand is computed at Chebyshev nodes in v, which will not
in general coincide with tn: the values at which we wish to compute q.
Chebyshev series expansion and algorithm
We can now outline the solution algorithm. We discretise the interval [−1, 1] with N+1
points tn (n = 0, 1, . . . N) located at the Chebyshev nodes, that is, at the zeros of TN+1.
This grid includes the end points t0 = −1, tN = 1. The values of the velocity angle θ
at the points are denoted θn = θ(tn).
To obtain the results of Chapter 7 we fix kinetic undercooling  and finger width λ ,
and let the interior points θn (n = 1, . . . , N − 1) and nose angle θnose = θ0 be unknown
(the tail condition θN = 0 is fixed). There are therefore N unknowns; the N equations
will come from enforcing the differential equation (B.2a) at interior points, and (B.2b)
for the given value of λ.
Since θ is differentiable with respect to the independent variable t, we write its series
expansion in that variable:
θ =
∞∑
n=0
AnTn(t),
where Tn(t) = cos(n arccos t) is the nth order Chebyshev polynomial. Efficient algo-
rithms exist for computing An from the values of θ = θn at the Chebyshev nodes tn
and vice-versa, and differentiation and integration is easily carried out in the space of
coefficients An (Fox and Parker 1968). The residual function of the nonlinear system
(B.2) is computed as follows:
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1. Given the interior values θn, and nose angle θnose, compute coefficients An;
2. Use the coefficients An to evaluate the derivative θ
′
n, as well as the integrands I
and J at the Chebyshev nodes in u or v (note that θ may be computed at arbitrary
points from the coefficients An). Then use the Curtis–Clenshaw (integration)
algorithm to compute the integral in (B.2b) and speeds qn from (B.2c) at each
Chebyshev node tn;
3. Evaluate the left hand side of the differential equation (B.2a) at interior points
tn, n = 1, . . . , N − 1. This provides N − 1 equations;
4. The Nth equation comes from enforcing (B.2b) given an input value of λ.
The residual function is then fed to Newton’s method to solve for the unknowns θn and
θnose.

C Nongeneric extinction behaviour of bubbles
with surface tension
To examine the small bubble limit we apply the same dynamic scaling x = λX, φ =
λ−1Φ, T = − log λ we use in the problems with surface tension and kinetic undercooling
(6.27), and pure kinetic undercooling (7.10). The problem is
∇2Φ = 0, Y > F (X,T ) (C.1a)
ΦXFX − ΦY = −λB(T )(F −XFX − FT ), Y = F (X,T ) (C.1b)
Φ = −σ FXX
(1 + F 2X)
3/2
, Y = F (X,T ) (C.1c)
Φ ∼ −λ log
√
X2 + Y 2, X, Y →∞, (C.1d)
where B(T ) = λ˙λ = O(1) for λ 1.
Similar to the case with nonzero kinetic undercooling, to leading order in small λ we
find that Φ is constant and thus the dynamic condition (C.1c) becomes
κ =
FXX
(1 + F 2X)
3/2
= constant. (C.2)
This implies the curvature of the extinction shape is constant: an expected result, since
generically bubbles with surface tension shrink to circles.
However, there is an unresolved question regarding pinch-off, which can occur even
with surface tension (see Chapter 5). In Chapter 2 we saw that in the unregularised
case, there was a nongeneric extinction shape (a degenerate ellipse) that occured for a
critical initial condition that was on the border between initial conditions that led to
pinch-off, and those that led to generic (elliptical) extinction. The question is then: is
there a non-generic (non-circular) extinction shape for the surface-tension regularised
problem, which represents the borderline between pinch-off and extinction at a single
point?
Such a nongeneric shape would have to approach constant curvature in a nonuniform
way; that is, the small λ solution of (C.1) is a singular rather than regular perturbation.
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Y
Φ0 ∼ const.
X
Φ0 = σK
∂Φ0
∂n
= 0
∇2Φ0 = 0
X
Y
Figure C.1: The leading order problem in small λ, resulting in constant curvature, and
a depiction of the possible nongeneric double circle solution.
An intriguing possibility is the double circle, consisting of two circles touching at a point
(see Figure C.1). To carry out the singular asymptotic analysis we have to find the first
correction term in small λ for the boundary and potential, which presumably breaks
down near the origin. The evolution of the boundary in this small inner region will
then show whether such a double circle can be approached as λ → 0. We have not
made much progress in this area, but we have derived the outer problem to the first
correction, which we include below.
The outer problem
Consider a solution to (C.1) near the steady state of a double circle; the boundary
consists of two circles of radius 1/2, centred at (±1/2, 0). Expanding in small λ:
F ∼ F0 + λF1(X), Φ ∼ Φ0(X,Y ) + λΦ1(X,Y ), λ→ 0, (C.3)
with F0 =
√
X(1−X), Φ0 = 2σ representing the double circle and potential in the
first quadrant of the X,Y -plane (note the curvature of the boundary is 2).
Taking O(λ) terms in (C.1), the corrections to the potential Φ1 and boundary F1 satisfy
∇2Φ1 = 0, Y > F0(X) (C.4a)
Φ1XF0X − Φ1Y = −B(F0 −XF0X), Y = F0(X) (C.4b)
Φ1 = −σ
(
F1XX
(1 + F 20X)
3/2
− 3F0XF0XX
(1 + F 20X)
5/2
F1X
)
, Y = F0X , (C.4c)
Φ1 ∼ − log
√
X2 + Y 2, X, Y →∞. (C.4d)
Using F0 =
√
X(1−X), and B ∼ −2 (following from the constant decrease in area
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X
Y
Z = 1/(1− iζ)
η ξΦ1η = 2/(1 + ξ
2)2
−1
∇2Φ1 = 0
Figure C.2: The conformal mapping from the fluid region in the first quadrant to a
semi-infinte strip.
A˙ = −2pi) the boundary conditions become
1− 2X
2
√
X(1−X)Φ1X − Φ1Y =
X√
X(1−X) , Y =
√
X(1−X) (C.5a)
Φ1 = 8σ(X(1−X))3/2F1XX + 12σ(2X − 1)
√
X(1−X)F1X , Y =
√
X(1−X).
(C.5b)
The difficulty of solving a problem in the region in the first quadrant outside the
semicircle can be resolved by applying the conformal mapping
Z =
1
1− iζ , X =
1 + η
(1 + η)2 + ξ2
, Y =
ξ
(1 + η2) + ξ2
, (C.6)
where Z = X + iY , ζ = ξ + iη. This creates a map to the fluid region in the first
quadrant from a semi-infinite strip ξ > 0, −1 < η < 0, with η = 0 the boundary of the
semicircle (see Figure C.2). The problem for Φ1 is now
Φ1ξξ + Φ1ηη = 0, ξ > 0, −1 < η < 0 (C.7a)
Φ1η =
2
(1 + ξ2)2
, ξ > 0, η = 0, (C.7b)
Φ1ξ = 0, ξ = 0,−1 < η < 0, (C.7c)
Φ1η = 0, ξ > 0, η = −1, (C.7d)
Φ ∼ log
√
ξ2 + (1 + η)2, (ξ, η)→ (0,−1). (C.7e)
Note that the flux into the strip due to the logarithmic singularity at (0,−1) matches
the flux out of the top boundary η = 0, since∫ ∞
0
2
(1 + ξ2)2
dξ =
pi
2
. (C.8)
Thus there is no source or sink in the far field: Φ1 = o(x) as x → ∞. A series or
transform solution to this problem is a matter for future study.
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